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An automated procedure for determining warping and torsional stresses 
in open steel members \vas developed by Joseph Palacak, Jr. in 192.5. His 
··FoRTRAN program, called "TORSION", determined stresses in wide flange, 
channel, and single angle members under various longitudinal •bending and 
torsional loadings. 
In order to validate the "TORSION" program, twelve test cases ":ere run 
and compared to the same cases analyzed using a commonly used manual 
technique. For this manual technique, the Torsional Analy~is C~se Charts 
developed by Bethlehem Steel were used to compute warping a~d.tor~ional 
stresses. Tables comparing the calculated ~tresses by the "TORSION" 
program and the torsion tables were developed. 
In addition, stress values from the hand-calculated prob1e~s were 
compared to values from GTSTRUDL output. Comparison tables between 
GTSTRUOL and the hand-calculated values are also presented. 
J 
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1.1 Purpose and Objectives 
The purpose of this report is to validate a FORTRAN based co~pu:er 
program that analyzes warping and torsion in open steel me~bers. The 
objective is to verify the program "TORSION" by comparing the orogram's 
output with hand-calculations that were derived using an acceptablq and 
proven method of torsional and warping stress analysis. The pn:r.ary 
requirement to ~omplete the hand-calculations was to determine the 
torsional rotational angle, p, and its derivatives,~', ¢".and 0'". 
These values were determined by. using the Torsional Analysis Case Charts 
developed by Bethlehem Steel. 
1.2 Scope 
In order to validate the torsional and warping stress analysis 
program, "TORSION", test problems 'JJere used th.:it contJi ned t"e sa:r,e 
parameter limits that "TORSION" had. These limits included the ty!)es o: 
open steel members, the types of torsional and plane be:1dinq oa'JS 2.pf:~1ed 
to the member, and the end conditions of the member. "T 0 R S I 0 ~~" a" a·i y;: e d 
three types of open steel members: (1) wide flange sections, (2) channel: 
and (3) single angles. The end condition parameter included a~y 
combination of fixed, pinned or free end conditions. The "TORs;ow· mem~er 
load parameter included both uniformly distributed and conce~tr2ted o1a~e 
bending and torsicnal loads. The Bethlehem Steel Torsional Analysis Case 
Charts also included the member load parameter of a 1inear~y varying 
di::tr~buted torque, which was not a load parameter of "TORSION". 
l 
1.3 Background 
Open steel members are subjected to plane bending stresses, torsional 
and wa~ping stres~es or a combination of both. Under plane bending, a 
member's cross section is subjected to (1) longitudinal/normal bending 
stress and (2) shear stress. 
The normal bending stress ( Q'6 ) is determined by the formula: 
(Eq••. 1.1) 
I 
where M =bending moment acting on the member's 
cross section (k-in:) 
S = section modulus of the member (in.3) 
. . 
The shear stress ( [b ) on the member's cross section is determined by 
the formula: 
Tb = v Q I I t (Equ. 1.2) 
where V shear force acting on the member's 
cross section (k) 
Q The statical moment about the cross section's neutro: a>:i~ 
of the cross-sectional area between the free ends and a 
plane cutting the cross section at a :;pecifiecl poi,.,,t (in.3) 
moment of inertia of the member (in.4) 
t thickness of the member's web or flange (in.) 





(a) :Bending Stresses (Ob) 
(b) Shear Stresses CI6) 
Figure 1. PLANE BENDING STRESSES 
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Open steel members that are under torsional loadings are subjected to 
(1) pure torsional shear stresses, (2) warping normal stresses and (3) 
warptng shear ~tresses. The torsional moment of resistance of an open 
steel member is a combination of St. Venant's torsional moment for an 
unrestrained cross-section and warping torsional moment of a restrained 
cross-section. 
The pure torsional shear stress ( [t) 1 s determined by the formula: 
( E q u . l . 31) 
where G = she~r modulus of the member (ksi) 
t thickness of the member's f1ange or web (in.) 
~' = first derivative of the member's torsio~al angle 
of rotation 
The warping normal stress (Owl is determined by the formula: 
' . 
E Wn s ¢ ' ' ~Equ. :.4) 
where E =modulus of elasticity of member (ksi) 
Wns normalized warping function on the member's 
cross section (in.2) 
~'' second derivative of the member's torsional 
angle of rotation 
Gns = ( - E s \',' ~ c! ' ' ' ) I t 
where E = modulu~ of ela~tlcity cf member 
Sv1~ warping statical moment; on the r:'erPbcr'::: 
t = thickne~~ cf member's fl~nge or ~e~ 
~·'' third derivative of member's tcrsio~a~ 
angle of rotation 
Figure 2 illu:trate~ tne torsiona: 
steel member cro~~-scction. 
., ,, r\ 
UJ,...., 
. ; .. 
.... . .... ' 
' . 
T h e e n d c o n d i t i o n ~ u s e d i n t h e t o r s i c n il 1 a n d '>·!a r ~· 1 n c; : " e 2 ~ 2 ~ c. ~ :· : ~ : 
include fixed, pinned and frc~ end 
all rotation and •,;arping of the member's flanges or v1eb 1~ prc~.ib1':.o::c:. cr.d 
is similar to the fixed end condition usee: in p1c:nr.: bend~r> :~ ::rc :;~"ned 
e n d c o n d i t i o n , t h e me m b e r ' s e n d i s a 1 1 o .,.,. e d t o ~ r e c 1 :,- ·.·J ;.. r ;; . ~: ::- .·.' e v e r . ·~: r: ~ ~ ~: e 
the pinned end condition used in plane bending, the tcr:~CJnal ~-'~rnd end 
condition does not allo\N the r.:ember to rotat12. In the f~~c end co~s~:~o~, 
the member's end is allowed to rotate and warp freely. 
5 
(J.) 1\aqing !~or;aal Stress (O'w;) 
' . 










Figure 2. TORSIONAL A~D WARPING STRESSES 
Chapter Two 
DEVELOPMENT OF HAND-CALCULATED TEST PROBLEMS 
2.1 General 
Twelve test problem:: we;e used to va1jdate :r.~ "IS~s:c~; o:-ograc;. 
These twelve problems were analyzed for plane bending stressc: a:; ~e11 ~~ 
the torsional and warping stresses. Hand-calcu~aticr: w~rc perfor~ed bv 
first determining the value:: of the rotation angles and their deri~~Lives 
through the Bethlehem Steel Torsional Analysis Case ~nar:s. 
values were dn~ermined, the various stresses were calculated u:in~ 
Equations 1.1 through 1.5. 
The twelve test problems used were a~ follows: 
Problem No. Beam Selected End Conditio::s 
1 W14x109 Fi >:ed-Free 
2 \.oJ14 X 15 9 Pi :-1ned-Fi ;.:ed 
3 Wl2x79 Pi nned-F'i :oned 
4 W1'1x90 Fixed-Fixed 
5 W8xl5 Fixed-Free 
6 W10x49 Fixed-Free 
7 W6xl5 Fixed-Free 
8 L~8x6 7 Fixed-Free 
9 C10x20 Fixed-Free 
10 Cl2x30 Fixed-Free 
11 C5x9 "ixed-Frae 
12 MC18x42 Fixed-Free 
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Although "TORSION" performed torsional shear analysis on single angle 
members, these member types could not be properly validated by hand due to 
limitations in using the Torsional Analysis Case Charts and in the 
"TORSION" program output printout for single angle member cases. These 
limitations are further discussed in later chapters. 
Each test problem consisted of either a wide flange member or channel 
member under various plane bending and/or torsional loads. 
bending and torsional stresses were calculated at several ke~ lpcat~ons 
along the beam's length, as well as at various key points within the ~eam' s 
cross-section. 
For each specified location along the beam's length, there were s•x 
items that were calculated for each te~t problem: ~I 1 1 
r' 
and P"', (2) plane bending stress(()~>), (3) \veb and flange s:,ear ~tre~ses 
( 7;11., and ll.; ) , ( 4 ) to r s i on a 1 she a r s t r e s s e s at t he we b and f 1 a n g e ( T t ,..1 an d 
TtF ), (5) warping normal stresses at the flange tips (Ow ), and '(6) 
warping shear stresses at the flange centers (Lwsl· 
Hand-calculations for each problem are shown in Appendix A. 
2.2 Torsional Analysis Case Charts 
The Torsional Analysis Case Charts developed by 8eth1ehert: ~.te('l ·..:ere 
used to determine the values of ~. D', ~"and .0'" for each ;;:--o~'~em. 
Although the charts consist of twenty-six various cases with va~icus 
torsional load types and end conditions, thirteen of the chart~ were u~ed 
for the twelve test problems based on the selected loadings an~ end 
conditions. The charts are based on four parJmeters: (l) tyc>e o' 
torsional load, (2) end conditions, (3) location along the member's ~ength 
(shown in the charts as Fraction of Span Length Z/L), and (4) ~he ratic of 
8 
the member's overall length (L) to the member'~ torsional constant a 
jECw/GJ ). Th~s L/a ratio is the actual curved lines on each chart. 
For each chart, the x-axis repre~ents the Fraction of Span Length 
(Z/L) and they-axis represent~ the torsional function value that will be 
used to determine the actual values of p, ~·,~~~and~'". The L/a rat;o 
is one of the limiting factors when usjng the chart~. Depending on the 
particular chart being used, the L/a ratio chart curves are shown for ~/A 
values of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 6.0. I Interpolation can be perfor~ed 
I 
for an L/a value that is between two of the curves. However, there can be 
no accurate interpolation for an L/a value greater than 6.0 since this is 
the last curve depicted on the charts. Since "L" and "a" are both 
dimensions and properties of the beam used, member length and type are 
governing factors in selecting a beam whose L/a ratio is 6.0 or fe$s. 
Due to the L/a ratio limitation of the charts, few single angle 
members could be used. Because the tor:;ional constant "a" is so small for 
single angles, these members could only have a length of a few inches in 
order to remain within the L/a ratio curves on the charts. 
The actual Case Charts used for the test problems are shown in 
Appendix B. Listed on each Case Chart is the specific test proble~(s) for 
which it was used. 
Z.3 Oeterm1nation of Plane Bending, Torsional and Warping St1·e~ses 
The determination of plane bending stresses on ~he member is made by 
analyzing the plane bending and shear forces acting on the member. Shear 
and moment diagrams are established illustrating the magnitude of these 
forces at various locations along the beam's length. Equations ~.1 and l.Z 
are then used to calculate the plane bending stresses and the shear 
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stresses in the member's web and flanges. These plane bending and shear 
stresses were calculated at the points on the extreme fibers of the flange 
tips and flange/web connection. These calculation points are shown a~ 
points 0 and 2 on the wide-flange cross-section, and points 0, 1 and 2 on 
the channel cross-sections. 
The determination of torsional and warping stresses on the member is 
made by analyzing each torsional load that is applied to the member. A 
separate and specific Torsional Analysis Case Chart is selected for each 
I 
individual torsional load to determine the values of ~. ~·, ~·' and~·''. 
After these values are calculated for each torsional load, they are summed 
up to determine the overall values at each specified location along the 
member's length. These summed value~ of¢,¢',¢" and ¢"''are'then used 
in Equations 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 to calculate the torsional a~d· warping 
stresses in the member's flange and/or web. However, the torsional and 
warping stresses were calculated at the mid-thickness of the flange tips 
and flange/web connection. Unlike the plane bending stresses that were 
calculated at the extreme fibers of the member's cross-section, these 
torsional and warping stresses were calculated at point differed by one-
half the flange thickness. Figure 3 illustrates this offset difference. 
In summing up the plane bending stresses with the torsional and 
warping stresses, this difference between the points of calculation were 
not taken into account. The differences in the calculation points from 
the cross-section's neutral axi~ caused by the one-half flange thickness 
offset was approximately 3.9% to 10.0% for the twelve test problem beams. 
By not including this offset in the stress calculation summations, some 
percent differences resulted ~etween the hand-calculated results and the 








a. Points of calculation on flange 
for Plane Bending stresses. 




. b. Points of calculation on flange 
for Torsional and Warping stresses. 
(mid-thickness of flange) 





., .. , 
The points of calculation for the stresses in the member's web, $hown 
as point 3 on the cross-section, were the same for both plane bending and 
torsional and warping stresse~. Therefore, there were no additional 
differences between the hand-calculations and the program for ~oint 3. 
The twelve test problems ~hewn in Appe~dix A i~lustrate the unique 
aspects of each case, and show how the Torsional Analysis Case Chart~ are 
.used in combination with one another to determine the appropriate tor~icnal 







"TORSION" PROGRAM FOR STRESS ANALYSIS 
3.1 General 
The torsional stress analysis program "TORSION" required that input 
files for each test problem to be run be established indicating the various 
·parameters, properties, dimensions, end conditions, locations along the 
I 
member length to be examined, load types and load magnitudes applied to ~· ~ne 
I 
selected member. 
The program al·so had three general requirements/c~sumptiJn$ that j.' ~ne 
user needed to be aware of: (1) all units are in kips and inches, (2) 
there is a positive upward and to the left sign conventjon and (3) ali 
' . loads are applied at the shear center of each member, and therefore, a non-
torsional load cannot induce torsional stresse~. Due to the third 
requirement/assumption, the program "TORSION" does not account for ~1-,o ~,..., ... 
additional torsional load on a channel's cross-section caused by the 
eccentricity between the point of load application on the cross-section's 
centroid and the shear center. 
The boundary conditions for "TORSION" consisted of fixed, pinned c~ 
free end conditions or any combination thereof. Similar to the Torsiona1 
Analysis Case Charts, the fixed condition prevented both rotation and 
warping of the member's end and the pinned end condition prevented end 
rotation but allowed for warping. 
Prior to using the "TORSION" program, the source program f~le h.::.d to 
be re-compiled on an IBM computer using a FORTRAN compiler that different 
than that used by "TORSION's" original author. 
13 
. ; ''•.' 
3.2 Input and Output Files 
An input file for "TORSION" was established for each of the twelve 
test· problems. "TORSION" output files listed the variou:; parameters, 
forces, properties and dimensions for the beam selected, a:; we11 as the 
sections along the member's length that were to be analyzed. 
Fo:- each torsional loading, the values of U, ~·. ~··and 0''' were 
- calculated and listed. Normal and torsional :;tre:;:;e:; at various points of 
the member's cross-section were listed for all plane bending and torsional 
I 
loadings as well as the combined bending/torsional loadings. Al~hough the 
stresses were calculated with the summation of all torsional loadings, the 
values of ~. ·~,, ¢'' and 0''' were only listed for each individual 
torsional loading, and had to be summed up by hand. 
I 
A complete list of each input file and "TORSION" output _or:intcut for 
the twelve test problems are shown in Appendix C . 
Chapter Four 
COMPAR.ISON OF "TORSION" PROGR.M1 AND HAND-CALCULATED STRESS RESULTS 
4.1 General 
Comparison tables of the various results acquired thrcu~h ~he 
"TORSION" program and hand-calculations were establi~hed to 
percent difference~ between the two analysis methods. ?ercert differerce~ 
in both the plane bending stresses, torsional and warping :tr~sses were 
calculated and tabulated for each test problem. Si nee the to:-~~ 0~1a 1 and 
warping stresses. are directly correlated to ~~, ¢~ 1 and ~~I' (~qCiatior~ 
1.3, 1.4 and 1.5), comparison tables of the torsional angle of rotation 2nd 
its derivatives are also shown. 
' . 
4.2 "TORSION"/Hand-Calculation 0, 0~0", 0 1 " Comparison iabie~ 
Tables 4.1 through 4.8 illustrate the Phi angle/derivative: c~~~ari son 
for wide-flange sections. The percent differences calculated range frc~ C% 
to 24.56%. Although most differences are within 15%, there a:-e random 
differences that are higher. 
Tables 4.9a through 4.12b illustrate the Phi angle/derivatives 
comparison for channel sections. T~ese percent difference~ ~arlge from 0% 
to 52.961.. Although most differences are withjn 15%, there are random 
differences that are higher. 
Since the values of rf,, ·¢~, ¢ 1 ' and r,~~~ ·.:ere derived t'":rc·~gn 
interpolation of the Torsional ,~.nalysis Case 
interpolating the exact value from the L/a ratio curve did ccntribute :o 
the percent differences. In additior, Tables 4.9a, 4.9b, ~.l2a anC 4.:2b 
illustrate the significant percent diff~rences in p, ~·, ¢· · and ~- ·' that 
l.J 
PHI ANGLE.AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Pro b 1 em No. : 1 
Beam Selected: W14x109 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
Length (inches): 300 
l~~~r1 ===:::::::11-, 10)( ~---- » )' ~--1}) ;;{) t:o ~-IW \ .2S k'·llJ AN _, --------21011-~I I ~~------------------------------000·~\ 
At Support (0 in): 
ph; 
Phi I 1 
?h; \ 
Phi " ' 
At .7L (210 in): 
Phi 
phi 1 I 
Phi ' 
Phi " ' 
At Free End (300 in): 
Phi 













4.04xl0-11 = "0" 
.00023662 
3.21707x10-8 













Table 4.1:- PHI ANGLE/DERIVATIVES, PROBLEM 1 
. 16 



















PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Pro b 1 em ~~ o . : 2 
Beam Selected: Wl4xl59 
End Conditions: Pinned-Fixed 
L e n g t h (_i n c h e s l : It 3 2 
12 1< I> ~ ':> 
:-- 1034 --l 
;. ~ I 
v 
II I 1--~----------------432 ----------------1 
"Torsion" "Hand-Ca 1 c." " lo 0 iff. 
' 
------------------------------------------------
Support ( 0 in) : 
Phi 0 0 ,.,., u;. 
Phi ' ' 4.2778xl0-13 II 0 II 0 ox Phi I 
.13633xl0-3 .123196x10-3 9.63X 
Phi"' 
-.16323xl0-7 
-.165058x10-7 1. 1lt 
.25L (108 in) : 
Phi 
.012334 .010649 13.66t Phi ' I 
-.86267x10-G 
-.84551x10-6 1.98t 
Phi ' . 77173x10-4 6.92979x10-6 10.20t Phi II I 
-.28600xl0-8 
-3.30116xl0-9 13.36t 
Fixed Support (432 ; n) : 
Phi 
.72407xl0-7 = "0" 0 0~ Phi ' I 
.29064xl0-5 2.67744xl0-6 7.88t Phi I 
.10643xl0-ll = 110" 0 Ot 
Phi"' 
.59098x10-7 5.611Y7xl0-8 5.04t 
Table 4.2 - PHI ANGLE/DERIVATIVES, PROBLEM 2 
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At Left 
PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
ProblemNo.: 3 
Beam Selected: W12x79 
End Condition~: Pinned-Pinned 
Length (inches): 360 
~=6=o=~=·l~========~====u~Q==z=s=~=-iN=\===~ 




Support (0 in) : 
Phi 0 0 
phi I I 0 0 
Phi I 5.78920x10-4 5.61524x10-4 
Phi 1 " -1.72400x10-7 -1.7572~xl0-7 
At .ll (36 in): 
Phi 
phi I I 
phi I 
Phi"' 
At .7L (252 in): 
At Right 
Phi 





phi I I 
Phi I 





























Table 4.3 -PHI ANGLE/DERIVATIVES, PROBLEX 3 
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PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
ProblemNo.: 4 
Beam Selected: Wl4x90 
End Conditions: Fixed-Fixed 
Length (inches): 480 
.G iOH 
t ~ J ~I ' I \1. 
,. 
~ I y 
S"OK·lH 











Left Support ( 0 in) : 
Phi 0 0 
Phi I I 1.38387xl0-5 1.3556~xl0-5 2.0~Z 
Phi I 0 0 
Phi I I I 
-2.08483xl0-7 
-2.09ll5xl0-7 
. SL (240 i n) : 
Phi .096856 .097553 0.71~ Phi I I 
-8.16llxl0-6 
-8.06937xl0-6 ~ 1 .., .,. 
... I • {_ ... 




Right Support (480 in) : 
Phi 1.8102xl0-6 II 0 II 0 
Phi I I 1.38388xl0-5 1.3556~xl0-5 2.0~~ phi I 
-2.2859xl0-9 = "0" 0 
Phi II I 2.08483xl0-7 2.091146xl0-7 
Table 4. 4 - PHI ANGLE/DERIVATIVES, PROBLE~~ 4 
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PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMP:RISON TABLE 
Pro::,lemNc.: 5 
Beam Selected: W8x15 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 





-4--- ~~II -1 II 
-------...:. ________ GO -~, 
"Torsion" "Hand-Calc." ;; Di7f. 
At Support (0 in): 
Phi 
Phi I I 
phi I 
? h; I I I 
At .3L (18 in): 
Phi 
Phi I I 
Ph; I 
Phi'" 
At Free End (60 in): 
Phi 





































Table 4.5 -PHI ANGLE/DERIVATIVES, PRODLE~ 5 
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At Support 
At .SL (9G 
At Free End 
~ )>) .4 ~-1~1/!!.J 
I 
PHI ANGLE ANC DERIVATIVES 
















( 0 in) : 
Phi 0 0 
ph~ I I 
.19602xl0-4 .18693xl0-4 
Phi I 0 0 
phi II I 
-.63952x10-6 -6.22110xl0-7 
i n) : 
Phi .029039 .02620 
Phi I I 
-.36l97xl0-5 -3.6230x10-6 
Phi I . 2034x10-3 .00021122 
D f) i " I .6~667xl0-7 6. 2:-'llOxlC-8 
( 192 in) : 
Phi .043101 .Ot,030 
phi I I 
-.2655CxlO-l: /loll 0 
Phi I .10:27x10-3 .00012~: 
phi II I 
.26093x10-7 2.0737xl0-t. 




















































1 ""~-. IZ.G"--1 .,.__ _________ ql'' ---~---+-i 
"Torsion" "Hand-Calc." :4 Diff. 
-------------------------------------------~~---
Support ( 0 in): 
Phi 0 0 Ci. 
Phi ' ' .206Slx10-3 .00021008 1.707: 
Phi ' 0 0 07: 
Phi"' -.180~3x10-4 -.00001823 1.30% 
. 3l ( 12. 6 in) : 
Phi .010563 .007893 2ti.56% 
Phi '' - .l5550x10-'1 -.00001616 3.777. 
phi ' .ll95lxl0-2 .OOH2357 l6.3ft% 
Phi I " -.17439x10-~ -.00001773 l.Gt.% 
Free End (42 in) : 
Phi .0~1242 .047357 12.91% 
Phi ' ' .2322lxl0-12 "0" 0 0:4 
Phi I .07444x10-3 .00107H3 9.05:4 
Phi"' .~9229x10-6 5.48~3x10-7 10.24% 

















PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 









lo&---~ 37.4rt- I 
l-4----7----------- iO~Il I 
"Torsion" "Hand-Ca1c." ,; Diff. 
-----------------------------------------~-~----
Support ( 0 i n) : 
Phi 0 0 0% 
Phi I I 
-6.2595xl0-6 -6.188x10-6 l.l-1:! 
Phi I 0 0 0~ 
Phi'" 1.2945xl0-7 1. 30xl 0-7 0.38!: 
.3L ( 31. 4 in) : 
Phi -2.55981xl0-3 -2.6162xl0-3 2.16~ 
Phi I I 
-1.76108xl0-6. · -1.8566xl0-6 5.l'l!:: 
Phi I 
-1.34279x10-4 -.0001371 2.06% 
Phi"' 1.80392x10-7 1.69x10-7 6.327: 
Free End (108 in) : 
Phi -1.13664x10-2 -.011642 2.37% 
Phi I I 
-1.48674xl0-10 = "0" 0 o::: 
Phi I 
-7.892xl0-5 -.00008175 3.4Gt 
Phi I II 
-1.07003x10-7 -1.04x10-8 2.8lt 


















J 'll ~ f } 1-1&'\ 
PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Pro b 1 em No. : 9 a 
Beam Selected: ClOxZO 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
length (inches}: 60 
·d;:r 
.Vc.V '11 ~ \11 \11 J; V3ox:-m I . 
Go'' 
t 
* HAND CALCULATION VALUES INCLUDE THE TORSIONAL FORCES DUE TO ECCENTRIC 
LOADING OF THE UNIFORM DISTRIBUTED LOAD THROUGH THE CHANNEL'S SHEA~ CENTER 
"Torsion" "Hand-Calc." t Diff .. 
At Support (0 in): ------------------------------------------------
phi 
phi I I 
Ph; I 
Phi ' II 
At .3L (18 in}: 
Phi 
Phi I ' 
Ph; I 
Phi'" 
At Free End (60 in): 
Phi 
Phi I I 
Ph; I 





















































~~ -!; t 
1-4--IS~ 
.. 
PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem No.: 9b 
Beam Selected: C10x20 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
Length (inches): 60 
1 'f./H 
t. "'~· ·,} l . '{! -1. -J, -1 
IJ 30 lt·IN I . 60" 
I I \!/ J 
I 
* HAND CALCULATION VALUES DO NOT INCLliQE THE TORSIONAL FORCES DUE TO 
ECCENTRIC LOADING OF THE UNIFORM DISTRIBUTED LOAD THROUGH THE CHANNEL'S 
SHEAR CENTER 
At Support (0 in): 
Phi 
Phi I I 
phi I 
Phi ' ' ' 
At .3L (18 in): 
Phi 
Phi ' ' 
Phi' 
Phi'" 
At Free End (60 in): 
Phi 
Ph; 1 I 
phi I 



























Table 4.9b -PHI ANGLE/DERIVATIVES, PROBLEM 9b 
25 










































I . 3 ~-l~ /J/-( (,~' -- ({: <f.<<!.--- f::f:((---
1 
32H~ ' 2 k'·lfJJn.J / 
-4---~----,--------10~'-----~ 
"Torsion" "Hand-Calc." ;; Oiff. 
' ' . 
------------------------------------------------
( 0 i n) : 
Phi 0 0 07. 
Ph; I I 
-4.6154x10-5 -.4542x10-4 1. 59% 
Ph; I 0 0 0~ 
Ph; I I I 1. 2313x10-6 1.212x10-6 1. 5 77: 
.3L (32.4 ; n) : 
Phi -1.80~ '9xl0-2 -.017098 5.307: 
Phi I I 
-1. 02406x10-5 -1.3423x10-5 23.7lj; 
phi I 
-9.2765x10-4 -9.014x10-4 2. 79% 
Phi " I 1.39828xl0-6 1.3562lxl0-6 1..21% 
Free End (108 in) : 
Phi -7.24163x10-2 -. 0702l14 3.00% 
phi I I 
-S.12819x10-9 :: II 0 II 0 07.: 
Phi I 
-4.02456x10-4 -.0004177 ~ r;r., .) • Q _, ... 
Phi"' -8.88997xl0-7 -8.7229xlJ-7 l. 88Z 






PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem No.: 








-_1''1.6 11_\ ,, ----~~----------------------42 ------------
"Torsion" ·"Hand-Calc. 11 
( 0 i n) : 
Phi 0 0 
Ph; ' ' .30579x10-2 .002950 
phi I 0 0 
Phi " I -.47020x10-3 -.000472 
.3L ( 12.6 in) : 
phi .11685 .114633 
phi I I 
- .11897x10-2 -.001141 
Phi I .99488x10-2 .009830 
Phi " I -.32743x10-3 -.000331 
Free End (42 in) : 
Phi .19976 .196514 
Phi I I 
.189x10-8 II 0 II 0 
phi I 
.58739x10-3 .000655 
Phi'" .84293xl0-5 .00000944 
















-----------------·--·--.. ·-· ........ - ........ 
PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem No.: 12a 
Beam Selected: MC18x42 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
length (inches): 192 
zK' 
~ ~ . ~ 
• Y K·l~ /J!J · \ 
, _______ 'l6''-
,, 
__ _;,_ ______ ___;_ _____ lq2 ---
* HAND CALCULATION VALUES INCLUDE THE TORSIONAL FORCES DUE TO ECCENTRIC 
LOADING OF THE TWO CONCENTRATED LOADS THROUGH THE CHANNEL'S SHEAR.CENTER 
At Support 
At • 5L {96 
At Free End 
( 0 i n) : 
Phi 





Phi I I 
Phi I 
Phi"' 
( 192 in): 
Phi 
Phi I I 
Phi I 
Phi I II 


































~" , Q" ~~ 0 . J."" ;. 
H .87% 
51.45% 






PHI ANGLE AND DERIVATIVES 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem No.: 12b 
Beam Selected: MC18x42 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
Length (inches): 192 
14~ 2.\C ~ 
. ~f-=====~~==~~~~====3>~f==================~1 ~ .4 JC·INJm. / 
-----'lGv-
-----=--------------112"--
* HAND CALCULATION VALUES DO NOT INCLUDE THE. TORSIONAL FORCES DUE TO 
ECCENTRIC LOADING OF THE TWO.CONCENTRATEO LOADS THROUGH THE CHANN~lS SHEAR 
CENTER 
"Torsion" "Hand-Calc." X Oiff. 
------------------------------------------------At Support ( 0 i n) : 
Phi 0 0 0% Phi I I 
.39803xl0-4 .39488x10-4 




At • 5L (96 i n) : 
Phi 
.049015 .04884 
.36% Phi I I 
phi I 
Phi"' 
-.74574xl0-5 ...... .• 
-7.5494xl0-6 1.22::: 
.32272x10-3 3.07060xl0-3 l . 16::; 
.17989xl0-6 1.716lxl0-7 ~.60% 
At Free End ( 192 in) : 
Phi 
Phi I I 
Phi I 




-.25325x10-9 !loll 0 oz 
.66205xl0-4 
.614xl0-4 7.26% 
.36904x10-7 "Oil 0 07. 


















occur when torsional forces due to the eccentric loading· through a 
channel's shear center are included in the calculations. 
4.3 "TORSION"/Hand-Calculation Stress Comparison Tables 
Tables 4.13 through 4.24b illustrate the normal stresses and torsional 
stresses calculated determined by the "TORS I 01~" program and hand-
_calculations, and the per~ent differences between the two analysis methods. 
Percent differences could not be calculated in cases where the s~ress 
value derived by hand '.oJas 0 ksi and the stress derived by "TORSI10N" was an 
actual value. Percent differences for these cases are annotated by a 
question mark. 
T a b 1 e s 4 . 1 3 t h r o u g h 4 . 2 4 b a 1 s o i 1 1 u s t r a t e t h e e r r o rs ·1. n t h ~ " T 0 R S I 0 ~J " 
stress output. For example, in Test P~oblem No. 5 (WBxlS, Fixed-Free), 
. . 
"TORSION" calculates an increasing bending and shear stress along the 
member's length from the support to the free end, which cannot be the case 
for these boundary conditions. Similar situations with plane bending 
stresses for the fixed-free boundary conditions are apparent in Test 
Problems No's. 6, 9a, 12a and 12b. 
In the other cases, the percent differences are quite cma1!. 
Comparison of the percent differences of the d', ~'' and ~''' at speci f~ c 
length locations and cross-section points with the calculated stress 
percent differences at the same points and locations show a high degree of 
similarity. This, of course, would be the case since t~e stre~~e~ 
calculated with Equations 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 are directly related to t~e ¢', 
~·' and ~· '' values. Therefore, percent differences in these values would 















A:1alvses taken at 
' Locations: .; 
Location 1 : 0 inches 
Location 2: 210 inches 
Location 3: 300 inches 
' . 
I ~·~======:==:==:==:==:=============(*=lf=.==:::======:: ·A-- ! 0 Y.: ~-----=?» 7-/ ---7r ---=:>>}J 50:<-;;') 
\j .2 S \{·iN /JrJ 
,, 
, _________ ·210 -----
-·~----------------------------~------- Joo'-: -><-i 
0 1 
p l . ~ : 
~ l . l : 
~ I , • 
' ~ ' J . 
31 
r, ... 
r ~ 2 ~ g e 1 1 ~· 
flz.·: er~~~o [·:~r~e·:~1~.~ 






Length: 300" 0 i:l. 210 in. 300 in. 
1\ ~OCA'i'ION (l) I LOCATION (2) I LOCATION (3} 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------II "!'ORSIO~i" PAl1D-CALC. ~ DIFF I "TORSION'' RAND-CALC. % DIFF l"'i'ORSION" PA'iD-CALC. % DIFF 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOflV).L STRESS 
T'O RS I O~~,~L 
(c) .•. s} 





l6 ~H~4 16.2:3415 l 20 I -~ q~t.~Dl1 -· } ... ,,~.) -4.86199 l. 32 -.000057 0 0 
B81D!:1G t~:·?. 0 Ji -~,, :.:318~·~ -6,06;34 ~.5 ,_, 0 0 .-. '.1 :j 0 
( CL) i}?T·. l 
~::; i f}t'T. 3 
--------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------------------
S~E.A~ S'?~:S·) 
TO~ S I o;,~!~L fJ? 7' 1 i) ( .r t J ;):T I l 
~: ::.: -}?T. 3 
0 0 0 I , ·~'3!1?- :3.76226 2.3'3 I 2.279096 1.3500'3 14.44 .J,O,· ~~) 0 :} 0 2.230-Hl 2.2~3673 2. 8'3 !.39130:3 l.i9056 14. ~ ~ 
~~A~?I:~G :]_-: . 0 
(f·,·s) i): ~I :).·:.o?.~32 t). ?:}~:3 :).07 O.l/5244 011&24 7.3j -O.l67~l3 -0.1~23 14. 7 
}~ s i }?7. 3 
:.~~{DI\G .}~~-:. 0 
~:~Lo.;s (!.l~J2 l . l L I i\ 1 q 1 o ~ 'i • :) I l 3 2 1 i 1 
l-- -
0 0 0 ...... - - 'i- ;..~i,. 
:), 1!3258 0. i366 l.Ol 0.72'325:3 0. 7 66 l. 01 !) r, 0 \! 
r·c···,\ I .. •; . . . 
<2: i}?":"\ 0 
I 
··--- ·--------- -----------~----------------~---·------------------------------------------------------
Tab lc /1. l3 - "TORS ION" /I!AND·-CALC. COI-IPARISON, PROBLEH l 
"TORSION" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Prob1em: 2 
Beam Selected: Wl4xl59 
End Conditions: Pinned-Fixed 
Analyse$ taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1 : 0 inches 
location 2: 108 inches 
Location 3: 432 inches 
r ~ . c : .~: /'. g: . : ;· 
' . 
p; ,. ' 
• • .r i G n ; ~ :' ~: e C· : ~ : ~ ~ ( ~ ~· : , .. 
. ~! • _; ·. :•"'' ' I I' • 
• ': ~· ~· '! ;. '. ,1 ~ ·~ : ; ,._· : ! . 















t r;r L"J" -11.)-\'-' ( 3) L'IJ .. o !1 1 
------------------- -~-~- ~~~~~~~-1-0-~~ ---- ~:~D~ ~L:~;,:- ---~ -~=1~~- -~- ~~.U~~S- ~0-N- ~-- --~~~D~ ~;:;,:-- --~ -;l~~~-,-- ~~.~~~-1-,~~~:--- -~~.~~~L=~;C ___ --~~;,~~F-
..... a.J ~l ol!.rJ.l n_ ..... ")- ..... • .. \ J.. .d . .J.o .. Al -~'t..!..!\... .lo.) -.1..1..1. 1--'- -·' !' -~-L .. n...;,.,o I ~ i.J-.l 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 NOR)o!.AL STRESS 
-------------
?ORSIO:iAL {]f·T. 0 I) 0 0 -l. 3~2438 -l.3l7 l. S·3 C)22%5 Cli 7 .8i 
(d i.'S) G'"'i' 1 ~. .. . 
ksi 1.~?T. 3 
BENDE;G . !}PT. 0 0 0 0 3.227294 3. 2 2 7 O.Ol 2.398il 2.392 0.25 
(db) t3PT . 
ksi 0P·t. 3 
--------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SHEA?. S!·~ESS 
70~SIO~A~ O?T. 0 
( ( t) 
'n1A~_?lS~~ 
{ 7' "- \ 
\ 1.. ~ ...... ; 
I]J'i' i II 1 •); ~ ,, )- h ·~ •• , _ - , V - • I ~ 
~??. 3 1.137506 
~-;;: t. !) 
:}? ! . -1 
I 
~~~ . G ~ ~3 ~3 ~ 2 
.l: ~! :_;! ! • 
~· E~~ ~~ i \:~ -. :~ ~i 
rC~·l '_i ~ !' 1 
:: ~. ;) :·T' 
ii I 
3 ! I 





(j 1(• r 
'- • i.. .) 0 
0. 7 6 7 
'3. s 3 
9.63 
; ' r 
.: . .:.. -; 
,-, •11 











0 . ;~ ij s 
0. 7 6 7 
lO.l7 
10.24 
l ) . ~ l 
:j ~ ) 
;) ' 3:3 
0 
:j 
- !) I ~i ~; 7 3 t~ 





0 j l2 
0 I ~ ~ 6 
0 
0 









I "')r' 1-, .... --~b -~ 






D. ' p. I t 1 nnea-. 1 nnec. 
i>. r. a l v s e s taken at t; Locations: 
Location 1 : 0 inches 
Location 2: 35 inches 
Location 3: 252 inches 
Location 4: 360 inches 

















Le~gt~1: 3:.:J'' 0 i!!. 
II LOCA'i'ION (l) I 
35 irr. 
LOCATION (2) 
252 in. 360 i!l. 
LOCATION (3) LOCATION (() 
-------------------- rr ~~~~~~~~~~---- ~;M~;~~~~~ ~---~- ;i;~- r- ~.~~~;i~~:---- ~~~;~~.~~ ~---~-;i ~~- r- ~~~;.~~~;;:.---- ~·-~~;~~~~ ~- --%- ;~;~-r :.~~~~i~~:.---- ;~~~;~~;i~ ~---~-;i;;--
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
~'o::..;v}.L s t·~:ss 
-------------
·ro~SIO\!_~ ?T. 0 0 0 0 
( (}-,' 5} ?!'. 
•.-: :-·!· ... !. ~ ~ 
I::;]!Y·~ ??. 0 rJ ij i) 
(CJ J) : !". 
.~ ~: --. '• 
-S.6l0505 -6.297 U4 -U072~6 -C 271 
0 <j 0 0 0 








'!"('.~:S!(!:i.!..~ ~1; ;', () 
( y ~) 
~:.: i 
~:.!.). :·! ;\·~ 
( {.;) 
j:,: ~ 

































., i -, 















Table 4.15 - "TORSION"/HAND-CALC. CONPARISON, PROBLEH 3 
2. 11 
l. ?.3 
:, ~ i 
t.. L • ..., .._ 
0 
0 











































Analyses taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1: 0 inches 
Location 2: 240 inches 
Location 3: 480 inches 
' . 
~ . G v.;rr ,/ !/. ~ ~ ~ . \ ~0w '" ~ ,;; .} I iV: -.y ..y ,l, ~/ \•.,..,. :::>>- 7> '?-> ;;,- ,?- t;:: 77'" 
' 
.J )(-lN/rrJ I 50 IC·JN ~ 
I 











P t . [' : F 1 a :: ~ ~ T i .J 
?t ... Flznge.'~~~~ [.;~~~'l.ic.~ 








Ler:gth: 430" 0 in. HO in. 480 in. 
·-,,,,.,!-'" (') r-,,,..,TQU (2) .,~~·"T"lJ (") · --------------------~--------------~~~:~-~~--~---------J--------------=~~:~:-~ ____________ t ______________ ~~~:~:~:--~--------





,_, ... , 
.~ . .:·.!. 
BE~~DI:iG 
@?'l'. 0 
t!?? I l 
f}??. 3 
19 ~ "38997 . 
;-1;:-:; 'J- 11 -~ -1i ;-107 '..,-1.1' Jo .-J!..:.J 
(db) t]F'"i', l 
~:s i @PT. 3 
13.39 2.C6 I -11.43496 -ll. 3 1.18 19.3902 l8. 99 2.06 
r -" . ., .-. 










2.E:{=I [ ~;~~ 
( "C h) 
@PT. 0 
,~0·~ , II 0 1}:! . !. 





!ji7• 1 11 (} ~(,2777 ·- - l • - # • .i ~ 






o I o.oooo22 
0 -l. ~OE-05 
0.96 I 0.273292 






o I -l. ~o~-~~~ 
0 -1.10~,-U) 
2.4 I -1.060375 
0 1- '!· ~~~~!! n L . t ~ ! .1 1 ~ 
0 
0 







' ..... l.LJ 
------------------··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


























Beam Selected: W8xl5 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 








60 i .n c he s 
1 '~-!FI 
~ 1 ~ -!; t 
' . 
,);~ 
-(-·. -- 11 • l IS-~ 
" -<! GO 
I 
13 Pl. 0: ~;,:,g! li;-








3E.~l.i: W3;: 15 
Fixed-Free 
Lengt~: 60" 0 in. 18 in. 60 in. 
il ~OCAT'ICN (l} I LOCATION (2) I LOCATION (3)-
------------------- -,~,- ~.-1-.U~~~i=u~N-'~--- -~:;rD-~l:: ;_,:----~ -D- ;~;- -~-~:l.O_R_ ~I-0-~~- --- ~:;:D-~C-:; ~----~ -u~I-r:;- -~- ~.;~;S- ~~~:.~- ,-- ~~~D-~C-A-;C--- --~-~.;;~ 
!hJ ... Jul.!' -J4~_v, 'l -1 ... .. ...., ~l Ji.r....~ol _tl...!.J:...o•-~'0 ... -···--·Lt ;...u&.!t .JI iO!l-4.1. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i"\01'~}.~ STRESS 
TO~SIO:fAL r!PT. 0 II 63.30333 








@?1'. 0 II -12.71186 
.~:)1":"11 1 1 t: r . 
t)'""•"'t 3 
·- • . I 
~L'~srnv'r QJ" 'J l 1~1. .:. ... ,;\:'L4 l!, 1 . 1 
u t) 
."S i 
~-:.~3. f' I :-~G 






i};: T . l II 4. :; 5 S 4 5 75 
.~. ~- 1. f! t' r . .J 





0.88 I -12.39934 
0 I -19.19496 
0 
0 





-12.834 3.39 l.OOE-0& 
-6.229 67.55 -25.4242.3 
6.948 
5. 4 1).! 











~~1i~T~~~~ ~~~7 0 
-- ·~ T ~; ;~ ~.;. 1 I n 7 s '· i 3 ) o i 8 1 ) 76 o c. F. i 1 J n ', 51 : n n n n r: o 3 1 o o 
·::~i· ;)?·T: 3 j-2:s)42'37 -2:ss.3 2:o~ -1:97;o~2 -2:i:,ls 2:o3 -o:oc;oll3 o o 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Table 4. 17 - "TORSION" /HAND-CALC. COMPARISON, PROELH1 5 







Analyses taken at 








Location 3: 192 inches 
II qG --~, 
' . 
Jl ~-------------------------------- 112 ----~------~ 
0 11 -~c----
--~]1_ ____ _ 












96 in. 192 in. 
LOCATION (2) LOCATION (3) 
--------------------
11
- ~~.~~;i~~~- ---~~~~~~;~~ ~-- -%-~i;;T- ~~.~~~~~~~----;~~~~~~~ ~---%-~i;;-r- ~~~~;~~~~-- ~-;~~;~~~~~ ~ ---%-~i;; 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NORYJ.L ST:ESS 
'i'iY•CT('~!~T ,:;:c;, !• II 1 ~ ;•J] '7 
.. .,J.I.I.:. ·'~'·'-' •• -~.:. ~ •. J .- •• '- •' "': 
(0 ·,;s) :._1,:..·-r. ! 
/Sl :,7",·-:-1 f.}f.:. I 
3~NDI:~(~ f!?T. 0 II l 0. 54 3 4 J 
{C5b) r}?T, 1 
.. 
·:,-, 
; . .::!.. 
SHE}~~ STRtSS 
~;:;·-;""· ~ 
i:!i. .L 1 .1 
TO~SIONAL @PT. 0 
( [ t) i'!P"T', i 
.':.. ,::._ t]F7. 
~i.~J?I\G .}:? I 0 
0 
0 
._I ·~·s) o:·';-. l II l. 0'31 '3•L 
·-~-l @F'! I .3 
j:~~~~\~ ~~~·?, 0 






rc :~·I r: y·.:·. ~ I t -{j . 167 2 7 ~ ~ -0 . l i l 
/2o. --.., . II . ,~,,-·- 1 ,--f! r'i . J 0 . ·-· ' c ) b ~ - '- . Q) _\ 
~ -, ~ I -! J 1 ? u·1 1. q 
, I ,. -I o - "., 
0 14 I OE,59:3 
~ I l. 55 !:303 0~941362 i} 
·1 .-.1 1 ,1 ,,.,0-1.-,, . • J i.. - .... ~ l•.• :_1 ~- J 
I l v 
..... .~.o_t 












-=-t) I., ,.1 
2.08 
j 1 j 
Lt..!....o. 
'j J :=t 
L • ~.,.. 
-2.00E-06 
2l~o=?.s:3 
I 0.6357:37 0. 3:360l4 
-0.04455~ 
2.18 (- -0.:33454:. 












~ ,~ "'! 1 
J..Ct,.!/ 
21. 4 4 
1 00 
l.. v ·' 
1 5 '3 
----------------------------------------- ·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------







































II ~---------------------- ~2 ----------------r 
r t . ~~ · r : c :: ~ e ~ : ;, 
F ~ • r 1l ~ ~ ~ / ~- c t, c ~ ; ~~ ~ ~ t : ·J ~ 
ft. ~~~t· :~~ ~:e~;:~c: ~-~i~) 
43 







Ler:qth: ~2" 0 in. l2. 6 in. 42 in. 
___________________ _lj ______________ :~=~~:~~-~:~ ________ l ______________ :~=~~:~~-~~~--------J--------------~~~~::~~-~~~-------
11 




'T{:~SION.!l '1D'" n II t.l ..&. I :,. 5l.33705 52,272 l. 6'3 I -:3,86345 -4.021 3' 77 I 0 0 0 
(Chis} f}?·r. 1 
' . ,: -.·i1 , 
"1 ~" f![i. ,J .;,,:.,;. 
BENDI~\G @?'?. o II 0 0 o I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
{Ob) ~!fl'' l 





( l t} 
1:S i 




I-[· . \ ::1) 
~~ s l 
I 
I 
f)P'i. I) ! 
. I 
I 1 A"··., 
,::! . 









































-0 1 8~LL6 I ·- ... 
r - 0 
0 















































'1 ':) K-INIJ--J 1-<{-_::---- ~C:-.:---- «~-- C~---- ~---~ I . 7.. '(-)'11 ;;,\· 
--<·-----32.1''_ --1-t 
,--~.,-------------------!OS 









c i . 
" 
I 


























r:r.t J. ... 
























































I I =,=.~-~----· 
•.Y> 
,-:_., 
0 .--t ('"""') 
r-· r.--· C-• 
1\ 1 t'J.t f""Lt 










·~C• r: .... , 
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"TORSION" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 9 
Beam Selected: C10x20 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
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"TORSION" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 11 
Beam Selected: C5x9 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
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"GTSTRUDL" STRESS ANALYSIS 
The twelve hand-calculated test problems that were determin~d through 
_use of the Torsional Analysis Case Charts were compared to the same te~t 
problems analyzed with GTSTRUOL.· After the combined bendingf,torsional 
stresses were determined for each of the test problems, the resull~ were 
compared to the plane bending and shear stresses computed by GTSTRUDL. 
These comparisons showed how the torsionally-induced stresse~ can 
either increase or decrease the overall bending and shear·~tre~ses at 
various points in the member's cross-secti~n and at variou~ locations along 
' . 
the member's length. 
5.2 GTSTRUDL Program Input and Output Files 
Input files for each test problem ~o~as established using the standard 
GTSTRUDL format of specified units, joint coordinates, member indices. 
constants and member loadings. In addition, the GTSTRUDL "Tables" sub-
program for specific member properties were used. 
each specified location along the member's length and at ~pecified key 
points of the member's cross-section. 
Joint release requirements for GTSTRUDL d~ctated that the tor:ional 
pinned end condition could be attained through release of the ;-axl ~ and 
z-axis moments. Release of the x-axi~ moment would crea~e an u~stable 
member, and was similar to the pinned boundary requirements for both the 




















GTSTRUDL stiffness analysis does 
stresses, and therefore, only plane 
program output. 
The GTSTRUOL Input/Output file 
shown in Appendix D. 
not include torsional and 
bending stresses are listed 
warping 
in the 
printouts for each test problem are 
5.3 Comparison of GTSTRUDL and Hand-Calculated Stress Results 
Tables 5.1 through 5.12 illustrate the comparison of overa~l member 
cross-sectional stress derived by GTSRUDL and hand-calculations. 
The basic comparison between the GTSTRUDL stress determination and the 
hand-calculated st~esses is the difference caused by the torsional and 
warping stresses. The combined bending and torsional stresses are based on 
the plane bending loads ?nd the torsional bending loads. If ~he plane 
bending loads are small, then their percentage of the overall combined 
stress will also be small. In comparison to the GTSTRUDL stress 
calculations (which were based on plane bending loads), the percent 
differences can seem large. However, this is due to the magnitudes of the 
plane bending loads and torsional loads chosen for each test problem, 
making the percent differences based upon the relative amounts of plane 





















"STRUDL" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 1 
Beam Selected: W14xl09 
End Condition~: Fixed-Free 
Anal v~e~ taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1 : 0 inches 
Location 2: 210 inches 
Location 3: 300 inche~ 
5k 
' . 
0~ I ._, 
) I " ~"'" ~I I, ''-=======================:::===· ;i_ ======== ···- ' ' '+-- I-- . .v ---')7 ----')-/ ---:::;,.;> ---=).>}J C:t'\ ,,_:II _lV ,..._ l•' \J 2,.. ,,_,. I• 































Location Pt. "STRUDL" Results "Hand-Calc" Re~ult:; % 0 i f f 
=======================~=====~=~====================~============~===~~~=== 
W14x109 0 Bending (60 ): -6.069365 Bending (db \ -6.069-C 11 ~· I ....... ..., 
Tor:;icnal (6-.J :· 16.2811:5 
~ 
otal :0.2l475 ~i c . 6 ~·~ : Total: -6.069365 
Bencing IT, ' :932 2. s :·~ '\ ... 0 I 1 Bending ([b): .1981687 
0 in. Tor:;ional ((t ) 0 
t.Jarpjng ( T~·--:·) .9088 
~ .. ' 
.:02 32.0% ' 0 \. (}.; J. Total: .1981687 
8end~ng ([;, ) 7366 ' ,..,., ~ I L ~ B e n d i n g ( TL> ) : 7 . 2 9 2 5 8 5 
Tor:;icnal ( 'T .. ) " l - u
Total: 7.292585 Tot2.1 . 7366 
-
. Q ~~ 
=~========~============~===============~=================================== 
0 Bending (db): 0 
Total: 0 
1 Bending ((0 ): .1981687 
210 in. 
Total: .l93Ui87 
3 i3 end i n g ( 7.~, ) : . 7 2. 92 53 5 
Total: .7292585 
Bending (OG): 0 
~ . ' (" I 10rs1ona1 ~v··,.~i: -~.36199 
Tot a 1 : -~ .. %:99 
Bending 
Tor:; ion a 1 ( ·r. ·, , "-- I • 
.l932 
3.76226 
t~ a r p i n g (!..":'.,~ i : . l6 2. ti 
Tc:.2l: 4.ll785 
B12nd~ng (-~~-, .. ~~: .7366 









0 8 end i n g ( 61, ) : 0 
Ictal: 0 





Dendi nt;; (c'~): 0 
Tor~ional (~~l: 0 
Total: 0 
Bending (c;,): 0 
Torsional (Z:): l.950C9 
ioja;pi ng (f..:c·J: - .l~22-
Totc.:: 1. 2.072~ 
Be n d i n g ( {-;, ) : 0 












"STRUDL" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 2 
Beam Selected: Wl4xl59 
End Conditions: Pinned-Fixed 
Analyses taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1 : 0 inches 
Location 2: 108 inches 
location j. 432 .inches -'• 















Location Pt. "STRUOL" Results "Ho.nd-Calc" Re~t.:l':.s ~·: D i f f 
===~========:========~=================~~===~===~~~~=~=====~=======:======~ 
Wl4xl59 0 Bending (cl;o): 0 
Total: 0 
1 Bending("(,): .2147'it;3 
0 1 n. 
Total: . 2147•143 
3 Bending (T,): .7554•168 
iota!: . 7654468 
8 e n d i n c; ( (}b ) 0 






I ; • 
I~. 
( r..~) 





8 e n C: i n c; ( -:-,. : 7 6 7 
To!"sicnc.~ (-:--:) _.82S 
iol~a: _ 795 






Sending (Co): 3.233046 
Toto.; : 3.233046 
Total: . 2147!,43 
Total: . 7654463 
8 en c! i :; c; ( c';, ) : 2 . 2 27• 
To r s i c n 2. ! ( C \') :~ : 
!c :G: : 
To:::iona1 
. " ~ ~ 
- i. •.).!. I 
. ". 
..:.. • :.J.;.. . . 
:: 1"'10/ 
...; • Li.J 
'1"'1 "\to,· 
I' ~ • ::J I~ 
I' • to' 
••• ~ ;.J 
.· .... ,,, 
,:_:,.;,. . J / .. 
.... ""' 
.._ 'L .. · 
====z======z============================~===c====~===========:=====~==~==== 
432 in. 
0 8 end i n g ( (j:, ) : - 2. 3 7 •19 0 3 
T o t a : : - 2 . 3 7 ~~ 9 0 3 
l 6 c n d i n g ITt. ; : . : 2 t1: 5 31 
- I • 
. c ·~ .J. : : 
3 8 e n d i n g ( ~1 • ) : • fj t\ 2 S 7 4 1 
~ota1: .4~25741 
B c n rJ i r. ~ ( c· ;, j : -- 2 . 3 ~ 2 
-:-or:~ cn2. i (c;' ..... ;. :_ - ~ ..... / 
:·:.t.J~: -~:.~C2 
:- o ; s i o n ~ ! ( -;_:-: :· : r. 
~·.:a rp inc_; (t:.-::.~·: -. 2 3} 
"T"r. •. -. •• 
I •.J •oJC. I o 
G e n d ~ n :;; : ·::-: :- : .. : ': G 
T0r:;~on<1~ (C: .. ;: r. 
T c t 2 ~ : . t, ·~ ~ 
Table 5.2 - STRCDL/I~XD-CALC. CO~PARISON. P~OBLEX ? 
62 
- • f:'' 
.:. ... ,. 
-., ':":"' 








"STRUDL" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COt'1PARISON TABLE 
Problem: 3 
aeam Selected: Wl2x79 
End Condition~: ?inned-Pinnec 
Ana1vse~ taken at 4 Locatio~~: 
Loca.tion 1. 0 inche:; 
Location 2: 36 inches 
Location 3: 252 inches 
Location " . '1. 360 inche~ 
~ ~.., 
--------------- L :-i _,._... 
























Location Pt. "STRUDL" Results "Hand-Calc" Result~ '!. Oiff 
=========================:~=~~~~===~====~=====~=========:~================= 
Wl2x79 0 Bending (Ot·): 0 
Total: 0 
1 8 end i n g ( (;, ) : r. 
0 in. 
Tot.:.'::O 
3 s c n d i n '] ( ·c, ) : 0 
:otJ~:O 
8 e n d i n g ( Ot> ) : 0 
Tor~; on al (C),,) : 0 
Total: 0 
8 c :1 d i ;; g ( (;, ) : c 
Tor :; i on a l ( C: ) : t, . G 2 
t·J (l r p i n g ( C.·.·~: ; : . 5 ~ : 
8 c n d i r: g ( i:j. :· · C 
TorslonrJ.l (·c:~: 2.S6 





I c::. a i : 0 
Be :1 d ~ · n g ( -c-:. ) : 0 
36 1 II. 
Total 0 
~ Bending j 1~. \ \ L <' I 0 
Tot a 1 0 
Bcnc!i ng ('5";: 0 
Torsional (~w): -6.297 
~ !- ' ' 
, o "a 1 • -G.2S7 
Scndir,g (::-~_;: 0 
Tarsi c n a l { -ct ) : 3 . 7 8 
:·1 u r;; i n g ( 7_-t-.. ~~) : . 6ll 
Toto.1: ~.3:: 
! • , , -- \ ;or::;~cnaJ \'--:..): 2 ~-- . :.· / 
lotill : " ~-L • ~I 
. . 




25 2 1 n 
' j 
o ':a1 0 




D c n d i n g ( c:·1. ) !J 
lor~icnJl (0w) -~ 271 
1Qt2.l -li 271 
8~j;C:i::r; 
Tor:;1ona1 
( ~ I• j 
(T, I 
' - - ) - l 7 .s 
1
.0 a r pi n g ( [",,~) - 2 C 5 




- ... - .:~ 
=========================~===================================~========~==== 




8~nc ; ;I g i ;-
- " 
360 i " 
T otJ 
1 ••f'l""r' I '7' 
"' 
J ·- ' ....... '· J I .... /.' 









Bend~ ng (c',,): 0 
Torsional (dw): 0 
To~~ r1; : 0 
,~' 
\ - 'r• ) : 
I·;- • ' .. 
\ ·-I' To;:: ion 2.1 - ") I •• ..) • 1.·..) 
: i_ ~= ,: : -? .... ,_ 































Anal v:;es taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1 : 0 inches 
Location 2: 240 inches 
Location 3: 480 inches 
,~-,~-,.---,y.-. --Jt..-, -6-~ -V 
---~--, -:<--i:~~~----~ ! 50 j(-!{1] ,:;:,-
~L Pf") i 
---------- ~ --------~[ 
\ . 
------------- '!)C ------
~ : . 
65 
,. .. , .. ' ... 
. · .... ' 




















Location Pt. "STRUOL" Results •• H 2. n d - C a l c '' R e s u ~ ! .. :; 
=================~======~=~===~~======~======~===~==~===========~=-=~===~=== 
W14x90 0 Bending (~,): -6.713287 Sendi fllj (o'u '; -6 71 ~I 3 .._ ;, I 
' or:; i on c.1 ( c).J;) ~8 99 
' 
Totai 12. 271';"' ~5 p,,, I:.,../ :,, Totul: -G./13287 
Bendi ng I (G \ 570: "'" l I - 0:-J1 8e!'1d i ng ("CJ,): . 50036~ 
0 in. T or:; i anal (F I 0 I I 




Tott~l: .580364 T 0 t c.~ ' 6"0~ c; .. : ~ ,. 0 '" 
" 1. ng (T;) \ - ,... 1370 2 ;:. c· en c. 1 I ~ -3 Sending (Io): -2.111372 




-- o:c. 1 r, ·. 275 "'"' ! - (. 
-
~ (.;, Totai: -2.~11372 
======~=================~====================~===================~==~====== 
0 Bending (0~): 3.3566~3 
Totc.1: 3.356643 
1 Bending (Ib): 0 
240 i r:. 
Total 0 
3 Bending ( "(;, ) I) 
Total r, ·~ 
0 Bending (d .. ~. -6.713287 
Tot2!: -5.713287 
Benci i ::q (C .. ): . 5003G'1 
480 in. 
To lu l : . 500354 
3 8 e n d i n g ~ -::- ,, ) : 2 . lll 3 7 2 
Total: 2.111372 
Bending (c>~.): ? .. ~.558 
Torsicnc.l (O~): -11.30 
Ta:a:: -7. 9~3~ , . 37. 7~; 
Benc!i nG 
To;~~on2.~ 
\·ia r ping 
( -c-: ) : : 
( :-w~) : • Z .s 
Tota~: .2S 
Be n d ; !l g ( ·c-l· ; : C 
Tor s ~ on a l (''.:-~ ) : 0 
io~~<J~: C 
Bending (db): -5.7133 
T c ; ::: i o n <J ~ ( .:]· ... , .1 : . l 3 . 9 ~· 
G c n d i n g ( -.: :J ~ : • 5 7 8 : 
Tor~·iona~ ('C<~: C 
\·! 2 r p i n g ( ~--;.:,) : - ~ . J i 
Tot2.:: -~t:.sg·; 
Bending ("C:.): 2.:?76 






..... C· ,., 
- "') ~~ 
- • L ,,, 
============$===~======================================~=~========~==~===== 





















"STRUDL" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 5 
Beam Selected: WSx15 
End Condition~: Fixed-Free 










1 -<-------------------- r ('. _____ ,_. \ ~ ~v 1 














~· 1 r . 
. ' 
.. i : ; ~ 1:' • •, 





















Location Pt. "STRUDL" Re:;ults "Hand-Calc" Results % D i 1 f 
=====================================~~=======~==================~========= 
W8x15 0 Bending (6"): -12.71135 
Total: -12.71136 
1 Bending ("Cr,): 
0 in. 
Tot a 1.: 
~ j D ' . ( -~ ' we n a 1 n g ,_ ;, ! : 2.816950 
Total: 2.316950 
Bending (db): -~2. 712 
Tor s i on a 1 ( c:J". ) : 52 . 7 ~ S 
lolJ.~: 50.037 
Cending I-,.. · ... ,..., 7 \ l ,, ,1 : • I C· I 
( ·c ~- ~- : ,., 
\·J a r p i r; g ( T~~."·) : t,,5t.3 
Total : 
,.., f"'!"''""' i.. ,:_-:,.:, .: ... 




I") :· ".' (_ • _, bJ 
==========~===========~=========~======~================~=========0-======~= 
0 8 e n d i n g ( O'c ) : - 6 • 2 2 8 5 6 3 
Total : -6.228563 





8 e r. d i rt g ( e;";, ; : - 6 . 2 2£ 
To~ .. s~onal (\~· .. .~): -l2.S3!. 
"i"ola~: 
~} ilr p i n g ( c .. ~) : 
Tot :.1 ~ : 
Bending(-;:-.. ): 
Torsiona1 (-c-.:): 
Tot a i : 
- · () n h-:: , , :o o.-
.. - • ,.; '-' .... ' • ·- J • -·to) 
') r," "" L..v.:.0 
...... ( .. 
:_. o •t IV 
,.... ....... 
:' :J •• -~· 
==================================~================================~==~== = 
60 in. 




Bend i n g ( u•· ) : C 
Torsional {dw): 0 
8 e n d i n c; ~ -:L ) : 8 
Torsional (~~): 2.77S 
Wupi ng f .,... \ . \ •.._·n':J . -.:0 2 
2.S97 





















"STRUDL" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 6 
Beam Selected: Wl0x49 
End Condition~: Fixed-Free 
~ses taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1 : 0 inches 
Location 2: 96 inches 




.. . :: 
\i yi ~kj ============~==========~========================= ~ --?) --7,' -}'; --7-) I 
\J "~t :.(. .. It·J /::~~ I 
-% ' ' --~I 



















Location Pt. "STRUDL" Results "Hand-Calc" Re$ult:, % Diff 
==~===:==========~====~=======~=======~=~==~==~=====================~=====~ 
0 Bending (~,): 10.54945 Wl0x49 Bendi ng (0'1, ) lO 549 I".Cf '...'/o 
T or: 1 on 21 ( c·~.,) 12 752 
Total: l0.5'1945 To t.:1 I '") ") L.J ~", Jv~ 5 ·~ 7 ~; 
Bending (rb): -.1729304 Sendi ilg (T~) ; - ~ i': 
-
.!. /o 
0 in. T Q""'r"t I-'' 0:1al ( '[:: ) 0 
t·!a r p ~ ng I c..,) i 060 \ 
Total: -.172930~ TctD ' i939 sc. (;" J />1 
3 Bending (T:_.): -.53939,~7 Bcncii n~ ('Ct. - •j 53 r "'' I {... \,'-'" 
Torsi on a 1 ("t:: \ " I \_; 
Total: -.6398947 ; " .. ~, ,...!,<..;., - F,r;:: 2 0 ;; ,_ . ..,....; 
=======================~======~=======================~===~=='-~==~====~~=== 
0 S e r. d i n g ( Gi. ) : 7 . 0 3 2 9 6 8 Benci ng ( r::b ) .C33 I "'' I J ,.,.
Toni anal (()vt ) -2 ~3 
To t a 1 : 7 . 0 3 2.9 6 S otal !: :. 53 '•- ~, i 
' 
;:..: ,jiO 
l Bending("(.,): -.2921956 8enrli .'\g (-c,. ' - 34l '' ~ •I I l ., ..:; ~~ 
96 in. Torsi cnu ( ·:-: \ ~ ~' ,... I - ~' ~ ;! 
t·ja rp i ng ,.,-I - lC5 \ (_ ·,·:~! 
iota~ : -. 2921956 I eta ' n-~ 7Z -,. 
-
!,.. I L 
' 
' ,, 
3 B e n d i n g ( 'f:, ) : - . 6 3 9 8 9 4 7 Bend~ ng ,- '· - r:~1 \ ~ l) ; ~- .) ~ ·,. i<' 
T or:;1 cntll ( -;-,. 
- -
) 922 
Total: -.6398947 I c tell z;,Ci GG ,., •..)J-(1 
===:==~==~~========~~=~=======:=======~===============~======~====~====~==~ 
0 8 end~ ng ( cJ;,) 
iotu~ 
Bendi :1Q ( :_-( 
192 i n. 
Tot2.1 
1 ~ n n ,.~' ng I-- ) ..) t.J- 't...,. I 
-" 
- ' , 10ta1 
0 
c 





Bending (0;,): 0 
To r :; i o n t1 I ( ::::: , ... ) : G 
:cto.i: C 
., / , 2. c n c! i n <; ~ ·::- t· ) : - . ,:_, ..... 
T a r :; i o n a 1 ( ·~·:: ': : 
"rc~yior.o.l (~. :·: .:~0: 
:ot~~: - .. s~s 
. ""' 
- .... ·" 
==============~=======~=====~=~~======~~=~===========~====~=::=~========~=== 





















"STRUOL" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 7 
Beam Selected: W6x15 
End Conditions: Fix~d-Free 








~ ~~:l=========tr~;============================ F= ~~ u 'i· 0 i:-i,') 
I 
I 
., -,:: -----------... 
·r L 
p ~ . .' : ~ : ··: ~ £ 





















Location Pt. "STRUOL" Result:: "Hilnd-Cal c" Re:::1.11 i:::: 
===============================~========~==========~=========~=~======~==== 
W6x15 0 
Totil! : 0 
1 8 e n d i n g ( r,, ) : 0 
0 in. 
Total: 0 
· Tot a 1 : 0 
Bending (Ub): 0 




( !~~ ) : J 
( ·,- ', . 'i 
.. ;_ ~ : 0 ..; 
( -:: .. c, :! : 6 • ·= : C 
!~·t2.: 6.t;:C 
8 end i r. g ( "Ct· ) : 0 






0 Bending (c';;.): 0 
Tot a 1 : 0 
1 
12. G in. 
Total 0 
Bendinl] ("C:,): 0 
iota:: Q 
8 e n d i r. g ( o·lJ ; : C 
Bending (L;,;: C 
To r s i 8 n a 1 ( ~:-f~ j : t, . l 6 0 
l~a rp i ng , ,- \ . \. .\'1.-;.;. 
"Tot:. a: : 
6.005 
• r"l ...,,.. .. 
..:.. ·-' • / :.:1:) 
8 ~ n d i n g ( ::- i~ ) : G 





4 2 in. 
To tt! 1 : :. 




', - ~· " -.2C'~ 
·1 "· 
· ... ,.... 
~ N 






















"STRUDL" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 3 
Beam Selected: W3x67 
End Condition~: Fixed-Free 
Ana1v:e~ taken at 3 Location~: 
Location 1: 0 inches 
Locution 2: 32. L1 inche~ 
Location 3: 108 inches 
,; 
'!-· ==========================================~ ~t__,.? --"-:> ----'~> 
,, - - -::::~ 
'-1 'j )1.-L\J(i'! ,.,·:,_ __ <:~~----- <<-_ --- c,:-, --~ 
[ 0 /_ '(·: ,\} /;:·.' 
i 
I ~, ,. ,, J-1----- ..::~:~ ---'.-
!~t--------------- --------------------









_________ ,_ ; 
:• 












































::· ::. r; 
'l> 'u -'-' 



















































-- ~- ~~ rJ ~ -' l J }-.._' _;.) 
......... ..___ ~ _____. C) 
t.n , .. \Jl 
C C'j C: 
,- C:.: ·r-
"'C.i 0 0. 
r: .,..... s..... 
GJ 1.1 r.,:l 

























c·) c...::: , __ , 
_.: 11 :•_f 
\ ~ l ' -~ .> 




























\) 'l) _,_, 









































\.( J l:'J 
'•i (T'o (__) 
-~ t,_:"l I.~) 
. ' 
C.' 
~ .•• - .• ...-- ... r 
.. , 
. .: •' > (',1 1- J ~ I I- .. ,o 
.... _ ..... _. ---~ () 
I· 
G""~·-- Cl! 
C n; C 
··- c~ ., -
·u o CJ. 
r: ·.-· s.... 
CJ t..1 rJ 

























r-- t·.... 11 
co co /l 
Cl 
!-~' ~ ~ ..r~ 
































C) C.l l-, 
, - ~ ·-- - ~ 
·....- -~: (~ 
d () ~_) 



























\..:"') ( ·J 




~-~- ~~;_ ~- :~ ~ 
L-r1 ..--- tJ, 
': rj c 
..-- (._": ·..--
"'(_; 0 Cl. 
c.,.. S.-
QJ (...') ("",j 
























( ·J '-J 
( ~ ('J 
\;'""') l:'"J 
(--, 
; -~· .._, ,-_; 






































































"STRUDL" AND HAND-CALCULATION RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 9 
Beam Selected: Cl0x20 
End Condition~: Fix~d-Free 
Analyses taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1: 0 inches 
Location 2: 18 . ' 1ncnr:?~ 
Location 3: 60 inche~ 
-"! '/ '~ ... 
' . 
1 1' 1 r i ~~\ ---~--~,---c,--~1---;1 ---;.--,,---;1---r--rl ---~---·,---;,,1,---,i;/i--~1--7\-;1 
\h; v ,:,. \y ,:,8='"==,~===';..-=='j-==\Y=='~'===~====-v=========='=!/=='·=·--~~-\'1 ~ ~ 30·V.-!:'·J 
l 
I 
' I -~-- rei·--'/! 












' ~~ r, ~ 
. 
l : I 
f i ~ ~: r, e ~ ~ '! t r 1 i 





n l ·~' e ~ ( ·• ~ ;, e c: r C ~ .; '· ~ r ! I 
75 






















Location Pt. "STRUDL" Results "Hand-Calc" Results % Diff 
========~===~===~===========================~======~==========~============ 
C10x20 0 B e n d i n g ( o·., ) : - 9 . 4 9 3 2 9 1 Bending ( Q';,) : -9. 491l 0'' 
" 
·Torsional { d,,) : 63.157 
Total: -9.493291 Tot.::1 : 53.663 o2.3~ 
l licnding ( 0\,): -9.119 t, 0% 
Torsional ( c·w) : 30.276 
!ot.:\1: -9 . .q9329l Tc tal 20.762 54.3% 
2 Gcncli:~g (T;,): .733 5 .1 7. 
0 in. Tor~iOi;CJ.l ( -c·~ ) : 0 
1
.·!arp i r1g (·c,.,:): 3.502 
Tota1: . 7725742 Toti11 4.235 31.7'/.. 
3 Bending ("C:,): l.Gl33l0 Gcnding (l'~ j: 1.634 1.3/. 
Tor~ic..nu.1 ( -r~ \. " J. u 
\·~a r pi ng (fv.:.:): 2.006 
7otcJ.1: 1.613310 Total 3.6~0 ,..r" ... , 'J':l, ,,, 
============~==============~==========~=======~===~-===:;=========~=~=~=~=~= 
0 Be:~ding (uc): -(j,651712 Bending (C)o) : -.::. 6 52 ox 
Tor:ion<1l (d.·J): -12.995 
i'ota1: -1,.651712 TotJ-1 -17.6~7 73. G% 
1 B~nding (Ob): -t,.65l712 Bcndins ( Q',) : -4.652 0% 
ior:ionui ( v·.v) : -6.229 • 
Total: -4.65~712 To':.a 1 -10.381 57.2% 
2 Bc~ding ([; i: . 513 5.1% 
13 i 1'\' Tor:;ionv.1 ( (:): 3.553 
t,J u r ;:J i n g (·c,~J: 2.601 
Tcta 1: . 51,08019 To tv. 1 ll.772 95.4X 
3 Bending ( "(L ) : l.l~t, 1. 3% 
!or:ion<!1 ( ·c~ '. 7.526 I • 
r,Ja rp i ng ( [.,,) : l.t,90 









Bending (Cu): "' u 
To ta 1 : 0 
3endir~g ( Cio.) : G 
I ott!: 0 
Be:idi:ig (C,): 0 
- . , IO~.oi!l 0 
Bending ("[._,) 0 
i3enci ng (0~>): 0 
Tor:iona1 (dv,): 0 
Total: 0 
Bending (c~): 0 
To r :: i o :-1 a 1 ( C ~~ j : 0 
Toti11 : 0 
Bending (- \ t b 1 : 0 
Tor:;ional ( r~ l : 3.105 
~-i a:- pi ng (''[.,,~) : .255 
Tote i : 3.360 
·- . ·----· ~ ......• ·-·-
Bending ( r" ) : 0 
Tor~ionv.l (T~): 2.699 
i·J a r p i n g ( Y,d : . H 6 
-- ......... ., ___________ ....... _ ............ . 
To ta 1 0 Tott1i: 2.3-15 





.. ··-·· -·--~----·-··--··· 
II STRUOL II fiND HANO-CALCULATI ON RESULTS 
COMPARISON TABLE 
Problem: 10 
Beam Selected: C12x30 
End Cond:tions: Fixed-Free 
Analyses taken at 3 locations: 
Location 1: 0 inches 
Location 2: 32.4 inches 
Lccation 3: 103 inches 
~ ~=~==~==~====================~ ~~ ~1 ">? -·» --» 
'\1 .3 ·~·lrJf:,: ....-:-~:..-- ~-- ~:.:....__- <~-- <'~---l .z !(.·!,•:/IN l 
I ~..,I' 1-'--..Jt:.i--~-
1--<--·---------/03'' _____ ,_, 
---~:__ 





H. j: ~ i 2 n 9 e r ,, I • I ~ e ut r! l i.uq 
~I 
',. ! : tlHge/i!e~ c:~~nectio~l 




location Pt. "STRUDL" Results 11 Hand-Cnlc" Results 7. D i f1' ====•=a~=2=====aaB====s•a••=•~•=••=~==•=•=~cu:a=u==~••=====r.=•=aas:gaa=anas 
Cl2x30 0 e·end i ng ( (}b ) : 0 Bending (cr .. l : 0 Ot 
Torsional (dw): -15.411 
Tot a 1 : 0 Tot a 1 -15.411 
1 Bending (o'. ) : 0 Bending ( vb l 0 07. 
Tor:;ional (d, .• ) : -G.Gl2 
Totul 0 Total -6.612 
2 Bending ( '(~,): n Bending 17 '. • .. h I · 0 07. 
0 in. Tor:;ior.al ( C! ) : 0 
\·Ja r;:>i ng ( T .. s;): -.3'14 
Total 0 Totl!l -,3t,t; 
3 Bending ("(~_,): 0 Bending ( -c b ) : 0 n" u!.> 
To:--:;iona1 ('~! j: 0 
~iurp: ng ( ·r I • '.•n"lJ • - .l 69 
Totnl 0 Tctct1 -.169 
=~=~=====~==~========~===~~~==~:=~~~~=~=~=~====~==~~====~~==~~~~===~=~~~=~~ 
0 Bendi(lg (d,.): n B!!nding (du): 0 n·' v ~ ,,
- . , :or~i~na1 (d,,): -'i.55t; 
Tota~ 0 To t<Ji : -'1.55'1 
1 Bending ( 0':. ) : 0 Bending ( o·b): 0 0% 
Tor:;ional (C), .. ) : -1.954 
' To t.a 1 0 Total -1.954 
2 Bending (tb): 0 Bending (T~): 0 0k 
32.'1 ; n. Tor:;ional ( rt I • -5.058 I. 
Warpi:1g (f..,!) : -.385 
Total 0 ~ ~ . !':ll..ill -5.'iti3 
j Bending ( -c,, ) : IJ Ber:di ng (l':,): 0 ('1 II _, u ;., 
Tor:;iona1 (r~ . -s .1 ,, 9 ) 
~~a r ;:> i n 'J { r~v,~) : -.189 
To ta 1 0 Total -5.338 
==================~===============~======================~~~=======~======~ 
108 in. 
0 Bending ( crJ: 0 Bending ('"'' .. 
·-'b I · 0 
ior:ional ( r: \ . 
·.JVJ J • 0 
To til i : 0 Tot i! 1 : 0 
1 Bending (Gb): 0 Bending ( O'~o): 0 
To:-:ional (a,., l : 0 
Total 0 - ~ . IO,.ill 0 
2 Bending ( ., . ~ b } : c Bend~ng (T~. j: 0 
Tor:;iona1 (T: j: -2.3,1, 
i·Ja rp i ng ( "C.r..) : .2t,8 
!;tal 0 Tot a i -2.096 
3 Bending ( ·c~.) : 0 Bending (T,,): 0 
Tor:;ional ( ·r._ ) : -2.386 
Warping ( [.,l): .122 
Tot a 1 ,... Total: -2.261, J 












_____________________ _.....,..._......,....., _ _.......... 
I 




', 1 J. 
C5x9 
End Condition~: Fixed-Free 








12 .. 6 inche!: 
42 inche:: 
. . 
I ., ~:- l Z.G'--!io 
or-:::--___ /_t I. 2 
----iS r-~--
nll 
: /'1 r i 
------- _/_,~~ I ,I 
I J! 






? ~ , '..' : 
?t. i: :l~r~g~ (a: ~~:;t:~l t.xi~) 
?l. i: :;,~;=/~:') [.,:,n:,tio~. 







i I I I 
I II 
I 






















Bending ( C)h): 0 
Total: 0 
Bending (0':.,): 0 
Tot.::.l : 0 
Bcndi .1g ( Zi, ) : 0 
Tota1: 0 
Bending ('Cu): 0 
Tot.:.:: Cl 
13 e n d i n g ( ().. ) : 0 
Torsi on a 1 (Ow) : 2 2 6 . 7 n 
Total: 226.708 
G end i n g { o~- ) : 0 
Tor~~onnl (dv:): ll.S.OS9 
Total: 118.059 
(lending (TL): 0 
Tor:;ional cr. '. ) 0 
',·1 (!.; ~ i :1 g ( "(, ... ;): 1·1.971 
Total l'L971 
Gcr.ding ( "Ci, ) 0 
Tor::~onal ('C~ i: 0 
'.·Ju. rpi ng r, 0.-:·.) -7.370 






0 Bend1ng (db] 0 Bending ( cJt>) 0 0% 
- . , 1or::1ona, ( o.,) -37.636 
Totil1 0 To ta 1 -37.68'6 
0% " d { C't.) 0 o en 1 r'.CJ ~cndin<; (" 0 C I 
" ' 
' Tor::inal ( (J.,) -~5.663 
Total 0 TDtn1 -•i5.GG3 
:: e ;, c~ . r1Cj ,.,.... " ~~ ll_. I ·J aending (Ib I 0 ) 2 
12.6 in. Tor:;iona1 (Tt) •• - ") J 1 J :J • ,_ ... .;. 
~~a r pi n g r- • \ I.·-:~} 10.337 
Tot.:! I : 0 - ~ , IO~ill tiS.563 
3 3end~ng (·c._ l 0 Ot 
Tc::ionul (i. 
' 
35.781 . -. I 
1t·!a ~pi :1g ( ·c:.-~~l -5.169 
iota1: 0 Totai 30.612 
===========================~==~=~=~===~=~===~====~==~~~~~~~======~======~=~ 
0 








Bending (c~.): 0 
T<::Jr::iono1 (C}wj: 0 
Total : 0 
aending ((}!,): 0 
ior:;1onil1 (0'"'): 0 
T:) t::1: : C 
:'l ,. (T· \. G t.:CrlGlng ,, 1 • 
Torsional (Tt): 2.3ti3 
1
.·1 a r p i n g ( '(,,, j : - • 2 9 9 
Totnl: 2.0t,9 
Bcndi ng (·c~ j: 0 
Tcr::ional (T•): 2.384 
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,, r ~1b ================~~=============== ~j--r---:;.. ---:;.·, --» --?7 
~ .:..; ~.:~LIJ/li'J 
i 1-c~------- %'' __ ,.... 
! 
i -----------------! n"------;-~ 
' \ . ~ . ~ .. 
· ;~:L ~~ ~~-'."2 ~.· 
Location Pt. "STRUOL" Results "Hand-Calc" Results t Oiff 
===============================~=========================================== 
MC18x42 Rrr.ding (rr.,)· 9.~50nS 0 qp"rfinn lri '. G.35! 0~'. - . ~ \- t, I 
Torsional (d.,): 29.705 
Total: 9.35065 Total 39.0563 76.17. 
1 Bending (db): 9.35065 Bending ( 0'~) : 9.351 o,; 
Torsional (d.,): 14.042 
Tot a 1 : 9. 35065 Total : 23.393 60.0~ 
2 Bending ((b): -.1153265 Be:-.c!i ng ( r~ J : -. ll38 2.6% 
0 in. Tor:;ional ( r~ l : 0 
''iarp i ng ('L,,J: l. 061 
Tot;:,1: -.1162.265 Total: .902 87. n. 
1 
..J Ber.di~g ('fu): .2984913 Be:1ding (f.,): .3Qt;l l. s,; 
lor~ionai (l~ J: 0 
:,! ~;pi :1g cr .. ,~ J : ... ~ .... • I.:, 0 
Total: .29849l3 iot(l1: l.042l 71. 4% 
~=====================~========~====~=~====~=====~=~==~=~~=~=~~====~===~==~ 
Se!"!di~.g ( ah \ 6.234 0% ! 
~ . . 
1or:~'J:1l!i ( tj11 } -2.238 
:-Jtil:: 6.2?:;767 ~ . . I 0 ·~ i! I 3.9'J6, 35.9~~ 
3cr.c~:Jg (uo): 6.233767 ne~1i:1g (d., ' 6.234 0% ! 
~ . . {uwl -1.058 • 10;:10~~~ 
Tot.a1: G.2337G7 - .. : o . ., a : c: • ., G ...... .!.. ; 16.9% 
2 8e~dir.g (lo): -.1168265 8endi r~g I -· \ - 1138 2.5% \ c h I 
96 i :1. Tor:;1ona1 ('Z ~ j 4.i68 
',.!2. rp i ng r-- ' \ '- .... ~~; -.:115 
!a ta 1 t.. 5092 97.4% 
Bc::d~n:; I--\ ( ~ ) .3C~l 1.8% 
Tor:;iona1 ( Ct , 1 t.'l'l ) ..., • t..J.J 
Ill o. :-pi ng ( r~,~l -.]01 
Tot.a1: .2934913 Totai: 3.6361 91.3~ 
=====~=~=============~==============~====================~===~============= 
() Be~d_i r.g (c~): 0 
Total: 0 





3 Bending (-c,,): .5959825 
·----------·-- --------
Tot a 1: . 5969825 
Sending (0'to): 8 
Tor:;iona1 (dwi: 0 
Tota1: 0 
Bending (d~l: 0 
Tor :: : o :1 a 1 ( o.,, ) : 0 
ictal: 0 
Bending ([b): -.2276 
Torsional ([t): 3.945 
Vlarpi ng (Z:,<l: .Oi.l 
tota1: 3.728~ 
Bending (-(;,j: .5031 
Tor$icna1 (r~): 2.8t;l 
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An automated procedure for analyzing plane bending, tor~io~a1 and 
warping stresses can be validated through hand-calcui2ted pro~lem~ that are 
based on a proven and acceptable analysi~ method. The To:~ional Ana~ysi~ 
Case Charts developed by the Bethlehem Steel corporation are an a~ceptable 
I 
analysis method, and can therefore be used to verify the :tress a~a1ysi: 
"TORSION" program. 
The comparison tables bebveen the "TORSION" ~tre~~ ... '· n e 
hand-calculated results indicates that the percent differinces · ~n the 
torsional and warping stresses calculated by the two analysis ~ethods 
' 
are 
slight, and that the "TORSION" program reasonably calculate~ the various 
torsional and warping stresses in open steel members. 
H vwe v e r , s orne s i g n i f i car: t errors •,;e r e i dent i f i e d n: "TOr: I 0 f; ' :" 
analysis of plane bending stresses. In fcur test probiem: i r"' 'I (1 1 \,., n !"'; ' ': \ -· ' • 'I :=;! 
members with "fixed-free" boundary conditions, the progran; co~::c;;a;~e·::i :;~.:::e 
bending stresses that increased along the member'~ length from t~e :~~por~ 
to the free end. These discrepancies could be u result of th2 FG;Ht.'J;:: re-
compilation for the program, and warrant further review a~d val idat1:n o~ 
"TORSION's" plane bending stress analysis sub-routines. 
0 t h e r d i f f e r e n c e s i n t h e s t r e ~ s r e s u l t s 2 r e a t t r ~ [, c: t e c: t o '.' " r· ~ J ': ' : :1 : 
in the two analysi~ methods. In the hand-culculation~, the ~~a~~2 ber.rj~;::; 
stresses were calculated at point~ on the extre~e f1ber: :f the ~en~2·': 
cross-section, whereus torsional and warp1ng ~tre~sc: were :a1c~la':ed a: 





















points of calculation contributed to ~orne of the difference in the overall 
flange stresses determined by the two analy~is methods. 
The program "TORSION" also assumed that all plane bending load~ are 
applied at the shear center of each member. Therefore, the progra~ di~ not 
calculate the additional torsional load on a channel': cro::-sec~ion :a~sea 
by the eccentricity between the point of load application on the centrci~ 
and the shear center. Since these eccentrically-induced torsional 1cad: 
for the channel section: were included in the hand-ca1cu1aticni, cerc~n: 
difference: between the t\.10 analy:i: r.ethods a',:o resu~tec. 
Other errors that resulted in the percent difference: i11u:trat~d ~n 
the comparison tables must be shared by errors in tho;: "-:-GRSiQN" :;rogra:r, c!"Hi 
errors in the hand-calculations due to torsional 























AISC "Manual of Steel Construction" (8th Edition), 1930, t,rnerican Inst1tue 
of Steel Construction, Inc. Chicago IL 
Palacak, Joseph J. and Kahn, Lawrence F., 
in Open Steel Members", 1985 
I 
"Analysis of vJarp~ng c.nd Tcrsion 
"Steel Design File- Torsional Analysis of Rolled Steel Sections", :963, 
Bethlehem St~el Corporation, Bethlehem PA 
GTICES Systems Laboratory, 
of Technology, "GTSTRUDL 
School of Civil Engineering, 
User's Manual", Volume 
I 
Georgia In:;tl":'..!te 























Beam Selected End Conditions 
==========================~======================== 
1 W14x109 Fixed-Free 
2 W14x159 Pinned-Fixed 
3 W12x79 Pinned-Pinned 
4 W14x90 Fixed-Fixed 
5 W8x15 Fixed-Free 
6 W10x49 Fixed-Free 
7 W6x15 Fixed-Free 
8 W8x67 Fixed-Free 
9 C10x20 Fixed-Free 
10 C12x30 Fixed-Free 
11 C5x9 Fixed-free 




FOR PROBLEM 1 
BEAM SELfCTtD: WJ~ X 109 
EfVD CONDITIONS: F1XfD- FR£[ 
sK 
. . 
;+===============================~~======::::ll ~ j 0 k ----'>.,.,.,.> » ">)> ---~ 50 'K-lN 




------------- 300'~' --a-1 
A-2 
{SHEAR 3 MOMENT DIAGRAMS I 
· SH£AR: ·'· "' ... , . . . 
. . 
MOMEN1: 
l 05'0 )(-JN 
TD~SION: L I ____ .--5"o k"-Jt.J 
102.5 1<-IN 
!Wl~)(IO~ D!M£N510N5 tx PRoPERT'I[5] 
A =- 3Z ih 1 I)( :- 12qo j,·1 Cw =" 20200 jnl. Gr: ~ :, I '7 . 3 '": • L. In 
d = IY.32 lh I..,.. ::. '1 ~7 inY a. ::;, SS.S in Gw = qsq j~3 
tw = . 525 'rf\ 5x :: 113 jl)3 [Ji'l~ = l.J1.1 ill 1 £" = 2~000 ){S! 
br" )4.b0bif) 5'!' = bi.Z il')~ Sc.vr = IS~ in'~ G ~ lJ 2oo Ks1 
t.r = . ~b ·,, J :: 7.12 j,'f 
A-3 
IPLAN£ BENDING ST~£55£51 
A. LONGJIUDINAL 8£NDltJG S TK£SSfS 
ds-: Ma/sx 
-/050 JMN /. AI svrrot1 : d s = //73 IN 3 =- - r;,o,CJlf Ks' 
B. MAXIMUM W£8 Sfl£11~ sr~£55£5 
. . 
•• I 
AI Suffo~r : - _,"'I I •,r. - • I 2lbo lvi J 









c. MA>ctf.I1VM fLANGE 
AI Su!Pof.f: ""(F :: 
Af .7L {2/0"): (f :: 
5/HAR. 51t'.£SS£5 
?i:= VGr: I It~ 
(5 lc) ( '1/. Z i 11 3) / ( 12 q D in") ( . 8 b i 'l ) ::: 
. I q .3 2 i<SJ 
(SJ(J(I.fl.Z Jr,,)/(IZ~o i,'f)(86 ;,) = 
, i 1 J2 kS! 












A. ToR. SIGNAL FUtJcnoN s 
US£ L /a.= 300 '/~5. s '' ;- 3.5 
1) ToRSIONAL LOAD 1 : 
AI SuPror<l : (/)·[*]:: 0 
d3'· [ fp1- z~J = 1.~ 
Q)'.[G~] = 0 c[)"~ [ G~alj :; -1.0 
A-r .7L {Z!o"): dJ • [M] = 1./G 
cb Jf • [ ~. 2tt J = -. 7 2 
dJ'.[f'J] = .46 





(j) ::. 0 
cf! = 6 "n ·c _, . ~I ;.. i ,· ,. 
(JJ' = 0 (jJ l!: 
= - ~- 517 X IC -~ 
(j) :: . 062~05 
d/ ~ -2. 00? -~ JO•(, 





















AT F~EE END: ¢ .[~] - J. ~z -
~"· [ GJ.z~] ::: 0 
cb'. [~] = .n 
G'''· ( c,~z] -:: zr, 
. 6 
. 2) ToRSIONAL LOAD 2 : 
U 5E CASE I 0; d.. : . 7 
n. . [ GJ' 1 -A r 5urPo£1 ·. w · ,.,tt -z - 0 
d/ . [ ~ J ::: ]. :;5 
, cD I ' [ ~~ ] :: Q 
(j]"' .[ 0~ a] :: -2. Y 5 
Af ./L (ZJo''): 
A 1' F~U fNf): rJJ,[~J= !.5 
cb 11 • [ ~ l :: 0 
a;', r:1 J = .] 
111 f&ja] dJ • Lr;;- ::: . I 
A-6 
:. (/) . 02!71 -
-
q/ - 0 .. -
. (j)' 
.. ::: . 0001'7 5Sbl 
. 0/t( 
' = 2.3~~3!1 xfO"~ .. 
. cb = 0 
. d/ = ~.~Sq3,>- lu-.' 
I 
.'. (/) = 0 
' 1'1 ' . ~ (j). = -~.9?343 >ID-b 
.. 
Q :: .02S64~1 
.. C/) 11 = -7. 8~7S~ :..10~'7 
:. (/) 1 == .0COloZ214 
(J) 111 ::: ;.3n5xJo-~ 
.. cb = .03Y&J ~£ 
(j/ :: 0 
. . Cb' :: .ocoozf:·zq 
• A..~: 
w = 3.t;S3 ?1 ), 10 ~'l 
3) SUMMA-f!ON OF dJ, ~~~ (j): (j) f/1 roe LOAo5 
AI 5urPof.1: r:/J :: 0 
¢'' = 1.1~ 3b~ :..to-s 
¢' :: 0 
(/)Ill = 
-1.75 "'!0- 1 
A r .7L CZJo"): ¢ = .O~IZ5?,7 
(j) II = -3.41~5' )1./D-(, 
r/J' :::. . 000 310G 
:(j)"' = 
- 3.115btf ~ /0-~ 
A f F~EE' END: r:/J ::: ./163 8~5 (/) ,, 
= 0 
a/ = .OOOZOZLfSq 
dJ/11 :: 2. '7 50 2 )(I D.~ 
B. 5Tf<f55 CALCLJLA-rJDN5 
1) ToRSIONAL 5flfAK. 5f~E5Sf5 
1 AND 2 
tr-; .'66'' 
tw= . 5'25''' 
Af suPPof!.f: CtF' = (nzoo J:s' )(. o& i"rv)( o) :: 0 ~<r' 
7~"' = (J/200 rs,) (.S'2)1n) c 0) -: 0 krr 
' . 
11r .1L [z,~") : !u = {nzoo JCs,)C.gt ;,)(ooo3qo6!h);; 3. 7a.3 K5t 
!rrv" (1!2tJ6 jt{,)(.rJ~i,J(0003tltJ6f;ll).- 22'1673 Ks1 
A-7 
Af F~Ef END: 7H:: { /1200 ~'>') (. U ,,) {. 00020ZCfSq) :: /. q 500CJ KS! 
lt~--: (J!Zoo Ks,)(r2r,~)(oOo2o2'f;'!) :: /.!Cfolft Kst 
2) WA~P/tJG NOf.fVIAL S[t£55£5 
fJJA>r!f'lUM A1 FlANGE 17P5 ! 
6w5 :: f Cvnod>'' Wno: lf1./ itJ? 
' . 
3) WA~PJN(,. 5JIEAf:. S!R.ESSES 
7 _ - [ S"'s 111 ,, (.. t.J5 • t lJ/ 
Af surPo~r: Yws-= [- 2Cf06~3:r;:; 15'1in·r) {-!.75~r.to·'1) =- ,qozg ~:">1 
II r . 7L {210 '0: TwJ. ( -zqo~ ;sl){;>v t•<J c- 3JZ 5CY ~ 10 ·8) ; . I m "'' 
. 6t'l 
A-8 
.. · ·: 
HAND- CALCULATIONS 
FOR PROBLEM 2. 
. BEAM SfLECTED : w 14- X !59 
END CONDITION5: P/tJN[D- FIXED 
A-9 
' . 
/SHEAR & t10M£NT DlAGRAMS ! 
. . 
RA:: ~2 {a+21) = I Z (27) t ( q "2· 3c;) ;- 751k 
2 ~?. 2(36}~ 
/( 15 : p~ (3Y. :-a z) = J Z ( CJ) ( 3 ( 36) 1- ( q J l) : Lf,'fjk 




l \NI~ X 15'1 OJMENSJoNS & PKofE f<fl£5] 
A ::: 4 '· 7 jl] 'Z T,. = 1qoo i"" {w ::: 35&00 in' GF" t;l.~ in3 
d = 1~. qg )n r., = 7!f8 ;,tf a. = bo.~ jt) Gw: )1{3 in3 
br = /5.~65 ;, 5)( ::: 25'1 )t'J3 Wno = 53.7 ifl( E' ~ 2o/OOO k>, 
t.~ = 1.1 q in 5-r = ql.1 Jn~ 5~-.~ :: 2lf~ /~ q G :: IJ 2 00 )csr 
t~ -:: .7'15it1 .r :: J q,% in If 
J PLANt BENDiNG 5T~£55E5/ 
A. LoNGI1tJD1NA L BE tv DING s fr<£SSfS 
' . 
Ar 8JtJAJfn 5ufPo~1: 6 e.'; 0 JC.st · 
,4( FI.'<ED 5uPPOI2.f : -: -2.392 k51 
B. MAXIMUM W£B SHEAR 51R£S5£5 
A f" PIMN t b 5 uffc IZI.' 
Af PDIIVf LOAo (JD3"): 
AI F/'x!D Sutro£1: 
A-ll 
C. MAXIMUM FLANbE' 51-JEA~ 511?£55[5 
A 1" 8/NNfO SUI'fOirf: 
I 
Af flXEfJ 5lJ!Pot1': •~'"~:'\ 
• 1 Lu /(51 
I ToRSIONAL 5 TRfSSfS} 
A. ToR.SJONAL FUNCf!ONS ' . 
ToRSIONAL LOAD 1: rr> =-.25 ~-IN/JN FROM o" lo Lf32 '' 
US£ CAS£ 12. 
[G:S '] A f PlAlNcb 5VPP6RI .' (/) • ~ · ai 
¢''· [~] 
rl.! [~ .l:J lJ) • ...... tl 
(J)IIf, [ G~o.] 
[ G.S J ] A f Powr LoAD (JD3 "J: (/) • ~ · az 
Cb"· [ ~ 1 
(j)'. [ ~ ·i ] 








=' • 20 
A-12 
:. C/J : 0 
:. (j) II :: Q 
''. 0 r :: /.2311~ ~10 .. 4 
.'. ciJ''':: -l.r.sos-n 'w~ 
Af F\x'D suPPoR·r: I &:J , J (}) • ~ 'q2 :: 0 
(j) ''. [ ~] :: 2.315 
cb'· [~·~] ::: 0 
a/~. I~] ~ -3.~ 
6. ST~f55 CALCULA'fJOtJS 
U ToRSIONAL SrlEAR 5 TRESSES 
:. 0 ~ 0 -
)I 
. (/) = 2.b77¥Y .\Jo -6 .. 
l (/) : 0 
'" . OJ = 5.~1117 ~JD-'l 
U: t.Jq i, 
i.r.v·- .'1Y5!fl 
. 
AI PINNED 5tJPftJI<f: Ctw :: (I!ZOO ~t~J(7-~5ih)( I.Z3J1( 4 Jo·Y) :: 1.073 ko 
(tF:: (JJZDOJCsi)CJyf ;~,)(J.23;qtJo.l6- 11) :- '1.~~2 k'n 
t1f POINT LMo {/08"): lt'N-= (J1200J4,)(.7~5;rJ( C.CJ2?7q :..lfJ .. r;) = .5'7~· >Cn 
lu = (JJZ00Y.s,)(/.11in)(r;,qzCJ71>r!6's) = .o/24 /(Sl 
Ar r \>.EO 5ufPo~T: ?-t~ :: (I }2(}() ~!I)(. 7'15 ;,.,) ( 0) = 0 }CfJ 
LtJ:. (l/200k,J{J.11in)(o) ~ 0 ~~ 
2) WARPJf\Jc,. NORMAL Slf(ESSES MAxiMUM A'f fLANM i1P5! w..,~ , 5'3."7 ;() z 
Ar PINNED Suff6~T: dws :: ( Z100D Ks,) (53./ in 1 ) ( 0) = 0 -~~~ 
A r Potur LOAD (JD8''): 61oJ$ :: c zqooo j{sr)( 53.7 j ~ '2) ( S. ~ 5501.d0 •i) :: I. 3n L'st 
A~" FJ.\to 5uPPot-r: dr,J~ -:: Cz1ooo ksJl53.7 i~' )(-2.&7711fl.J6_,) -=- -~-17 ~~s~ 
A-13 
-----------------;----------------~~- ----------------, 
3) WA~PIN~ 5~JEAf STK£55£5 
AT FIAED SuPPo~1' : 
MIJ)/I'lU!'l A1" [lr,/116( ([vft~S! 
51,: 2~3 ;, v J u: /.11 jt') 





FOR PROBLEM 3 j 
. BEAM SEL£CTED: W12x 79 
END CO."JDIT!O NS : P!N~J£D- PI~JtJ[ D 
. . 





J SHEAf g MDMENI DIAGRAAIIs/ 
. . 





--- zsz"---_,_. , 
--3(.o''------
f\10 PI.A~E BfNDit\JG LOADS oR SJ.e£55[5 
To/(5101\J: 
. . 
r I.S JC·I.-.J 
J 
,,,r;ll-·,., 
l W12x71 DJMHJ5JOfJS & PRoPO~TI[S 
A = 2~.2in1 Ix '"" I" b2. . " o I~· c r.r' = 7 3)0 j(lb Q~ = 7( ~ ;.,3 
d =J'2.33in I'( = 21G jh'f 0.. =- 70.3 jl') Q~-.~ :: rJ ~ :::> .) i.,..~ 
hr = 12.o~ ir1 s){ = lo1 in3 Wt~o . 7 ,. 35:2 in E = zq{)OO ('-;-• 
t.w = .Y7 il'l Sr = 35.~ j.,> 5'-1 = 7~./ 'tnLf G ::: J)2DC) ,:c;J 
t.r: ,. . 735' ,., J "" 3.~~ in'~ 
1 ro ~5/mfxc--srREslli] 
A.·' TORSJoNAI rut'Jc·noNs 
... 
U,S£ Lfa..= 360''/,o.:;" = 5.12 
A-16 
V TORSIONAL LOAD i : 
-
M= bO k'·IN AT . IL ( 36") 
US£ CAS[ 3) c:X = .I 
Af LEFi 5tJPPo~l : rJJ [~·;] -• /"1 --r: - 0 
cj)/1' [ ~ J - 0 -
(])'. [~] = .zq 
q)".[G~Z] : - .b l 
-G:>. s] t1 f . I L c 36 II) : (/) . l "" 7: :: . 135 
(j)". [~] :: -. 315 
AI . 7L (2t;2"): 
{])1 '[G~] = .21 
n.'". [6~~] UJ .-. == .... cq 
:: . 13 
:; -. 01.5 
:: -. 0~ 
~ .oz 
AI ~IGHi 5Uff6f1: C/J • [ 6~ ·[] :: 0 
(/)
11
• [~1 :: 0 
¢'· [~] ::-.ocr 
(])'': ['~ttt] :: .0/ 
A-17 
:. rj) :: 0 
It 
:. (/) : 0 
.'. ¢ 1 = q.oLJ S7b:.. :D-<: 
Iii n.. . :: - ! ..., '7 lq _, 16 -'j VJ ,.tJ_, J:O: 
I 
dJ = .Oi'35'0 
I' (j)' = -b.25'!!:~ro-:, 
rl-. 1 :: 2 q "Ora ,,.,.: .. Y • • 0 Jb; ~ 1'-
iJ' 
rt-. ·:: _ r a47--:'·, rA--: lj) '. ' ' . .l ~:" 
. . 
~ = 0 
cb 11 :: 0 
(J) 1 :: -!.z;ss~ x)DwL; 
,., 
~ :: Z. S 2267, 1o-r1 
2) TORSIONAL LOAD 2 : M = 25 V•IIV AI . 7L ( z 67 '') 
US£ C A 5£ 3, cl. =- • 3 FRoM THE RJGJ-11! 
AT LfFf StJPPoR.f: ~ .[MI - 0 -
¢"·[6~~] = 0 
Cb'·[~] = .27 
(j) w. [ ~!] = 
-.03 
A1 .7L (252'') .' 0 . [~] = . )15 
rj/'· [&~] :: 
-. !{/ 
~'· [G~] = 
-.I & 
(J)J/)·f~J ~ -. 41 
AT ~IGHf 5tlff0£1: ¢ . [fu] = 0 
(J)''. [W] = 0 
Q'·[~1 = -.lf1 
QJ '''. e~~ 1 = 
.23 
A-18 
:. 0 :: 0 
:. (// ::- 0 
' rp I ::: _r; ),5,~~3 >.10. 
dJ'Il = I r1 - 3 . 5'2 g 9 J, I D - _, 
I 
0 = 0 7lJQb5 
¢/I = "'' ~g 6"'-'7 I 0 i - ~. I L J :... t 
q/ - -i, 0%32 x JO-~· -(j) J!l 
= -5. sz ~17>-~lc-8 
cj; :::: 0 
C/J If ::::. 0 
¢' ::: 2~"711 5 n-t4. - . I:>._ V -\: \_, 
~til = 2. 7o525:.: .ro-3 
3) SUMMA'f/ON OF ¢J/l¢;q/" FOR LOADS 1 AND 2 
Af LeF1 SVPPo~1 : (/J - 0 -
cp'' ::- 0 
cb' :: s.bi5zq ,.1o .. q 
¢/11 = 
- 1.7572~ )c/0-; 
Ai .IL (~£."): (/) :: . 0J~7q2 
(/Jll= -C,./(;~~Z )r/D-G 
C/J' = 4.tJq111 ~~o-tt 
··a/'= - 1. q~3o1 >t ~~-'1 
AT .7L. (252'1):. C/J = .037/23 
n..ll::: .-/ VJ -4.!~3q~lr/0" 
(/) I = - 2 .I b 2lf l& I D -I/ (f/ 11 ::: - 4.1( 3' >../O·K 
Ar RI'Hf SCJffDftr: ¢ = 0 
¢1' = 0 
(/) 1 = -3,qg7~::, ),/tJ-If 
Ill (/J ::: 2. q g 7 5 ~ ~ I D -g 
B. 5/R£55 CALCULA'TJONS 
I) TO!?SIONAL 5J-1£AR 51R£SSES 
Yt= GtriJ' 
A-19 
t ..... : . '/7 jt) 
t F • • 735 j, 
. . 
.Af LEFf SuPPot.1: ltw-= (!J200Jc~,){.'+1/h)( 5,,1521 :;,JO -v) =- 2.q6 Ko 
LtF '! ( !/ z~o Jc$1) ( 73t; In)( 5. & I S'2lf ~ /6 -r') ;: LJ. (2 /CSI 
Af.JL{36"): ltw=(Jl200~sJ)(.I.f;in){Lf.qq1!1:r!O~~t)::: 2.37 k:>l 
?:tr-~ {JJ200Ks,)(73Sin)(LJ.Lf1711~!0-") == 3.70 Ksl 
A.r .7L {ZSZ''): (t._. = {JI200Kn)(.lf1ih) (-2.U21:.J6-'):: -/./~ /C}I 
[tF = [J}200~:s,)(735ih)(-ZJ62rxllr~ =- -! 76 H1 
Ar T<tG~1 surra"R1.' Z't~o. ::: (//ZoO JC~J ( . Lf7 ih) ( ... 3. q S 7&3 )r 10 ~:/) = -2.10 K~' 
rc·F:: (JJ200K~,)C.735in)(-3,q876) >.J{)-q):: -3.28 )(>I 
2) WA~PlrJ& NORMAL Sr~E55£S 
dw : £ kJh (j) II 
A-20 
. . 
MIJ)./I'IIUM ,1,1 fLAtJ(,f •f!P5! 
f.vtt :: 35.2 i11 1 
3) WARPING SHEAf< SfR£55£5 
7 - [ 5~.~ n,f{l 
'-"' : t.r VI 
AT LEFf SU!I'of.f.' 
MA;~~!nVYI ;rr FLANraE {fJJ1Ff2S! 
ir~ . 735/IJ; s~..~ : 7'6.1 r,v 
. Ar .JL {36''): -U'JDOD ~n) (7S.J i,.,-tJ ( ) 7/,J:: r . ..., 3s-;-,) -I. q83o1 ~to_.., : .611 ~n 




FOR PROBLEM '+ 
BEAM SELECT£0: WILf- x qo 







)5HfAR !r MOMENT DIAGRAMS I 
.b Jt:l.r-r: .as ..:Jr.., ~ L t J - f~>: r r I ~ t l l J ] i I~ I Ro r1s e-.y 
).) )) ----77 . 7> 
• '3> ',{ .ff'J hfl 
-1 50.1(-11\f 
1: Z~D" .. (I 4SD 





2~~~11'~"'"'------J q7 ~-'"' 
TORSION: L[ ________ j25 "''" 
q7NrJ 
A ::' 26.5 i~ 1 tF~ .II il'l 5Y = 41. q ih 3 Wno = Lf3.) if, z [ : 2~ Q()() t<;J 
d : 14.02 ih I)< = qqq }tl'i J = 1.{,00 lhL./ 5"' = IZS ih 4 G ~ JI2DO J{<;l 
br = /lf. S2. 111 I" = 3'2 ;~,~ (w = ){:,000 in~ Qr= ::: 3).7 ir, 3 
iN: • •-/I{ lh s)( == /!.f) ;.., 3 Ct = I 0 J in Q\J:: 7~.'3 i\) 1 
A-23 
------- - ------------------------
[PLAN( BEN~ItvG 5fRf55fS / 
A. LOt.JG/fUDIMAL B£NDJrJG STR£55(5 
Af . SL (2~D "): 
B. MAxlMUM W£5 5J.J£Al< SfR£55£5 
. . 
Af . 5L {2'/tJ''): 
C. MAXIMUM FLA!V6[ SHEAR S/~E55E5 
Af .sL C2lio"): "[r: 0 JCS'r 
A-24 
I TORSIO~A L 5TRE55£S 1 
A. TORSIOhlAL FUNCTIONS 
. 0 TORSIONAL LOAD 1: M= 50~-){\} AT Z'f0 1'(.5L) 
USE CA5£ G_, ~;. .5 
Af L£Fr t Kl6Hf 5ufP~f5: 
.·.·C/J = 0 
Jl I ( ' . 
:. (/) :: l..f:f 6363 ::.JD -., 
ct/ = 0 
.. rj/' = + s. 36q 56 ;,Jo-'b 
AT .5L ( ZlfD''): 
rb . [~] ~ .3G dJ = . 0'3~95') .. 
cb"·[~] - -.lfl (j) 11 ~- ~.4&3&3:./0-G ' 
'. 
cb'· [~] • 0 C/J I :: 0 
('b'u. fG~t] ., f. 5 (j) 111 - 5 3Sq o-~ 
'. - + . , 56~ I 
2) ToRSIONAL LOAD 2: 
US£ CASE 7 
· A-25 
:'., 
Af LEF1 J l<lbH1 5Uff0t!.1'5: 





:. dJ = . 057572 
.·. (// :: - 3.(.057~ );/D-t, 
• . C!J' = 0 
. .', (/J rH :: Q 
. . 
3) SUMMA1ION Of (/J, (})~' (}J: ()''' fOe LOADS I AIJD 2 
AT" LfFr J l<lGHf SUPPO~IS: (/J = 0 
(jJ 11 ;:,. /, 3 5 Sr. Lf )c Jtf'"5 
(/)' = 0 
(j)"'::: + Z.OCf/J/.{6 x!D'7 
AT .SL {21.fD 11): ¢ . :; . o '17 rs3 
(j)" = - 1. 06937 >r ;o-6 
Q'= 0 
(j/ t: :;. 5. 3 ~q5b X /0~~ 
A-26 
. I 
B. SIR£55 CAL(ULA1JONS 
I) ToR51Dl\JAL SHEAf!. STRESSES 
tt = Gt~' 
AI LHf l I<Jt;Hf 5uPPoff5: 
f."'' . ~<( /fJ 
iF= . /J IN 
"liw ~ (1!200 ;cs,)( Lf~ '")(o) = 0 K"s-r 
TtF = ( IJZ6() JCn )(. 7/!N) ( 0) = 0 J<sl 
Af .5L {Z'fO''): Cih-~ (JI2D6JCSI.)C.lJl{,N)( 0) ;' 0 )()! 
(tF: (JJZ00Ks,)(71J;.~)(0):: Q JCSI 
2) WA~PING. NORMAL S/~E55ES 
dkJs :: [ lvns (j) '' 
Ar urr 1 ~IGW suPRJr<.rs: 
A-27 
. . 
3) WARPING SHEA£ Sff'ESS£ S 
..,... - - E s, Ji.. Ill 
<. {,J s - --r- I..JI 
Ai LEFT' I Rl(,t-!T SVI'f'oR./S: 
Ar .SL {Z~o"): 
}IJA>..fMUM Ar F£M6E ctNft,s! 
Sw~ 12t;in'IJ u~.71in. 





FOR PROBLEM 5 
BEAM SELECTED: W8xl5 
END CONDITIONS: FIX£0- FR£[ 
1 J.Cffl 












, _________ 60''----~ 
. . 
ToKSJoN: 
] W8:d5 DJMPJS/ONS &- PROPEffJESj 
A " 1-f. y 4 jht I), = Lf ~.0 j,ot Cw :: 51.~ In~ OF = z ~ ~ .. . ) !h.) 
d :: 8. I I it1 J.,. :: 3.1.{1 in'f a ~ 3/. y ih Gw ~ 6 _, g .• • J ]!'" 
br = 4.015 i'l S:rr = l/.~in3 {JJ,b = 7.%4 ;,~ [ = 21000 ~S 1 
tr.v = .2'15;~ 5"( = 1.1 jl):!l 5w ::: 2. ~l j'rll) c;. : I 1200 r:s' 
iF ':: .31S in J ':: . I 3f. i~> 'I 
A-30 
........ ···--··-------------------------
l PLAN[ BEN~ING STRESSES I 
A. Lo~GJIUD11VAL BENDJN& .STRESSES 
dB= Mafsx 
ds = -ISO }(•IN I 11. ~ h 3 
ds= ·73 . .5' /<'·IN JJJ. ~in:; 
de= 0 !:51 
B. MAXJMUM W[B SHEA£ STRESSES 
Cw= VQwJitw 
-
- JZ. 712 Kfl -
::: 
-6, '221 KSJ 
AT SuPfvR'f : 'Grv~ (S'"')(ff.J~i 113~4~in'~)(.Z~5i") " .?.8S~ }()i 
A1 .3L (1~··): 
A1 FREE END: 





Ar .3L (t8"): 
AI Fl.fE f.ND : 
1. TOR 5JONAL SfRfSS£5 I 
A. TOfSlONAL FUNCTIONS 
US£ Lja_ = 60"/31.4'' :: 1.'1/ 
0 TO~SIONAL LoAD 1 : M= 3o~·/N Ar Is·· (3LJ 
USf CAS[ q,cf..::.') 
Ar SUfPD£1 : C/J ·I~ 1 = 0 
rj:/'· G~o.1 = . LJ4 
(/)'· [G~] ~ 0 
qt.[G~~1 ] = -J.Q 
A1.3L(1B"): C/J .[~~] = .05 
¢''· [G~ct 1 = -.0~ 
¢'. [~] :: . I 
(j)'". [G~t] ~ -. ~ 
A'T" FKE£ END: Cb . [~~ J - .13 -
cjJ IJ. [ G~~] 
= 0 
d>'·[~} - .Ol.f--
~m r~ 1 
·L ""' = .OY 
' . 
:, rjJ = 0 
.'. (/)' = 0 
· rl."' _ ·qao 
.. VJ :: .QQQQj I 0 
. . 0 = . o 3oqzz 
. Q/ = ~.00005b'i5 . 
(j/ = .00)q6q5 
(/J 111 :: -. oooonq ~ 
([J :: .OS03CJ/ 




· m''' :: ..., q(l Jo-' 
.. 1.1/ / .• ~ 
A-32 
I 
I B. STRESS CALCULAII0{\)5 

















?t: G t (/)I i~:: .1J~;., f:.w= .21.fSin 
AT5uPro£r: ttl..!= (JJ200Jm){.2tt5tl1){o) , 0 ~rt 
C tF :: ( Iff 0 0 Kr') (. 3 I 5 i 11 ) ( 0) :: 0 K f 1 
Af .3L(18'·): Lt'rv:: c 112oo Ks,)(ztfsjr,)( .OO/'J(q5) ~ s.~.!Olf J<SI 
Ytr·=- (JJ200K!:J)(3J5;~)(.ooJ1tCJ'):: r;,CJLfg )(S'' 
I 
AT' Fi:EE END: ( ~"' :: { / /'200 /(fJ) ( .2 'f 5 in) ( 000 7fT1J) :: 2.1 &2 KSI 
ru :; Cnzoo J(s,)(.315iry)(. ooo7~7~J = 2.77q ks~ · 
2) 'NARfiN& NORMAL STR£55£ 5 
A1 SuPPot'1: 
A-33 
MA).JMUJIJ A'f fLAr,Jf~[ liPS: 
w,.,o:. 7. ~ l( i ~ ~ 
3) WAKPJNb SHEAR STRfSS fS 
7 - - E Sw_ n..rtt 
L ws - t. y.; 
Ar surPO((.r: 
A-34 
MA)/MUM AT FLAN6f CErJfttS! 






------ ---- _______ __j 
.-
·,,;(. ' 




FOR PROBLEM 6 
BEAM SEL[CT[D: W/Ox~9 
END CONDITIONS: FIXED- FR£[ 
. . 




[SHEAR I. MOMeN1 DIAG!AM5.-J 
2~ ~~ 
M:Sit.~-414( fl" •• 1, ~~~¢~<» !!!Q!~~-~J ___ _.t 







~51H·IN _ ~ . ~ MOII\ENI; 
/ WIOx4'f 0/M£~510~5 & PRoPERII tS I · 
A = I ~.ll i~ '2 I!~( = 272 }h'l ((,.} :: Zo7o In~ Qp = J:).O ih3 
d 
= 'f. qg iYl }y :: CJ3.~ ih 11 0- :: G2. ~ i11 Qlo.J: 30. 7. in~ 
6; :: {0 )n S>r = 511.6 i113 Wr>() :. Z3.6 i~ 1 £ = 21000 }c$1 
tw ::: . 3~ /'1 51' :: /~.7 j~l 5w :: 32. q ;~ct G :: Jl2oo ~51 
f. f' :: . 56 in J :0 1.3g;.,•t 
A-36 
... ·-· ·-····-·~------------- ---------
1 PLAMt BE1JDING STR£55[5 I 
. . 
A. LO!VGITUDI"--AL BHJDING. STRESSES 
~~& J(·JN Is~.{, in3 ... . AT StJPfoRf : ds ~ ::: I0.5Lf1 }CSI 
AI .S'L ('16''): dr>= 3 gy ji-JN I 5LJ.C /h 3 :: 7.o33 Kst 
Af Ff:EE END: de.;: 0 ~51 
' . B. MAXIMUM W£5 SHEAJ:? ST~[55ES 
Ar Suf'ror.r: Ttv= (-z/()( 3o.zi., 3)/cz72i.,.,)(.3Lf;.,): -.65'3 ksJ 
AI .t;L {q6''): (t..~= (·2 1C){ 30'2 ;, 3)/(272irJ'')(.3Lfih);: -.653 K5! 
C. MAXIMUM FLANGE 51-JEAR STf£55£ S 
.A r s urroer: 
A-37 
~-----~~---~ ---~-- -----
j TDRSIDN"'L STR£55£S J 
A. TORSIONAL FUNCTIONS 
USE Lfa. = 
J) TORSIONAL LOAD 1 : Y't1= • LJ It-IN !tN FKOM o" lo % ,, 
U5f (AS£ /0, Ck5 
AT 5Ul'Pofl1 : ¢ · [ ~~~~ 1 :: 0 
cp 11 • [ ~ 1 = . 72 
AT FR.££ ft.JD: 
~'· [~·i] : 0 
¢ "'. [ 6 ~ Cl ] = - f. 5 
(/J . [~11 = .~0 ~q.[~] = 0 
CD' (G:Ll: 1 -
.IS ·-;;;o..-
(!) "'. (G~a~] ~ 
.05 
A-38 
.·. ch :: 0 
• r11 11 0 ... ~ 
• · 1fJ :: . 0000 1 o& ~.:> 
• rl.r 
··\j)= 0 
:. cBll = - r;,. 2211 l. !D- 1 
.'. C/J = .OZ62 
:. cb":: -. 000003623 
(j/ = . 0001~22 
(j)11 ' :: '· z 211 ')( r o-r 
.. (j) = .0LJQ3 
.. a/,. 0 
0. 
¢' = .0001211 
df' 
-= z.o 737 ~to-~ 
' . 
B. STRESS CALCULATIONS 
/) TORSIONAL 51-l[A~ STR£s5f5 
Z"t = G t (/) 1 t~= .5bih tr.J~ .3lfin 
Af 5UPfo~r: Ct~ = (II ZOO k:P )(. 3~ in) ( 0) ~ 0 JCS'r 
ItF = (IIZOO Ksr)( Sb;,_,)(o) :: 0 KSr 
Ar .5L (qb"): Ziw ~ C JJZoo 1-:~,) (. 3V ih) ( .oooznz) :: . q722 JtS'I 
"[ tF ~ ( J/200 K~t) (. 5G it>)(. 000 2~22): f.'5.T9 !CSI 
I 
Af F~E! END: Zt~:: ( /1200 j(<;J)(. 3¥ IN)(. ooo J 2/J ) = . LJ b I /<Sf 
l tF ~ ( J 12 00 I<SJ (. 5b IN) c. 000 12 I !J = . 76 0 /CSI ' . 
2) WAKPJNG NORMAL STR£55£5 
fvJAXJMUFl A1 hANGl /in: 
Wn:J: 23.b ih 1 
A-39 
• I 
3) lNARPIT\JG SHEA~ STRESSES 
Af SuPPOitr: 
MA>-IMUf'\ A f FLA1JG£ CEt·J1H~5! 
5t.J= 3J,q;t,'-1
1 
LF• .5[, in 
"7" - C 21000 }CSJ)( 3?,q WI) (- r ]21} /0 . .,) ::: /. 0'0 KrJ l'-'.s-: C.Sc;in) b. .lr b ; 
Lws.. -( zqooo /(Sl) ( 3Z.q in'1) ( (.zz I I>. f{r~ :; -.106 ko 
c. 56 it~) 
'[ wS = - (Z10~0 ;: s{ 37. q Jh'l) ( 2.()731 x ftJ·aj :: -. Q35 /C<)f 





FOR PROBLEM 7 
BEAM SELECTED: WGx 15 





)5HfAR f fv1oMEJJ1 DIAG~AMs' I 
I, 
Yt'----t-1 




\ W6x 15 DJMHJ.Sio~s & PRoPERTl£5\ 
A - ~-'13 in"Z I)< = ?f./ inl/ Cw = 76.5 ihb Qr- ::: 2. ~~ . 1 
-
,n~ 
d = s.q'f in }i = q.32 in'~ a. = L]lf.Z il? Q"'::. s. 3q ih 3 
br = s.qq il'l 5x = CJ. T]. in1 Wno: ~-~~ ih~ [ ;:. zqcoo )()I 
tw = . 23 il1 5'( :: 3.11 jll 3 s~.~~ 3.3lf tt'J lj G ::: 11200 ;()/ 
t.F'= . 26 ih J "' .I 0 i~ 4 
I TORS/Ot\JAL 51R[55£S I 
A. T0£51D~AL F"Ur-JCI/Ot\15 
LJ2 ''! US£ Lftt = /4'f.2 II : : qr; 
A-42 
i) TOfSJONAL LOAD 1 : M; 40 1!-IN AT /2.6" (3L) 
US£ CAS£ Cf)CJ.=.3 
AT SuPfoJ< 1 : ¢. [~~] ::: 0 
¢''. [ G;tt] :: . 26 




Ai.3L(rz.6").' (/)• ;;14j ~ .005 
m ''. { G~~J = -. 02 
(/)'· [~] ;: .0~ 
¢'". r~~t J = -. q7 
AiF~EEENO: (/) .[~1 = .03 
(j)"· [~] :: 0 
n.' [G 5 J - ..., \./) . -;:;; - . 0 .) 
rT"'"' [ G.:J a t] _ 
't-' • 1'11 - • 0.3 
B. 51££55 CALCULA fJONS 
l) TORSIONAL SHEAR STf<£55£~ 
Ct :: G t (jJ I 
:. (j) .:; 0 
:. (j/ = .OOOZIOO~ 
;. (]) r :; 0 
' f'i.. Ill - - 0 J 7 Q I 
• . \JJ - . 0 00 L o 
:. ¢ == . oonq3 
rt-.'' 
:. 't-1 ::: -. 00001&1(, 
.'. ~I = . QQ /~7851, 
· ~-. ¢ 111 :: - .0000IT73 
.'. (/) = . QL/7351 
:. (j)''::: 0 
.'. C/J 
1 
= . 00 I 01 J 93 
rf.,lll 
:. \.fJ = s. tJ g 4 '"!, ~w -1 
t.F:: .1.{.'' 
bv~ . Z>'' 
Ar s"rPo(!r : Yt"" = (11200 ~::~,) (. z 3tN) ( o) : 0 ;crr 






AT .3LU1.6"): ?t.w:: ( I}ZOO }C<;,)(Z:i IN)( .00ilf2857) = 3.'6D Krt 
"lu:; (}!200 Jts,)(zr,,tJ) ( OOI'iZ~t;1) :o- lf./60 K5r 
A-r FKE£ HID." lt:.w :: ( !IZOO K~t) ( 23 rN) (. 001071'13) = 2. ;r,o k:9 
lu = C J/2oo K<;t) (.zr, ltJJ ( .00107/L/3) = 3.!20 Ksr 
2) WARPJNG NoRMAL STR£55£5 
MAxiMUM Ar FLNIGl \!?'5 ! 
Wno = ~- SS _;, ~ 
A-r 5uPPofl1: dt.Js:: ( zqooo rs,)( S. 5"~ i~ 1)(. 000 2 1001) = 5,2.272 .tsr 
3) WARPING SrlcAR 51~[5.5[5 
'7 _ - £ 5t.oJ A,rll 
L ws - ·U w 
Ar SuPPoer; 
t1 f . 3L 02.6"} l hiS~ - ( 2 ?OOO ~sr)( 3· 3 tf i"'') ( -. 00 00 J 773\ : £.6oS t'~' (.26rn) ') 
- ( 21DOD KSr )[ 3. 31 jTJ'I) ( ) 





FOR PROBLEM 2> 
BEAM SELECTED: W8x 67 
END CONDITIONS: F1X£D- FR[[ 
• 3 K-IN (IN « « ~~«::---- <10'-





/SHEAR & MOM£M1 DJAGKAMS I 
M).:: 5. y l.'·I.V ~:=;;:~-=-=;;»~//;-----::::-.,.. ----::"" ---
.3 It· IN /tr-J tt-'\:C -- E'"i(v--- -.;;,f------
1 
'z /t-lt-1 }i,..J 
'J.,_3?. lJ'~ 
------- 10~"-----
No PLAM£ /3£,\JOING LOADS 0( 5f(E55~5 
I).IZ 1'·111 
lo~SwN: 
I W~X61 DJMEJJSIOl\15 £ PfONRii[S I 
A = /'1.7 ,, 1. Ix -::: 272 in'-1 (IN - }!fLJQ j~C-- Q:: = i \..{ .G ~· r > 
d .: q.o in Jy = 8~.b in 4 a. :: 27.2 in Q;.v = :r-J .) ::> . . i·o 3 
bF • 8.2Z ;, Sx . b0.4 in 3 lN~oo : I (,.I ; ~-,-: r = 21oct: •.'r'"' .. ·. ) 
t.t<J .. . ~/;., 51 ]J. Lj if) 3 Sw . 3?.) ;;,<; G 1 ;zoo ''t"· = - j4.. ,. 
tJ " . q 3>5' in J = S.oS;~-~" 
I TORSIONAL STRESSES I 
A. TORSIONAL FUNCTIONS 





















ToRSIONAL LOAD 1 @« < ... 
+ 
To~SJDNAL LOAO 2 l » ~ .s Jt-lrJ /lrJ 
~ .. (DMSINED Torl.SJDrvAL LOAD : >n ... j 3 lt·!JI . << 
~ 
l) TD~SJDl\JAL LOAD 1 : ~-'~" . z JC·IN ~ I' I- -. !/tv 
.. 
USE CASt 10, d-.=- 1.0 
AI 5uPPoe1: r/J .[~] = 0 
(j)''. [GJ] = 3.0. [G3 2] (j)' -·- - 0 . • ,., a . 
cplll. [ G;a ] == _ ~ .O 




cj)' [Q1.~ J- 3.3 • ,...., (L -
¢"'. [ G~~] ~ 
-l I 
AI FREE ~NO: (/J • [ ~~] ::: S.o 
Cb''' [G~] = 0 
q)'. [~·~] = 1.1 ()) "' • [G~~ ] = .~ 
A-47 
-<< 4o( 
- , 2 IC-IN fJ('J 
<~ « 
- • t lf•J!V fiN 
FROM 0 11 /o J~S" 
rjJ ::: 0 
(/))) = . . 
-. oooo 10&0~ 
r;/ :: 0 (/;Ill ::: S.'2. ) lD-1 
(/J = -:oo 3 YooqG 
II (/J ::o -. 00000 JO(;I 
I 
(/) == -. ooo 1~g7 
C/J J/1 !:: 1. ~ ~ >- r b-1 
CJ) ::: -.Ol30~0G 
(j) II ::: 0 
(/)
1 
= -. OOOO~l/5 













Z) ToRS tO MAL LOA 0 2; yY): . 5 }L·IN IJN FROM 0 11 fo 32. LJ 
USE CAsE IO cl: .3 
./ 
G.J ] A1 5UPPo~1: (}J • [ r;ei"t = 0 
cb"· [C;.:] ~ ·5 
¢'' [ ~-£ J :: 0 
dl'· [ ~] = -J.-2 
:. (jJ = 0 
.'. q/ ::: ~- L/Z :..!0 _, 
:. (/J J ::- 0 
.'. (/)"' .. - 3.q )./D-1 I 
:. (/) = '000 7~4 ~ 
:. q/ == - 1. q sr, :do_.., 
• • (/) 
1 
= . Oooo 2 ;,lr 
: .'. ¢'"== 2.6.~t!D-~ 
:. (/) = . 0 0 tl( 3 ~ ~ -;r 
:. (})II :::: Q 
.'. q;' = 0 
:. q/':::: 0 
3J 5UfJIMA1JON OF t/J. q/ cp; d/' fO£ LOADS 1 AND 2 
AI SuPPofi : (/) :::. 0 
(J;"::: -G./7CO xiO-{ 
(j) I ::.: 0 
rf..' ,,, = , 





AI o3L { 3Zotf ~) : C/J -:: - Z. '162 )./0 .:; 
¢ II :; - I. ~56 6 > I() -6 
dJ' ::: -oooOJ37; 
/II (j) = 1069 J/()- 7 
AI FlEE END: {j) :: -0 Ol!b-t/2 
(/)" = 0 
r!J I = -. oooov7s 
C/J nr :: - /. 0 'f ~ I (J _.., 
B. s TRfSS (ALCULA 1tONS 
1) TORSIONAL S~IEAR STR£55£5 
t r : 0 q35;, 
t 1-v = 0~7 in 
AI SvfPMZI: ?'t:w :: (ll200 /C)J)( 0 5/in) ( o) - 0 ~S! 
7H· ~ ( IJZOO K5) (. 135i·,J( OJ :: 0 K>J 
' . 
Ar 0 3L { 3z.tl'0: ?t.w =- (; 1200 JC)l) (. j7 in) {-. 000 1371) ~ -0 q;r; J<St 
?:u~ (!!200u>,)(q3~in){-.oOOJ37;) = -/0436 J<<;l' 
A1 FREE END: Ct.""~ (!JZ00Ks,)(r7i.,)(-.OOOOS175) = ·.522 ,fc'<;l 





2) WARPING NORMAL STK£55£5 
MAxiMUM A1" FLANGE liPS! 
Wno :;; /6. 7 iII 2 
3) WARP!tJG 5 f-/[Af( STK£55[5 
7 _ -£5w (/;''' 
(.IN - - t 
. . 
5w:: 32.3 jl] '/ J U: ,q35 in 
A-50 
t 1 'V 
.._ 
HAND-CALCULATIONS 
FOR PROBLEM g 
. BEAM SELECTED: C 10 x ZO 
END CONDITIONS: FIXED- FR[[ 
1 lt./Ff 






J :r I r + 
1 
' 
ISJ.JEAt & MOMENT DIAGRAMS I 
,, 
--------~---------b0----------1 
r" ;) !>.)K 
'[ ----;, ~--
. . 
'C 10 X 20 DIMEtJSiDNS & PROP£RI!E5 \ 
A ::. 5.~% i'l'Z J.,. :: 2. ~I ;~,<J Woo :: ~.24 n/ Qr :: S.oY in;, 
J = JQ;, Sx .. !5.'3 in3 Wn1 :. ).q5 in1 Qw ::: q. 77 in 3 
bt ~ 2.73C, ~~ SY - 1.32 il" 1 Sw' : 3.10111'1 [ :: 21000 }(51 
LF c . y 36 jl, J"' .37 in<J 5wt. 2. 31 ;n'l G J if 200 )(Sl -::: -
tfjJ :: . ::,11 iYl c (}I :. 5b. q ihb s [AI3 :: I. I q ill t/ 
I>< ~ -,8 ,q ;~Y ()._ ... I q. q in 
A-52 
[ PLANE BfNDJ~G STR[S5f5 ( 
A. LONGJfUDJNAL f3ENDJrv& s IR£5Sf5 
de,: Mf5x 
Ar sufPo~l: 05: - I S'O /t-fN! 15.~ :: - 5.Lf9tf KS! 
It f . :) L {I & ''): cfe,: -73 K-t-J!J 15.8 ; - LJ .6~2 /()! 
Af F~EE F:VD: ds·= 0 Jest 
. . 
B. MAxlf'vlUM wEB 51-lEAR sn:rss£5 
Ar FREE END: Cw = 0 ltS't 
C. MAXJMLl~ FLANG[ SriEAR: 51R.[S5£5 
Y F = V(')F /It r 
AI 5uPPoff: [F :: (5 'J( S.Olf in 3) /(7g,q ;~·0[. ~3& ;,) = 0 ."7~3 Ksl 
A-53 
AT .3l (18''): 
A1 F~EE END: IF :: 0 )(Sf 
._1 TORSIONAL STR£55[5 \ 
A. TORSJONAL FUNCIJON5 
I) TORSIONAL LOAD 1 : ·M = 3o I'- IN Ar . I g" (3L) 
USE CAS£ q c<=.3 
I 
AT sut Foer : ¢ , [ ~ ] "' o 
¢ 11 1 [ G ~{{ 1 :: ' :;q 
¢', [G~] :: 0 
(/J'\ [ ~ t J ;: -J . 0 
AT .3L {lg~): (/) · [~] == .1~ 
(/)''. [~] =! -.17 
¢1·[~] = .1~ 
cp"', LG~tJ := -. S2. 
AT fREE END: cb · [~] ::: .30 
cp", [~] ~ 0 
(])' • [ GJ] :> • OY 
d/~ [~1 ~ .0~ 
A-54 
:. (/J ~ 0 
:. (/)" = .000214G 
I 
:. r/J :: 0 
Ill 
.'. (/) ::: - . 0000 I~ 2 ~ 
:. (/) ::: .0/~728 
,, 
:. c/) ==- -. OC006J~L1 
:. (j)':; ,Q0/30)1 
r{lll q 
:. 1./} = - .ooooJLfq 
.'. (/) = .0~32!1 
.'. cbll = 0 
:. r)J' = .oooz~qG 
.
. . A-,''' _. lj) :- 7. 3J2?u,!D- 7 
. . 
2) TO~SIONAL LOAD Z : OU£ lo ECC £ ,•JTR ICJfl' OF Uf.;JFORM 
DI5TRI8UTED LOAD (hi:; I ~!Fr) "f~~OUGJ-1 
CI-IAIJNEL 5J-I£Af CENfER 
eo = fo -r x-:- h--;z to: -326 ill1 X: .60& ill 
i.~v= .3}q i'l .·y]q,., 
-::: . 8ZG ;,., + .&06i'l ~ --z-
-= 1.24 in 
· M= w.e 
:: .0833 ltf/IJ · I.Zlf in :: .10~ /!·IN)!"' FROM o'' TO Go'' 
US£ CAS£ 10 d- = Lo 
Ar SUPPoe.r: (})·[~;, J :: 0 
~~l~] ~ 2.0 
cb I • [ ~ ·£] :: 0 
¢'''• l G~~] ~ -3.0 
Ar .3L (13 .. ): C/) · [~] ~ ·' 
cb"· [G~] ~ .~ 
cb'· [%1·~] ~ l.q 
(/)''', [G~<t] = -I. I 
.AT Ff< EE END : rj) · [ ~~ ] ~ 2. ~ 
Q/'•[G2J = 0 
Cb'·[~·~J := ).l/ 
C/)'"· [~] = .1 
:. (/) :: 0 
' rj) ,, :: '0000 ~971 
~' : 0 
,,, 
' (j) = -.000003741 
:. (/J = . 00 590rJ7 
.
• . r/..1/ w = . OCXJo071f5' 
. rl.' :: .000l.fbq8q 
• . \.1) HI 
:. cb :: -. 00000/373 
:. (/) ::: .OZ3&23 
:. (j)" :: 0 
:. C/J' = .00034623 
ti. '" :. 1../) -::: .00000087~ 
/\-55 
. . 
3) 5UMMAIION OF f/JJ 0:' 0: (//'Foe LOADS 1 AND Z 
AT SuPPoiT: ¢ - 0 -
(jJ II = .00026~:; 
cb' = 0 
cb Ill = 
-.00002203 
AT . )L (1 S ~) : (/J = . Q2Lf&3:?:>/ 
(/)II := 
- 1 0000 5~138 
(j)' == 
. 00/7730 
(/) J/( :; 
-. 0000 /63G 
A'T FREE END: ~ = .Ob&~LfZ Cb ,, = 0 
cj)' :::: 
'0006 35~ 
(/) Jll :::: 
.000001(05 
B. 51Rf55 CALCULA f!ONS 
0 TOR5IO~AL SJ-lEAR STRESS £5 
It = Gt. ()/ tF= .43&;., L~ = . 377 ;h 
AI SufPo~r~ Itw ~ (JJ?OO JC<>!X.37q i~,)( O) =- 0 tc;l 
I tF ~ ( 11200 ,,~,)(l.f3t:. ih)(o) :: O k9 
. . 
AT .3L (!~"): {'t~.; = ( /1200 ;:rt)( 37q i")( .QOI773o) =- 752~ K<", 
lu "' C!!ZOOxsJ(Lf3t ;~)(.OOI173o) = ~.65S k'sr 
A-56 
AI Ff<E[ ErJo: Itl...J :: ( 11200 J(Sr)C. 319 il1)(. 000635~) ~ 2. cqcr k.51 
LtF ~ c /}200 l<CSJ)(. ~3b ;~)c. 000635V 3. J(J5 j()l 
2) ·WARPING NO£MAL SIR£55ES 
0 I Z. 
---f--+*-' 3_ 
I I 
\!Vno: S.24 jn1 
wl)z: 3.qs ;.,2. 
AT SUPPM?i: dws0 = (2~000,(s0(~.2tfi'l 7)(00026lJ~):: 63.157 ksr 
6 ws 2 = ( zq 000 Ksr)( 3. q5;~,1)(. QQ02b'f)J = ?xJ. 27{. k:0 
. . 
AT .3L(18''): 6~o.ts 0 = (2~oooJcs,)(9.Zlf:IJ 2)(-.ooooSlf3~J :7 -J?qqs~<;J 
6ws2 :: (2qooo ~<s,)C~.W)i~ 2)(-.oooo 5<.f38) ~ -b.22q):'s, 
A-rFeH END: 6ws0 ~ (2q000J.Csr)(3.Zlfi,.,7..)(o) = 0 J<:~' 
dwsz r (2qooo }Csr)( 3.q)j,'l) Co) : 0 {tSt 
A-57 
3) WARPING SHEAR 51Rr5s£5 
Ar suPPoel: 
7 _ - ESIJ n.m 
l lvS - L lr' 
(c.v :: 
I 
- (21{){)() ICSJ ) ( 3. I 0 1 ))'~) (-. 0000 2 20 3) :- Lf. 5lf2 n1 
(. l] 36Jh) 
- C 2CJQQQ k:SJ)( 7.:!,') j~<l) (- .OQQO 2203):: 3. 502 /CS'I (.lf36i..,) 
I 
__ c ?10tJo KS'')( I.!Cf i"") (-. 0000 zzo3) = zoo& k'st I ~w~ ~ (.37q i~) 
:- ( 21000 ks1) ( 3./0 i~J (') ( -. 000016 36) :: 3 3!3 K5t Lw 1 ; ( f ) 
'l 3b ;, ' 
_ cz~ooo J(sl)CZ.39 ih'~) C-. oooo;6x) =- 2bol ks' 7 flvz = (. l/36 ih) ' · 
- czCJooo;rs~)CI.Iq jh</) {-.ooooJc3J:: !710 '1)! {. '37q ;, ) 
-Cz~ooo ttsr)( 3./o ir,-~)( .coooo;bos) = -. 331 }<!)! 
( tf3b in) 
- {2qDoo J(~tJc z. ~q ihq J ( . oooo o /6o5) =--: 2 ss /()/ 
(.tf3bill) 





fOR PROBLEM 10 
BEAM SELECTED: Cl2x30 







I 5HEAe a- HOM£~1 DIAGRAMs j. 
~~~ / .L/ L{ /L 
· 3 ~-IN}r_. <.= .Q.~:..__- '"':::'- ~~~--




No PlA~E BENDING LOAD.S OR 51RE55£S 
• It;. 1'2 Jt·lf'l 
5.~'""~ 
TOQSIDIJ:-
l CIZx30 DJMEN5JON5 & PfOPERII£5 I 
A -:: R8Z in 2 1'{ - 5.1~ jry4 Wno = //.70 in~ Q r = 7 ~~ ;~3 
-
d ::: 12 ;n 5:.c - 27 ·,.,J VVn1 - ).02;h7. Ow= 17.0 ~~ 3 -
-
br :: 3n;" Si - 2. Q{, j(13 5[,..\ = b. 0) i~ 11 r:- - 2 9 DDO k:<;r - .... -
t...., = . 51;~ J = .U5ii-J4 Swz. ::: Lf. q I i ~'I G ~ J J200 /(')! 
tr - . f501 ;., c fN :: 1 Sl i11' Sw_o -:. 2.~!);~,.: 
Ix :; /(,2 ~~<l ct ::: 21.3 ;, 
[TORS!O~AL STRESSES ) 
A. TORSIONAL FUNCTioN 5 






















TORSIONAL LOAD 1 ~« « <:"<: </ ... 
+ . 2 I<:·! tv fiN 
ToRSIONAL LOAD 2 ~ Y.> 0 •) IL·IN /IN 
COM5/NfD TDRSIO~A L LOAD ~ 7> 
• ~ ){•lf"IJrJ ~ ~ <t... 
.1/L~!Nflf'.! 
i) TORSIONAL LOAD 1: yv,:: -. 7. It-IN /trJ FROM o'i lo /0( 
. ·USf CA5f 10J d.= l.o 
AI SuPPOR.1: (b 4 [ ~;.L ] = 0 :. (j) = 0 
,, [ G.J J 
.'. ~!I ' . (/) • --;;;- :: l/. 0 = -.0000 ~257b 
r/JI· [C>J'.1:]- I 
M a, - 0 . ~ = 0 '. 
cp'h • [G. ~a ] :: - 5 .0 .'. (j)JII ::: L). ~ ~ 6 :>:/D-(, 
Ai .3L (32.tf''): (/) , [~~] ::: 2.5 Cb =:. -.Q2?,LJ2 (/J IJ, [G!] 
=. 
.3 cb'l =. -c,.Jq~ )./0~(, 
rt/· [~·~1 = 4.3 .. q/ :: -.Q0/0~5'3 q/1· (6~{{ 1 = -J.o cDIII _. = q_ c, q z' ><: 1 o·' 
AI FREE 010: (J) • [~.} - 3.5 :. ~ = -.o7%i -(/)"· [GJ] 
.:: 0 ¢" = 0 .. (/)'' [0J-·k 1 = I. q :. ~I ~ -. OOOLf !77 





















2) ToRSIONAL LOAD 2 : WI= .5 ',!·IN/'"' FROfll o" To 32. ~II 
US£ CAS£ /OJ cJ.: .3 
AT SUfPoRT: r/J · t ~'l J = 0 
C/J 11 • [ ~ ] = . 1Z 
C/J I ' [~ ·i] :: 0 
¢"'·[~] == -1.5 
;·· 
AT FREE END: 
:. n = o 
'f II 
.'. ¢ :: . 00003716 
. 'J 
:. (jJ :: 0 
rf.. IIi 
:. VJ = -. OOOOJ -;t, 3Y' 
. . (/J ::: .006322 
C/1
11 
= -. 00000 72~ 
.'. (j)':: .000!53q·, 
1il 
. .'. ~ :: . 0000003~1 
3) SUMMA liON OF C/JJ ~"c]J/¢"' FoR LOADS 1 AND 2 
AT 5UPfo~-r: (/J = 0 
n.,n 
w = -.oooog5LJ2 
I 
Af FRtt HID: cj) ::: -. 010244 
(]/ :: 0 
. . 
(]) :: 0 
n..''' 
(!Ji ;;- -. QQQLfJ77 












B. STRESS CALCULA t!Of\JS 
0. TORSJDIJAL SHEAR 51RES5fS 
'AI 5UPfof!.l: ltw = {_11100 1"~,) (. 5 J i11) ( 0),; 0 K's1 
CtF = ( JIZOO /C$J(. s~r ih)(o) :; 0 J('sr 
Ar .3L(32.4'): Tt~.~:: (JJ200~t~~)(.51i~) (-o/.OJif),;~-~;; -S.JLfq /c(f 
Tti·· :. (JJ2001'5)(.5o/;,)(-1.0JLr.,JO'~:: -s.os-3 ksi 
AT FREE ENO: [t~..~ = ( / f2o0 J{s,) (.~I i11) ( -. 000 1-f 177) ~ - Z. 3 ~G ,JC\; 
LtF ~ [II ZOO ksr)( 50} ;J(-. 000 L/J17) = -2. )LJY' J(<;l 
2) WARPING NORMAL STRESSES 






















=- Cz~oOOKs,)( 11./Jn( )(-.000QLf5tf2)::: -15.tJJ1">' 
dws 2 :: l 2qQD0 J<=s•)( 5.02 ih·2- )( -. 0QQQ~5Lf2j =" -b.b/Z kSI 
Af .3L C32.4''j: 6ws0 = ( 21000 'C'll) ( }/. 7 ifJ2.,) (-I. 3~23,,/tJ- 5) -.: -~.55~ k9 6~s2 = L29000 tcst) ( 5.02 ih 2)(-1. )L{Z) ~!6-;):- J.qsy ,~5' 
A1 F~EE ENO: cSws0 :. ( 2q000 Jet!) ( //.7 ih z) ( 0) - 0 tsJ 6ws2 ::: (zqooo~!,)(S.Ol.i~ 2)(o) -= 01~sr 
3) ~ARPJNG 5 HEAR· Sf;?£55£5. 
)\ T SUPf'DfZI: 
AT .3L ( 32.';") ·. 
AI FfEE !:NO: 
7 _ - E Sw 11\ m (, ws - t lJI 
iF - Sol· .r, ·- --·· . ,..,, '-"'-'• .':::Jiji'J . 
I 
5 - roJ·,lJ C .LjqJ·.I.i 5 -7u\··Y w1 - b. 1., , .J "'z - . , n ; c.-J3 • ~. 1 _ :, 








[ W_> :: 
' . 
- {2'JDDD JCs,)(6.0l ;~<~) (I 212 !D-() __ u22 (.So 1 ; , ) • ;-.. - • 1 Jt<; 1 
-- (zqooo ts,)Cz.qs in'r)(/.Z/2 :../Q-6) = -.169 I<SI (SI it)) 
- czqooo ,,~,)C G.o 1 i 11'~) ( -b) C.501it~) 1.)5b2/x/0 ::: -.472/<SJ 
- CZqo~.05~;' ;1, ~ 4% ,,) ( u 5621 11 o-6) = - ?.>8S K51 
- (2qo(~~~~s~~CZ.~5ih)( ).:,sb-z.r )(ro-t):::: -./89 /(-;, 
- Czqooo J(s,)(6.0J in'0( _~\ 
C.SoJ;.,) -~.722Cf~IO)= .)OJk'\' 
- (ZqQQQ 1<51](. LJql j~'l) (_()~~~a (f\.-1) _ zLJn / [ . 50 I i h) 0. L ~ I X I v - . ' ) ,._<)I 
- CZ1000 Ks,)LZ~5 in~~)(,~-7229 !.;10- 7)::. .IZ2 k'5: 











FOR P~OBLE M 11 
. -BEAM SELECTED: C5x9 
I 

























JSHEAR & MOH£NI DIAGRAMS.\ 
4z''----
NO PLAjJ£ 5HJDJN& LOI!DS Of?. 5/RfSS tS I 
To~SION: 
. . 
) CSx 9 DIMHJSIONS &- PROPERIIES l 
A = 2.b~ in 2 lr - .62>2 il-1~ whO - Z.GS ih4 Q~;: 1. 21 ;r: 1 ~ -
d : 5.0 i" 5:.: ::: 3.5b jn3 VV112 :: 1. 38 jh'2 GLJ: 2.22 i\. 3 
br = 1.885 in 5'( = .45 il13 5v.n ::. .'-{~ i h 'I f = zqoQO ~S' 
k :: .~25 j~ J :: .JOq in'~ Swz - .?>5 j h ~ 0 :: 1 i Z () 0 r_sJ -
tF = .320 i'l1 Cw :. ],q3 jnr, s~.--~~ =' .115 j;.,lf 
Ix ::: 8.'1 in'~ (}.. :: 8.j3 ih 
) TORSIONAL 5 TRfSs£5] 














i) To~Siot\JAL LOAD 1 : M = 4o ~-~N A r 12.6 I' 
US[ CAS£ 9-' c<== .3 
A f 5UPPof?T : (/) • l ~ J == 0 
¢ 11 • [~] = .75 
AI . 3L (12.6 "): 
AT FRrr fND: 
CJ/' [GJ] = 0 
qy"'. [ ~ J == -J.O 
0 . r ~ J ~ . 72 
~''. [~J ~ 0 
0'. ( ~ J == .02 
rA ,,, [GJa'l] 
'jJ • --;::;\ :::: . 0 2 
B. SfR£55 CAL(ULAIIONS 
D TORSIONAL SJ.l£!1R SIR.£55[5 
Yt = Gt cp' 
:. cp == 0 
rill 
'·. 'fJ = . 002950 
:. cp'::: 0 
.·. c}t= -.CC0~12 
. rl\ - l j/.{f" ~ 
.. 'f-1 - . ',t>)) 
nt :. "+'.:::: -.001/li/ 
:. ~, = .OOCJS~O· I 
ri\"' 
. . 'f ::: - . 0 00 ~)) 
.. C/J::: ,)q65J~ 
ri." 
:. "'.J = 0 
.'. cj)' == .000b55 
111 
.. cp = .oooooqYY 
AT surroer: ctw = ( I 1200 Kc;1 )C. 3Z6 ifJ) ( 0) - 0 Jts1 
ltF ~ (J!200Ks,)(3Zi,)(O) - 01<51 
A-67 
. . 
AT .~L C12.6·~): 7t"'-= C /1200 JC~,)C. 325 Jn)( .ooq~30) :: 3).7BJ Jtr' 
(f.F~ ( /1200icsr)(32ih)(.OoCJg3oJ ~ 3).231 Ksr 
Ar FRH END: ?t.w ~ (I !ZOO Ks) (. J25 Jt,)( .0006SS) == 238M I:TJ 
?u: ( J/700 Kst)( 32 in) ( 00065~) :: 2. 311'3 ~sr 
2) WARPING NJfNAL 5rR.f55£5 





AI .3L (12.b''): dws0 = (29000 J<),)(Z.65 ihz)( -.ooJ!Lfl) :: -S7.66G k~s-· 
dws2 = (zqOOO JCs,)C 1.2l8 itJ 1) C-. OOJ JL/i) ~ - ws.{~)gs: 
AI Ff.ff Ef'ID: dr-vs0 = (21000 )(sJ(2.&5ill2)( 0) - 0 !GS' 
d/.Js 2 ~ { 2qooo JCsr)C /.3g in 2) ( 0) - 0 Ksi 
i\-68 
3) WARPING SHEA~ STRESSES 
7 _ - [ Sw rf-111 
(. WS ~ t \..j./ 
tr= .32inJ iLJ; .325in 
5w,:: .LJS j11~ 5w2 :: .3Sin~1 5w1 : .J/S in'~ 
Af suPfoll:r: 2o. S32 Y.<;, 
l/,J = 2. - { zqooo ~s,)C:. 35 jo'l) (- 00 ~ 2] :::-c. 2>2 jl)) . 0 7 I~- q71 k\1 
Lw:;::: - (.21000 1(51)( o 17S'ih'~)( _ QQ L/i') ::: (. 525 jf,) 0 0 1.- 7. 370 K'il 
AT .~L (12.6'J: l' "'' -=· 
- (2qooo !<sf)( 0 L/S ih\') ( _ 0 O _ 
· C.:) z it) ) . 00 3 3 I - I Lf. 3qq K51 
Gwz: -C2qooo J<>,)l.3S;n'~)(- 0 " 1) _ (. 32 ;n) . 00 j] 0 - !0. )37 j()\ 
' . 
y "'3 = - (21000 KS1)(ol75in'l)( Q " 0 (. 2>25'1"') -. 00 ))I = 5./bq J()' 
AT Ff(.tf ENo: Yw = 
' 
- C2qooo Ks,~C.Y~ in'') ( oooooq~Jtf)-:-l.-:)2. ,n ') , -. Y II 1n1 
lwz ::: - CZ1Df~~s·,'~~-~5 ·,nl')(.oooooq/,;0::: -. L.qCf J(l'l 
7 '-'3 ~ - cz ~ ~0~ ~':.:~ 175 ;o•) (.ooOQo q44) "- 1 n 1<~ 
A-69 
HAND- CALCULATIONS 
FOR PROBLEM 12. 
. BfA M S£L[CT£D: M c /8 X lf2 








---------- l~z''-__ _.,... 
A-70 
. . 




2 It·. I 
L)¥ 
S7b lt'·f"' 
l ?, 9tj I<·II'J ' . ~OME}JI: ~ 
[ MC '~X q2 DIMUJSIOfJS & PROPERI!£5 l 
A :::: IZ.G 1h-z 1-t :: /Y. ~ i 11 'I W~o ::: 22.0 i'1 2 G .. - I 0.1 i "J ~ -
d = ~~ ilrl S:r =- 6/.G jh3 Wn2 :::: )0. L[ jh1 Qh! =' 3-.a ·:.,J I. , I 
bF ~ ). q5 in 5'f :::: 4.6q ;~,3 Sw, :::: 17. Lf ih If [ = 20000 !(<;) 
iw = .lf 5 in J ::. /.23 ]11~ Sw2 :::. /).5 jh\j G -:; I i 2 o 0 ~~~~ 
tF :: .£25 In Cw : '3S2 in(, SwJ:::: 6.7~ in'f 
Ix = 55'1 ;•., '4 ().. = Y2.~ ih 
A-71 
I PLAAJ[ BE~DJNG STR[SS[S I 
A. LOt\161TUDJlVAL Bfi\JD/f'JG 5/R[SSES 
()r:,:: Mefsx 
A r SuPPoe.r : 
A i .5L ('16") .' 
AT FREE: END: . · d 5 -= 0 iCSI 
13. MAXJMUJ1 WfB SJ-JfAR 5fRES5£S 
C. MAXIMUM FLANGE SHEAR 5TRESS[5 
Cr-= VQF !rtF 
. . 
Ar suPPM:.r: tF: c-zt()C'9·7 1 ~ 3)/c5S~iiJ~')C.b2s;:,) == -.11)~ k>' 
A-72 
I TORSIONAL 5TRrss£S\ 
A. TO~S/010 FUMCT!0~5 
USE Lfa.. = 192 /42.3'': Lf.Stf 
U5£ CASE 10 CJ..:- .5 ) 
. . 
ArsuPPDel: ¢·[~1 = 0 :. ~ - D -
Cb II I [ fJ 1 = I. 3(, If . occo 3qlrgs 
.'. C/J ;; (/)'. [~ ·i J =. 0 (/)I ::: 0 .. 
C/J"' • [ G~.a 1 =' -2.25 :. (j) !!/ = - I. 5tf <f;; 1 D -~ 
Af. 5l (q6"): ¢ [0 J :: . qLJ cj) 0 Ll ~ () ,, • ""a'l .. :::: • '. '6 I 
ct>''. [ ~ J = -: ZG cb ll = ·j ,... , JCI L' I I' -G .. - " ~ .... j 1 )... '../ 
¢'· [~·~] ::: .S ~I = 
. 00 O~OiOG .. 
(/)Ill·[~] :::: 
.25 (j) !II :: • 'lbl ·o--. .. I. I ~I 
. . 
AI F1?£E END: cb . [§~] = ).2 .. ~ :: .OC::2~Lf 
¢"· [%L] ::. 0 .. Cb'' :::. 0 
(f)'. [~·k] = ./ Cj)' = . OOOOGILI .. 
7>"1. [~ J ::.. 0 . (]) fil ::: 0 .. 
A-73 
2J ToRSIONAL LOAD 2: 
--__;___;:---=~- DUE lo ECCENIR !CITY OF COAJCE/IJTRATED 
LOAD (P= 2~ t) TH ROUG~ C~AIIJNEL 
SH£J1R CENIER 
eo -= Eo + x - iv. h 
. LJ) in 
:: 1./qitJ + j77i'rJ- -z 
:: 1.16~ ih 
USE CAS£ q' 0- ~.5 
AI 5UPPof?.i: ¢ I [~1 = 0 .... 0 ;: 0 
¢'/. [~] :. (//-:: , 5.SS73 >:.!0-~ ' . = .gs 
~'·[~] = 0 
.. 
(j) ( =- 0 
¢"', [G~Z] :: 
-l.O . (}J IJ! = 1. 4qzq \w-: •. 
Af .SL (q6"J: cjJ ' [~ 1 = .1 (, :. rJJ ::::: -.oioSS 
C/JI}·[~] ·- -.tf (j) 11 =- 2.526l,JD-b 
.. 
(j6'·[~] .Lf ~ 1 / 0(, r -LI := ::: - . s :J ~- 10 . .. 
ct/'' [G~21 :::. -.G . C/J 11\ = ~. 9577 :._~o-?· . . 
A1 FREf HID.' . [0-J = /. Y:, :. Cj) -.0 /03"7 (/) ' ,"ltt = 
a/·[~J = 0 (j) I) = 0 .. 
rj]'· [~} -= .0~ Cb' -:: -2. ]3)Q>.!Cr~ .. 
II• [G"Ja21 ::;. 






















3J ToRSIOI\JAL LOAD S ·. DUE IO ECCUJTf!.JCIIY OF (D/IJCENIRAIED 
LOAD (P:L/1: 1) TilfOUGH Cf-iANfiJEL 
~~lEAf Cf~TEt 
AI 5uPPo~1 : 
AI .5L {q6''): 
AT FREF EtJD: 
USE CAS[ Cf I a..= !.0 
r/J. [~] ::: 0 
~ rl, [ ~ • Sa J ~· S. O 
•(/)f I [ ~] = 0 











.'.r}) ~ .02825 ' . 
('/\ = o~~y.< 
.. 'f.l . /~.._; 
.. (j)lf ::: 0 
· ri 1 - ,... r n -\I 
• • \/) - 5.2 )0g). •v 
cb
,,, 
. - q . rf\ -'1 




















A1 .~L (q6''): (j) -= . or;bz·f 
(j)'' = -3.5077 .lc/0~6 
(j) I -=. . 0006~1/ 
rp 1!1 ::; 
AT FREE EAJD : ¢ ::: 
.12042 
(j;" ::::. 0 
d/ = ' 00 00 56 ?.>6{ 
a/' :::. 
-t.7q16 ~~o-r. 
8. 5/RfSS CALCULA/i0!'J5 
D TORSIONAL 5}-)EAR 51RESSE"5 . . 
A1 5UPf'oR-r: Ttw ~ (! 1200 ~,,)( .~s;~)( O) :: 0 kn 
ltF = (JJzoo )(s-0C.62Slll)(o) :.- o K'i' 
AT .SL (q6"): lt~v = ( /1200 Ks!)( Lf~;h)( .0Q06'JII) :: ).tf33 Jc5r 
ltF :: ( 11200 k'5J {. b25 ir,)(. OOot~/1) :: Y. ;&~ )(sJ · 
.AI FRH fNO: Ctv :: ( /1200 r.n) C. Lf5 j'.J) (. Ooo 0 56 3CJJ -: 2, St/: ::'i; 






















2) W/IK.PING NORMAL STR£55£5 
~ E I I rf-.11 
U £.J$ = ./v" LP 








AT .SL C 0Cj: dw0 :: ( 21000 f(s,J( 22 in 2) (- 3. 5077 ;,tO -0 ~ -2.23 2 Jt)' 
Gw2 = C 21000 J(5t)( /0. ~ ih z)(- 3. 5077 x to-r,) ~ -I. 0 5 ~ l<S! 
Ai Ff<£E END: dw0 = ( 21000 1ts,)( 22 i~ ')( 0) - 0 !(51 
Owz. = (2100Dksr)(IO.~;"'L)(o) - 0 ltsi 
3) WARPING SHEAIZ SIRES5ES 
7 - - [ 5~...~ fl-,111 
li.JS- t U.J 





















A1 .SL (%"): 
AT F~U END: 
Lr-.Js = - {29000 KSr)(6.76 ;.,<{) (- l.r.933 >..ltr'):. 738k:sJ 
3 (tt5i'1) 
-{21{)(J0 J<sr)(/7.4 i~-J'') ( _,\ l w s I -:; {. 62 s j h) z) /3 2 8 ~ J D ) = - . I 8 7 /(}I 
- C29tfX) JCSrXG- 7C ;.,<~)( ., .., -71 , 
= {.tfS il-l) 2.)1j;_~x/0)-:: -.f()t fc'>l 
Tws, = -[.zqoool:"sr)C 17.Lf i~-Jlf)(-/ 7q1/ 1 ~.-~\ _ 0 ,'11 C . 0 ,\ U _) - . , 1 l /<')1 .~2S ;~, ') 























TORSION ANALYSIS CASE CHARTS 
from Steel Design Fiie, Torsional 
Analysis of Rolled Steel Sections 
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 
Copyright 1963 
End Conditions Torsional Load Type Load l'ocati.on 
========================~==============:===============================~== 
• 
Case 3 (0>.1) Pinned-Pinned Concentrated . 1 L of ~ember 
Case 3 {(X.::. 3) Pinned-Pinned Concentrated ~I . _,_ of me:nber . 
Case 6 ((X.::. 5) Fixed-Fixed Concentrated t;•• , v L of member 
Case 7 Fixed-Fixed Distributed Entire 1ength 
Case 9 (0:.=. 3) Fixed-Free Concentrated ... , of member ,.JL 
Case 9 (C(::. 5) Fixed-Free Concentrated .5L of member 
Case 9 ((X::. 7) Fixed-Free Concentrated . 7 L of member 
Case 9 ((X.=l.O) Fixed-Free Concentrated At free end 
Case 10 (C(=. 3) Fixed-Free Distributed From 0 to .3L 
Case 10 (CX=.5) Fixed-Free Distributed From 0 to .SL 
Case 10 (CX =. 7) Fixed-Free Distributed From 0 to "'I • I ._ 
Case 10 (C\.=1.0) Fixed-Free Distributed Entire length 
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APPENDIX C 
"TORS I ON" PROGRAM INPUT FILES 
AND OUTPUT PRINTOUTS 
Problem No. Beam Selected End Conditions 
===========================~======================= 
1 Wl4xl09 Fixed-~ree 
2 ~H4x159 Pinned-Fixed 
3 W12x79 Pinned-Pinned 
4 W14x90 Fixed-Fixed 
5 W8xl5 Fixed-Free 
6 W10x49 Fixed-Free 
7 W6x15 Fixed-Free 
8 W8x67 Fixed-Free 
9 C10x20 Fixed-\-ree 
10 C12x30 Fixed-Free 
11 C5x9 Fixed-free 
12 MC18x42 Fixed-Free 
C-1 
-------------- --·-·---- --------------
"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 1 
Beam Selected: W14x109 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
~w-FLANGE 1 1 W14x109 1 




7.12 29000.0 11200.0 
300.0 
3 
0.0 210.0 300.0 
10.0 5.0 o.o 
-102.5 0.0 -1050.0 
1 FIX-FRE 1 
2 
210.0 0.0 -5.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 
300.0 -10.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.25 210.0 
I y I 
C-2 
!NPUT DATA PROBLEM 1 
WIDE FlMIGE SECliOtl W14X10~ 
AREA: 32.0000 rHw: .5250 fHF: .8600 
lY: 44 7. 0(100 SY: 61. 21)(!(1 12: 1240.0000 SZ: 173.(1(1(!(1 
J: 7.1200 CW: 20224. 6'300 \lNI: 4~.!4SB 
SW2: 154.3216 E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
QY2: 40.7461 OY4: 94. '34'34 GZ2: 22.~008 
LEN61H: 300.(1000 





LEH END FORCES 
FX: 10.0000 




















2 SEf Of APPLIED CONCENTRAfE6 LOAOS ARE Af 300.00 INCHES FROM LEFr END 
FX: -10.0000 FY: 
MX: • 0000 MY: 
UNIFORM LOAD ON MEMBER IN Y-DIR 
WY: .0000 lAY: 
UNIFORM LOAD ON MEMBER IN Z-DIR 





UNIFORMLY DITRIBUTED TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
WX: . 2500. LX: 210. 0000 










DISTANCE FROM LEFf END OF MEMBER TO SECfiON UNDER EXAMINAflON iS .0000 
SFY = -5.0000 SFZ = • 0000 
SHY2 = -.I '3 !0 SliY·1 = -. 72'33 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BMZ = 1050.0000 
BSY1 = . 0000 8SZI = -6.06'34 
AXSTR = -.312~ 
TORSION HOHENT = 50.0000 LOCAfiON = 210.onoo 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= .67439£-05 
fOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. SB. = 
.000000 
. 443625. 
fOR. SHR. FLANGE = 




UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHENT = .25000000 ENDING AT 210.00000 FROM LEFT END 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= .48314E-05 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
.465807 
COMBINED fORS!ONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
. "30'3432 
fOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 







NDRHAL STRESSES (KSI> 
POINT WlfHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
-6.3ol864 -16.4~7440 
3 -6.381864 16.4'37440 
5 5. 756864 16.497440 
7 5.756864 -16. 4'374•10 
SHEAR STRESSES (Y.S Il 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION lORSJON 01ll y 
-------- ------
2L -.191045 .909432 
2R .191045 . '30'~432 
4L -. 729258 .000000 
4R -. 723(58 . 000(1(10 
6L . 191045 -.909432 
6R -,l'll04S -. '30343'2 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COHPUTED STRESSES 
+Y 
I 






















COMB UlED STRESS 
.718387 






DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAH1NATION iS 210.0000 
SFY = -5.0000 SFZ = .0000 
SHY2 = -. 1910 SHY4 = -.l2~3 
SHZ2 = . 0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = 2100.00CO 
BSY! = .0000 9SZ1 = -12. !387 
AXSTR .. : -.3125 
TORSION HOHENT = 50.0000 LOCATION = 210.0000 
PHI= .62399E-Ol PHI!= .2934BE-03 PH!2= -.26746£-05 PHI3= -.453~/E-07 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. : 
!. 725642 
.235982 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WAR?. NOR. ST?.. = 
2.826766 
-3.Bl1B79 
UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL MOMENT = .25000000 ENDING AT. 210.00000 FRJ~ LEFT END 
PHI= .27839E-Ol PHil= .8SB4SE-04 PHI2= -.78235£-06 
TOR. SHR. WEB : 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.50476~ 
-.060738 
COHBINEO TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
2.230411 
• 175244 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOP.. SHR. FLANGE = 







NORHAL STRESSES ((Sil 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
-12.451230 4. 526913 
3 -12.451230 -4.n6913 
5 11.826230 -4.926913 
11.826231) 4.926913 
SHEAR STRESSES CY.S I l 
POINT WITHOUT TORS!O~ TC~S l Grl m;:_y 
-------- ------
2L -.19!045 3.828870 
2R .1'31045 3.828870 
4L -. 729258 -2.230411 
4R -. 72'3258 2.230411 
6L .191045 -3.828870 
6R -.1~1045 -3. 8'288 70 
POINT LOCATiONS OF COMPUTED SlRESSES 
+Y 



























DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF HEHDER ro SECTION UNGER EXAH!NATION IS 300.0COO 
SFY : .. 0000 SFZ = .0000 
SHY2 = .0000 S:JY4 = • 0000 
SHU = . JLlOO 
BHY = .0000 DMZ = 2100.0000 
BSYI : .0000 3SZ! = -!2.1387 
AXSTR =. -.3125 
TORSION HOHENT = 50.0000 LOCATION = 210.0000 
PHI= .B2070E-01 PHil= .18307E-03 PHl2= .3:209E-10 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
1.076437 
.. 129526 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE : 




UN!FORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL MOHENf = .25000000 E~CING AT 210.00000 F~OK ~EFr EN~ 
PHI= .33592E-OI PHI!= .53550E-04 PH12= .9129lE-11 
TOR. SHR. WEB : 
WARP. SHR. ST~. = 
.314871 
-.037888 
COHBINED TORSIO~AL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
1.391308 
-.167413 
fOP.. SHR. FLANGE = 
W/,RP. NOR. STR. = 
TSR. SI!R. FLMIGE = 







HDRHAL STRESSES (Y.Sl> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
-12.451230 -.000057 
3 -12.451230 .0000~7 
5 11.826230 . 000057 
11.826230 -.000057 
SHEAR STRESSES ( Y.S ll 
POINT WITHOUT TORSI ON TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2L .000000 2.111682 
2R .000000 2.111682 
4L .000000 -!. 39 13(18 
4R • 000000 !. 3'31303 
6L .000000 -2.111682 
6R .000000 -2.!!1682 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COMPUTED STRESSES 
.y 
I 


























"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 2 
Beam Selected: W14x159 
End Conditions: Pinned-Fixed 
-------------------------------------
'W-FLANGE' 'W14x159' 




19.8 29000.0 11200.0 
432.0 
3 
0.0 108.0 432.0 
o.o 7.59 0.0 
-54.0 0.0 0.0 
'PIN-FIX' 
1 
108.0 0.0 -12.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o.o 0.0 0.0 
o.o 0.0 0.0 
0.25 
I y I 
-------------------------------------
C-11 
INPUT DAfA PROBLEM 2 
WIDE FLANGE SECTION WI4XI59 
AREA: 46.7000 THW: .7450 THF: I. 1300 
IY: 748.0000 SY: 96.2000 IZ: 1900.0000 SZ: 254.0000 ZD: 15.5550 
J: 19.8000 CW: 35555.8900 WNI: 53.6603 
SW2: 248.4789 E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
OY2: 60.7994 QY4: 142.4'361 GZ2: 35.9550 
LENGTH: 432.0000 












1 SET OF APPLIED CONCENTRATED LOADS ARE AT 
FX: .0000 FY: -12.0000 
HX: .0000 NY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON KEMBER IN Y-DIR. 
NY: .0000 LAY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON NENBER !N Z-OIR 
WZ: .0000 LAZ: .0000 
UNIFORMLY D!Tfi!BUTEO TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
NX: .2500 











DISTANCE FROM lEFT END OF HEMDER 10 SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 
SFY = -7:5900 SFZ = 
SHY2 = -.2041 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = . 0000 
BMY = .0000 BHZ = 
BSY! = .0000 BSZ 1 = 
AXSlR = .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAl MOMENT = .2500 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHI!= .!3633E-03 PHI2= .4277BE-!3 
fOR. SHR. 11£8 = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
1.137506 
.OSBB42 
COMBINED TORSIONAl INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
1.137506 
. 0'38842 
TOR. SHR.- FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. SIR. = 
TOR. SHR. FlANGE = 












NORMAL STRESSES <KSl} 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSI Oil ONLY 
-------- ----T-
.000000 .000000 
3 .000000 .000000 
5 .000000 • 000000 
7 .000000 .000000 
SHEAR STRESSES < KS 1 l 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSI Oil ONLY 
-------- ------
2l -.204099 1.915799 
2R .204093 I. '3157'33 
4l -.764073 -1.137506 
4R -.764073 1.137506 
6l .204099 -1.915799 
6R -. 2040'39 -I. '3 I 57'33 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COMPUTED 3TRESSES 
+Y 
I 


































DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF KEMBER iO SECTION UNDER EXAKJNATJON IS 
SFY = -7 .• 5900 SFZ = 
SHY2 = -. 2041 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = • 0000 
BMY = .0000 llHZ = 
BSY1 = .oooo BSI 1 = 
AXSTR = . 0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHENT = .2500 
PHI= . 12334E-01 PHI!= .77173E-04 PHI2= -.86267E-06 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
• 643927 
.017318 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
. 643927 
.017318 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. IIOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 












NORHAL STRESSES (KSil 
POINT WITHOUT 1 ORS I ON TORSION ONLY 
__ ,.. _____ ------
-3.227244 !. 342438 
3 -3.227244 ·1. 34 2438 
5 3.227244 -1.342430 
7 3. 227244 1. 342438 
SHEAR STRESSES ( Y.S I} 
POINl WITHOUT TORSION lORSlON ONLY 
-------- ------
2L -.204099 1. 045874 
2R .204093 1. 045874 
4L -. 754073 -.543927 
4R -.764073 • 643921 
6L .204099 -I. (145874 
6R -.204099 -!. 045874 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COMPUTED SlRESSES 
+Y 
















5 6L 6R 7 
CGHBHlED Slf<ESS 
------- ----··--













DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF MEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 
SFY = 4.4100 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .1186 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = 
BSYl = .0000 BSZ 1 = 
AXSTR =. .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL MOMENT = .2500 
PHI= .72407E-07 PHil= .10643E-Il P~l2= .29064E-05 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
-.357860 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
-.357860 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 












NORHAl STRESSES (KSll 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2.3~8110 -4.522865 
3 2.3~8110 4.522865 
5 -2.398110 4.522865 
7 -2.3'38110 -4.522865 
SHEAR STRESSES (KSI l 
POINT WI1HOUT TORSION TORSION DilLY 
-------- ------
2l .118587 -. 357860 
2R -.118587 -.357860 
4l .443948 . 000000 
4R .443948 .000000 
6l -.118587 .357860 
6R .118587 .357860 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COMPUTED STRESSES 
+Y 
I 


















5 6l 6R 7 














"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 3 
Beam Selected: Wl2x79 
End Conditions: Pinned-Pinned 
------------------------------------
'W-FLANGE' 'Wl2x79' 




3.84 29000.0 11200.0 
360.0 
4 
0.0 36.0 252.0 360.0 
0.0 0.0 o.o 
-61.5 0.0 0.0 
'PIN-PIN' 
2 
36.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 60.0 o.o 0.0 
252.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 
I y I 
------------------------------------
C-20 
INPUT DATA PROBLEH 3 
WIDE FLANGE SECTION W12X79 
AREA: 23.2000 THW: .4700 THF: .7350 
!Y: 216.0000 SY: 35.8000 IZ: 662.0000 SZ: 107.0C!)0 zr,. 12.oeoo 
J: 3.8400 CW: 7320.7550 WNI: 35.1679 
Si/2: 78.0622 E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
OY2: 24.8427 OY4: 53.6897 022: 13.3867 
LENGTH: 360.0000 






LEH END FORCES 
FX: .0000 FY: 
















2 SET OF APPLIED CONCENTRATED (DADS ARE AT 
FX: .0000 FY: . 0000 
!IX: 25.0000 HY: . 0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Y-DIR 
WY: .0000 LAY: .ooco 
UNIFORM LOAD ON MEMBER IN Z-DIR 
w z: .0000 LAZ: .0000 
UNIFORMLY DITRIBUTED TORSID~AL LOAD iS 
WI: .0000. 





252.00 INCHES FROH LEFT END 





DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF NEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHIN~TION IS .0000 
SFY = .0000 SI-Z = 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 : ,(1000 
BHY = . 0000 PMZ = 
BSY! : .0000 BSZ! : 
AX 51 R = .0000 
TORSION HOHENT : 60.0000 LOCATION = 35.0000 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHI!= .4!989E-03 PHl2= .COOOOE+OO 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
2.2!0283 
• 52!"427 
TORSION HOMEN! = 25.0000 
TOR. SHR. Flt\NGE = 
Wt\R?. HOR. STR. = 
LOCATION = 252.0000 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .15303E-03 Pl!l2= .OOOOOE+OO 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.837155 
.003573 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
'riARP. SHR. STR. = 
3.047444 
.531006 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
~ARP. IWR. STP.. = 
TOR. SHR. Ht,NGE = 















NORMAL STRESSES CKSll 
POINT NllHOUT TORSIO~ TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
.000000 . 000000 
3 .000000 .000(1(10 
5 • 000000 .000000 
J .000000 . 00000•) 
SHEAR STRESSES (KSJ) 
POINT WlillOUT TORSION TORS lOti ONLY 
-------- __ ., ___ 
2L .000000 5.2%630 
2R .000000 5. 2%690 
4L .000000 -3.047444 
4R .000000 3.(147~44 
6L .000000 -5.2%690 
GR .000000 -5. 2%6'30 
POJNT LOCATIONS OF CO"PUTED STRESSES 
~y 
1 





























DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF HENBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 
SFY = . 0000 SFZ = 
SHY2 = . 0000 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BMZ = 
BSY! = .0000 BS Z I = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION HONENT = 60.0000 LOCATION = 36.0000 
PHI= .!3782E-01 PHil= .30776E-03 PH!2= -.636~8E-05 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
!. 62006'3 
.591386 
fOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TORSION NOHENT = 25.0000 LOCATION = 252.0000 
PHI= .57007E-02 PHil= .15597E-03 PHI2= -.l!G92E-06 
TOR. SHR. WI:B = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.826313 
.010864 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
2.446382 
.602250 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 















NORMAL STRESSES CKSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
.000000 6.610505 
3 .000000 -6.610505 
5 .000000 ··6. 610505 
7 .000000 6.610505 
SHEAR STRESSES (Y.Sll 
POJ~T WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2l ,000000 4.427975 
2R .000000 4.427'375 
4l .000000 -2.446382 
4R .000000 2. 446382 
6l .000000 -4.427975 
6R .000000 -4.427'375 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COHPUTED STRESSES 
+Y 
































DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF MEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINATIDN IS 
SFY = .0000 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BMY = .0000 BHZ = 
BSYI = .0000 BSZ I = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION MOMENT = 60.0000 LOCATION = 36.0000 
PHI= .13&82E·Ol PHil= -.11788E·03 PHJ2= -.28060E-06 
TOR. SHR. 'liES = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-.620541 
-.0!3493 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TORSIQN MOMENT = 25.0000 LOUTIDN = 252.0000 
PHI= .24483Hi1 Pflll= -.10305E-03 PHI2= -.39427E-05 
TOR. SHR. WE3 = 
WARP. SHR. ST R. = 
-.542465 
.173106 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-1.163006 
.159613 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SfiR. FLANGE = 















NORHAL STRESSES <KSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
.000000 4. 307246 
3 .000000 -4.307246 
5 .000000 -4.307246 
7 .00000(1 4.307246 
SHEAR 51 RESSES <KSI) 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2l .000000 -1.653130 
2R .000000 -!.653130 
4L .000000 1. 163006 
4R .000000 -!. 163006 
6L .000000 1. 659130 
6R .000000 1. 65'3130 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COMPUTED STRESSES 
+Y 
I 


















5 6L 6R 7 
COMBINED STRESS 














9ISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF HEH8ER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 
SFY. = .0000 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 DMZ = 
BSY! = .0000 BSZ! = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION HOHENT = 60.0000 LOCATION = 36.0000 
PHI= .5061SE-07 PHI!= -.13062£-03 PHI2= .1231SE-IO 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-. 6875'38 
-.005544 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE : 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TORSION HOHENT = 25.0000 LOCATION = 252.00CO 
PHI= .35712E-07 PHI!= -.28206E-03 Plll2= .71414Hl 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. : 
-1. 484 768 
-. 077894 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-2.172366 
-.083438 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FlhNGE = 
















NORHAL STRESSES (lSI) 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
.000000 -.000020 
3 .000000 .000020 
5 • 000000 .000020 
.000000 -.000020 
SHEAR STRESSES !KSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2L .000000 -3.480649 
2R .000000 -3.48064'3 
4L .000000 2.172366 
4R .000000 -2.172366 
6L .000000 3.480649 
6R .000000 3. 48064'3 







































"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 4 
Beam Selected: W14x90 
End Conditions: Fixed-Fixed 
'W-FLANGE' 'W14x90' 




4.06 29000.0 11200.0 
480.0 
3 
0.0 240.0 480.0 
0.0 12.0 0.0 
-97.0 0.0 -960.0 
'FIX-FIX' 
1 
240.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 o.o 
-0.05 0.0 480.0 
0.0 o.o 0.0 
0.3 
I y I 
C-31 
INPUT DATA PROBLEM 4 
WIDE FLANGE SECTION W14X90 
AREA: 26.5000 THW: .4400 THF: .710(1 
IY: 362.0000 SY: 4'3, 8000 I Z: '3'3'3. 0000 SZ: 143.000(1 ZO: 14.5200 
J: 4.0600 CW: 16043.6500 WN1: 48.3153 
SW2: 124.5230 E: 29000.0(100 G: 11200.0(100 
OY2: 33.2644 OY4: 77.3395 OZ2: 18.6940 
LENGT:~: 480.0000 






LEFT END FORCES 
FX: .0000 





1 SET OF APPLIED CONCENTRATED LOADS ARE AT 
Fl: .0000 FY: .0000 
HX: 50.0000 HY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN.Y-OIR 
WY: -.0500 LAY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Z·OIR 
WZ: .0000 LAZ: .0000 
UNIFORMLY OITRIBUTED TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
WX: .3000 
HEHBER END CONDITIONS ARE FIX-FIX 
FZ: . 0000 
HZ: -%0.0000 






DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS .0000 
SFY = . -12.0000 SFZ = .0000 
SHY2 = -.5628 SHY4 = -2.1114 
SHZ2 = . 0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = 960.0000 
BSY! = .0000 BSl! = -6.7!33 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION MOMENT = 50.0000 LOCATION = 240.0000 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= .45082E-05 PHI3= -.53733E-07 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
.273293 
TOR. SHR. fLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HONENi = .3000 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHI!= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= .93305£-05 
TOR. SHR. W£8 = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
.787083 
COHBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
1.060376 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 









NORHAL STRESSES (KS!l 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION DilLY 
-------- ------
-6.713287 -1 •j. 38~97(1 
3 -6.713287 1'3,38'3'370 
5 6.713287 19.389970 
7 6.713287 -1'3. 389'370 
SHEAR STRESSES (KS!) 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2l -. 562777 1. 060376 
2R • 562777 !. 0603 76 
4L -2.111371 .(100000 
4R -2.111371 .00001)0 
6L . 562777 -1.060376 
6R -.562777 -1.060376 


































DISTANCE FRO/I LEFT END OF lfE/fBER TO SECriON UNDER fXAHINATION IS 
SFY = .0000 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = .oouo 
BHY = .0000 BMZ = 
BSY! = .0000 BSZ! = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION HOHENT = 50.0000 LOCATION = 240.0000 
PHI= .39695E-01 PHI!= .29067E-OB PHI2= -.45081E-05 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.ooqo14 
• 273291 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHENT = .3000 
PHI= .57161E-01 PHI!= -.!4459E-09 PHIZ= -.36530£-05 
fOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-.000001 
.000000 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 









PHI3= -. \5047E-13 
-.000001 
-5.118407 
TOR. SHR. IIEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000014 
.273212 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 




NORMAL STRESSES CY.Sil 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSI ON ONLY 
-------- _'T ____ 
-16.783220 11.434960 
3 -!6.763220 -11.434%0 
5 !6.783220 -11.434960 
7 16. 783220 I!. 434%0 
SHEAR Sl RESSES nsll 
POINT WIIHOUT TORSION TORSION" ONLY 
--------
2l .000000 .273313 
2R .000000 .273313 
4l .000000 -.000014 
4R .000000 .000014 
6L .000000 -.273313 
6R .000000 
-.213313 






































DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF NEHBER ro SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 480.0000 
SFY = 12.0000 SFZ = . 0000 
SHY2 = • 5620 SHY4 = 2.1114 
SHZ2 = .0000 
DHY : 
.0000 &HZ = %0.0000 
BSY! = .0000 ~SZI = 
-6.7133 
AXSTR = .0(10(1 
TORSION MOMENT = 50.0000 LOCATION = 240.0000 
PHI= .28276E-05 PHil= -.67223E-09 PHI2= .4S084E-05 PH13= .53733E-07 
TOR. SHR. WEB : 
-.000003 fOR. SHR. FLANGE : 
WARP. SHR. STR. : 
-.273292 WARP. NOR. STR. -
UNIFORMLY OISTRIBUfEO TORSIONAL HOHE~f = .3000 
-.(100005 
6.3!6973 
PHI= -.10165E-05 PHil= -.l6137E-08 PH12= .93304E-05 PH!J= .l5475E-06 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-.000008 
-.787083 
CONB!NED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
lOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. SfR. = 
-.000011 
-I. 0603 75 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE : 
WARP. NOR. STR. : 
lOR. SHR. FLANGE = 




-. ooor; 1 e 
1 '3. 3'30200 
NORHAL STRESSES <KSil 




3 -6.713287 1'3. 3'30200 
5 6.713287 !9.390200 
7 6.713287 
-19' 3'30200 
SHEAR STRESSES mn 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION Ol~l y 
-------- ------





4l 2.111371 .000011 
4R 2.111371 
-.000011 
6L . -.562777 1.060393 
6R • 562777 1. 0603'33 






































"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 5 
Beam Selected: W8x15 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
----------------------------------
1 W-FLANGE 1 1 W8x15 1 




0.136 29000.0 11200.0 
60.0 
3 
o.o 18.0 60.0 
o.o 5.0 o.o 
-30.0 0.0 -150.0 
1 FIX-FRE 1 
1 
18.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 30.0 0.0 o.o 
-0.0833 0.0 60.0 
o.o 0.0 0.0 
o.o 0.0 




INPUT DATA PROBLEM 5 
r 
WIDE FLANGE SECTION W8X!S 
AREA: 4.4400 THW: .2450 THF: .3150 
IY: 3.4100 SY: 1.7000 I Z: 48.0000 SZ: 11.8000 ZO: 4.0150 
J: .1360 CW: 51.6164 WN1: 7.8242 
l' Sll2: 2.4739 E: 2'3000. 0000 G: 11200.0000 
I 
DY2: 2.3142 DY4: 6.6427 022: .6324 
LENGTH: 60.0000 






. . . 
• I •,. 
: .:: ·. 
~ . : · .. 
. . . 
LEFT END FORCES 
FX: .0000 





I SET OF APPLIED CONCENTRATED LOADS ARE AT 
FX: .0000 FY: .0000 
HX: 30.0000 HY: .0000 
UNIFORH LOAD ON HEHBER IN V-OIR 
WY: -.0833 LAY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Z-DIR 
WZ: .0000 LAZ: . 0000 
UNIFORMLY OITRIBUTED TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
WX: .0000 LX: .0000 









DISTANCE FROH lEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 
SFY = -5.0000 SFZ = 
SHY2 = -.7653 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = . 0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = 
BSYl = .0000 BSZ1 = 
.AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION HOHENT = 30.0000 LOCATION = 18.0000 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= .27B99E-03 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
4.564575 
COHBINEO TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
4.564575 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. : 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 












NORMAl STRESSES CKSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONlY 
-------- ------
-12.711860 -63.303330 
3 -12.711860 63.303330 
5 12.711860 63.303330 
7 12.711860 -63.303330 
SHEAR STRESSES ( KS Il 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSI Oil ONlY 
-------- ------
2l -.765290 4.564575 
2R .765'290 4.564575 
4L -2.824297 .000000 
4R -2.824297 .000000 
6l .765290 -4.564575 
6R -.765290 -4.564575 






































DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 18.0000 
SFY = -3.5001 . SFZ = .0000 
SHY2 : -.5357 SHY4 : -1.9770 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 B~1Z : 226.5005 
BSYI = .0000 BSZ I = -19.1950 
AX.STR = .0000 
TORSION HOHENT = 30.0000 LOCATION = 18.0000 
PHI= .26647E-01 PHil= .19654£-02 PHI2= -.54646£-04 PHI3= -.18042£-04 
TOR. SHR. WEB : 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
5.393003 
4.109081 
COHBINEO TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
5.393003 
4.109081 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
10R. SHR. FLANGE = 





NORHAL STRESSES <KSI) 
I POINT WITHOUT TORSION 
TORSION ONLY COHBINED STRESS 
------- -------
-------- ------
-19.194960 12.399340 -6.795623 
I. : 3 -19.194%0 -12. 3'3'3340 -31.594300 
L 5 19.194960 
-12.399340 6.795623 
7 1'3. 194'360 12. 3'3'3340 31. 5'34300 
SHEAR 51 RESSES US I> 




-.535712 11.042940 10.507230 
2R .535712 11.042940 11.578650 
I 4L -I. 977042 -5.393003 -7.370045 
4R -1. '377042 5. 3'33003 . 3.415961 
I. 6L . 535712 -11.042940 -10.507230 
6R -.535712 -II. 042940 -11.578650 

















I X X 
X 
I X X 
X 
I XXXXXXXIXIXXXXXXXXXXX 5 6L 6R 7 
C-46 
DISTANCE FROII LEFT END OF IIEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINAT!Oil IS 
SFY = -.0002 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .0000 SIJY4 = 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = • 00(10 DMZ = 
BSYI = .0000 BSZ! = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION MOMENT = 30.0000 LOCATION = !8.0000 
PHI= .B0349E-01 Pflll= .96339E-03 PHI2= .63497E-Il 
TOR. SHR. W£8 : 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
2.643553 
-.223275 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. NEB : 
WARP. SHR. STR. : 
2.643553 
-. 223275 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 












NORKAL STRESSES <KSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
-25.424230 -.000001 
3 -25.424230 .000001 
5 25.424230 .000001 
7 25.424230 -.000001 
SHEAR STRESSES (KSI) 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2l -.000031 3.175578 
2R .000031 3.175578 
4l -.000113 -2.643553 
4R -. 000113 2.643553 
6L .000031 -3.175578 
6R -.000031 -3.175578 






































"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 6 
Beam Selected: W10x49 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
-----------------------------------
1 W-FLANGE 1 1 W10x49 1 




1.38 29000.0 11200.0 
192.0 
3 
0.0 96.0 192.0 
0.0 -2.0 0.0 
-38.4 0.0 576.0 
1 FIX-FRE 1 
2 
96.0 0.0 -2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
192.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o.o 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o.o 
0.4 96.0 
I y I 
-----------------------------------
C-49 
INPUT DATA PROBLEM 6 
WIDE FlANGE SECTION W10X49 
AREA: 14.4000 THW: .3400 THF: .5600 
IY: 93.4000 SY: 18.7000 I Z: 272.0000 SZ: 54.6000 ZD: 10.0000 
J: 1.3800 CW: 2070.5160 WNJ: 23.5500 
SN2: 32.9700 E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
GY2: 12.7396 GY4: 2'3.7122 OZ2: 6. 9'319 
lENGTH: 192.0000 























2 SET OF APPLI EO CONCENTRATED LOADS ARE AT 
FX: .0000 FY: 4.0000 
I'll: .0000 HY: ,0000 
UNIFORH LOAD ON HEHBER IN Y-DIR 
WY: .0000 LAY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON MEMBER IN Z-DIR 
wz: .0000 LAZ: . 0000 
UNIFORMLY DITRIBUTED TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
WX: .4000 LX: %.0000 






























DISTANCE FROK LEFT ENO OF KEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAKINATION IS 
.0000 
SFY. = 2.0000 SFZ = .000(! 
SHY2 = .1673 SHY4 = .6426 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BKY = .0000 B~IZ = -576.0000 
BSY! = .0000 BSZ! = 10.54'35 
AtSTR = .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIO~AL HOHENT = .40000000 ENDING AT 96.00000 FROM lEFl END 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .OOOOOEtOO PHIZ= .!9602E-04 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.. 000000 
1. 0'31902 
COMBINED TORSIONAl INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. : 
.000000 
1.091902 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 









NORnAL STRESSES (KSil 




3 10.549450 13.387470 
5 -10.549450 13.387470 
7 -10.54'3450 -13.387470 
SHEAR 51 RESSES (KS!l 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------·- ------
2l '167274 1.091902 
2R -. 167274 I. 09!902 
4l '642566 .000000 
4R .642566 .000000 
6l -.167274 -1.091902 
6R . '167274 -1.091 '302 























































DISTANCE FROH lEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINATION IS 96.0000 
SfY = 2.0000 SFZ = .0000 
SHYi = .1673 SHY4 = .6426 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .oooo BMZ = -768.0000 
BSYI = .oooo BSZI = 14.0659 
AXSTR = .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL MOMENT = .40000000 ENDING AT 96.00000 FROH LEFT END 
PHI= .29039E-01 PHI!= .24734E-03 PH!2= -.36197E-OS 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
>. 941862 
-.108703 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. : 
. '341862 
-.108703 
lOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. SiR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 







I NORHAL STRESSES <KSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY COHBINEn STRESS 
--··---- -------I -------- ------
14.065930 2.472049 16.537980 
I 3 14.065930 -2.472049 11. 5'338'30 
I 5 -14.065930 -2.472049 -16.537980 7 -14.065930 2. 472043 -11. 5'33890 
I SHEAR STRESSES ( KS J) 
I POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY COMBINED STRESS ------- -------
-------- ------
I 2l .167274 1. 442600 1.609875 
2R -.167274 1. 442600 I. 275326 
4l .642566 -.941862 -.299297 
I 4R .642566 .94!862 1. 584428 6l -.167274 -1.442600 -1.609875 
I 6R .167274 -1.442600 -1.275326 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COMPUTED STRESSES 
I +Y 
I 
I I j 
1 2L I 2R 3 
I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx X 
X 
I X X 
X 
I X X +Z<---------4L-X 4R 
X 
I X X 
X 
I X X 
X 





OISTAHCE FROH lEFf EHO OF KEHSER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINATION IS 192.0000 
SFY .= 4.0000 SFZ = .0000 
SHY2 = .3345 SHY4 = l. 2851 SHZ2 = ·.0000 
BHY = .oooo 8HZ = 
-1152.0000 BSY1 = .oooo SSZ I = 21. 0'38'3 
AXSTR = .oooo 
UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHENT = .40000000 ENDING AT 96.00000 FROM LEFT END 
PHI= .43101£-01 PHf1= • 10137£-03 PHI2= -.26550£-!1 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.386014 
-.044551 
COHBINEn TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.386014 
-.044551 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 







NORMAL STRESSES (KSll 




3 21.099900 ~.000002 
5 ~21. 098900 
-.000002 
7 ~21. 0'38900 
.000002 
SHEAR STRESSES C KS J) 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
------ .. - ------
2t • 334549 
.591236 
2R ~.334549 • 5'31235 
4L 1.285131 
-.386014 
4R 1. 285131 
.386014 
6L ~.334549 


















































1 W-FLANGE 1 1 W6x15 1 




0.10 29000.0 11200.0 
42.0 
3 
o.o 12.6 42.0 
o.o 0.0 o.o 
-40.0 o.o o.o 
1 FIX-FRE 1 
1 
12.6 0.0 0.0 o.o 40.0 0.0 0.0 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 0.0 
o.o o.o 















INPUT DATA PROBLEM 7 
WIDE FLANGE SECTION W6X15 
AREA: 4.4300 THW: . 2300 
H: <).3200 SY: 3.1100 
J: .1000 CW: 76.4455 
SH2: 3.3409 E: 29000.0000 
QY2: 2.1453 QY4: 5.3222 
LENSTH: 42.0000 





























LEFT END FORCES 
FX: .0000 





. 1 SET OF APPLIED CONCENTRATED LOADS ARE AT 
FI: .0000 FY: .0000 
HX: 40.0000 HY: .0000 
JNIFORH LOAD ON HEHBER IN ~-OIR 
WY: .0000 LAY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Z-OIR 
NZ: .0000 LAZ: .0000 
UNCFORHLY OITRIBUT£0 TORSIONAL LOAO IS 
WX: .0000 LX: • 0000 





12.60 INCHES FROM LEFT END 
FZ: .0000 
HZ: .0000 









DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINAl!ON IS 
SFY = .0000 SFZ = 
SHY2 = . 0000 SHY4 : 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = 
BSYI = .0000 BSZ! = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION HOHEHT = 40.0000 LOCATION = 12.6000 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= .2065IE-03 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
6.723516 
COHBINEO TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
6.723516 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. SlR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 












NORMAL STRESSES (KSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-·------ ------
.000000 -51. 387050 
3 .000000 51.387050 
5 .000000 51.387050 
7 .000000 -S1.387050 
SHEAR STRESSES ( KS Il 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION om v 
-------- ------
2l .000000 6. 723516 
2R .000000 6.723516 
4L .000000 .000000 
4R .000000 .000000 
6l .000000 -6.723516 
6R .000000 -6.723516 


































DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF KEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 
SFY = . 0000' SFZ = 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BKZ = 
BSY! = .0000 DSZ 1 = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION KOKENT = 40.0000 LOCATION = 12.6000 
PHI= .!0463E-O! PHI!= .!!951E-02 PHI2= -.!SSSOE-04 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
HARP. SHR. STR. = 
3.078450 
6.498538 
COHBINEO TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
3.078450 
6.438538 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 












NORHAL STRESSES (KSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
.000000 3.86945~ 
3 .000000 -3.863450 
5 .000000 -3.869450 
7 .000000 3.869450 
SHEAR STRESSES ( KS!l 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2l .000000 9.978524 
2R .000000 9.378524 
4l .000000 -3.078450 
4R .000000 3.078450 
6L .000000 -9.978524 . 
6R .000000 -9.978524 



































DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF MEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 
SFY = ;0000 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = 
SHZ2 = 'oc. ~ 
BMY = .0000 BMZ = 
BSY! = .0000 RSZ I = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION MOMENT = 40.0000 LOCATION = 12.6000 
PHI= .41242E-Ol PHil= .97444E-03 PHJ2: .23221E-12 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
2.510150 
-:183446 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
2.510150 
-.193446 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
lOR. SHR. FLANGE = 































NDRHAL STRESSES CKSI) 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
____ ,.. ___ ------
.000000 .000000 
3 .000000 .000000 
5 .000000 • 000000 
7 .000000 .000000 
SHEAR STRESSES (KS!l 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2l .000000 2.654115 
2R .000000 2.654115 
4l .000000 -2.510150 
4R .000000 2.510150 
6L .000000 -2.654115 
6R .000000 -2.654115 
























































"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 8 
Beam Selected: W8x67 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
~w-FLANGE 1 1 W8x67 1 




5.05 29000.0 11200.0 
108.0 
3 
0.0 32.4 108.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
5.4 0.0 0.0 







0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
o.o 0.0 
























INPUT DArA PROBLEM 8 
WIDE FLANGE SECTION W8X67 
AREA: 1'3,7000 THW: .5700 
IY: 88.6000 SY: 21.4000 
J: 5.0500 CW: 1438.4680 
Sl/2: 32.3115 E: 29000.0000 
aY2: 14.5348 aY4: 34.8409 
LENGTH: 108.0000 





I Z: 272.0000 SZ: 60.4000 ZD: 8.2800 
WNI: 16. 6'345 
G: 11200.0000 





















LEFT END FORCES 
FX: • 0000 FY: .0000 
HX: 5.4000 NY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Y-DIR 
WY: .0000 LAY: .00(10 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Z-DJR 
WZ: .0000 LAZ: .0000 
UNIFORMLY DJTRJBUTED TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
WX: .sooo LX: 32.4000 

























DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS .0000 
SFY = .ooo·o SFl = .0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = . 0000 
BSYI = .0000 BSZI = .0000 
AXS.TR = .0000 
UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHENT = .50000000 ENDING AT 32.40000 FROM LEFT END 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
PHil= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= .43895E-05 
.000000 TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
.389188 WARP. NOR .. STR. = 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
.389188 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 







NORMAL STRESSES (KSil 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-··------ _____ ... 
• 000000 -2.125153 
3 .000000 2.125153 
5 • 000000 2.125153 
.000000 -2.125153 
SHEAR STRESSES ( KS!) 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------
2l .000000 .389188 
2R .000000 .309188 
4l .000000 .000000 
4R .000000 .000000 
6l .000000 -.389188 
6R .OMOOO -.389188 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COMPUTED STRESSES 
+Y 
I 































~---- -- --~- ---~-~------------
------- -------
------- -------
DISTANCE FROK LEFT END OF KEKBER TO SECTlON UNDER EXAHINATlOil IS 32.4000 
SFY = tOOOO SFZ = . 0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = .0000 
SH22 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = . 0000 
BSY1 = .0000 BSZ l = .0000 
AXSTR = .0000 
-
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL MDHENT : .50000000 ENDING AT 32.40000 FROM LEFT END 
PHI= .B0419E-03 PHil= .22202E-04 PHI2= -.Bll29E-06 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
. 1"41736 
-.030168 
COHBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.!41736 
-.030168 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 







HORHAL STRESSES CKSIJ 










SHEAR STRESSES O:SIJ 




















































DISTANCE FROK LEFT END Of KEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EIAKINAf!ON IS 108.0000 
SfY = .0000 SFZ = .0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BH2 = .0000 
BSYI = .0000 BSZ 1 = .0000 
AXSTR = .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL MOMENT = .50000000 ENDING AT 32.40000 FROM LEFT END 
PHI= .14026E·02 PHil= .27341E·OS PHI2= -.13441E·ll 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
• 01'7455 
-. 003715 
COHBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. : 
.017455 
-.003715 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 

























NORHAL SrRESSES (KS!l 










SHEAR STRESSES ( KS ll 














POINT LOCATIONS OF COMPUTED STRESSES 
tV 
I 































"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 9 
Beam Selected: Cl0x20 








0 .. 606 
4.637 
0.370 29000.0 11200.0 
60.0 
3 
0.0 18.0 60.0 
0.0 5.0 0.0 
-30.0 0.0 -150.0 
'FIX-FRE' 
1 
18.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 
-0.0833 0.0 60.0 
0.0 o.o 0.0 
0.0 o.o 
I y I 
C-76 




AREA: 5.8800 THW: . 37')0 THF: .~360 
IY: 2.8100 SY: I. 3200 SYS: 4.6370 
I Z: 78.9000 SZ: 15.8000 ZD: 2. 73'30 
J: .3700 CW: 56.9206 WNJ: 8.2423 ~lN3: 3.9494 Sl/2: 3.0370 SW3: 2:385'~ S\~4: ·1.1'330 E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
OY2: 4. 44 72 OY3: S.31~6 OY4: '3. 6490 OZ2: • 9918 OZ3: . 95,:0 
LENGTH: 60.0000 





LEFT END FORCES 
FI: .0000 














UNIFORK LOAD ON HEH~ER IN Y-OIR 
NY: -.0833 LAY: 
UN!FORH LOAD ON HEHBER IN Z-DIR 





UNIFORMLY OITRIBUTED fORSIONAL LOAD IS 
WX: .0000 LX: .0000 










DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF MEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 
SFY · ~s .. oooo SFZ = 
SHY2 = .6464 SHY3 :: 
SHY4 = 
-1.6134 
SHZ2 - .0000 SHZ3 = 
SHY = .0000 BHZ = 
BS~l = .0000 &SY3 = 
BSZI = -9.4937 BSZ3 = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION MOMENT = 30.0000 lOCATION = 18.0000 
PHI: . I'OOOOE+OO PHI 1 = • OOOOOE+OO Pii12= • il630E -(,: 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT I = 
.000000 TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
3. 743765 WARP. SHR. STR. Ai 3 = 
51.701370 WARP. NOR. STR. Ar 3 = 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED SiOESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 : 
WARP. NOR. STR. Af ! = 
.000000 TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
3. 743765 WAP.P. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 









Pfll3= -. 18174~-04 
.000000 
2.284202 WA?F. SHR. St~. ?T l 
-1. S52327 
24. 7734 60 
.ooooco 
2.884202 ~~RP. s~~. ST~. ~T 4 
-1. G5292i 





















NORHAl STRESSES ((Sil 
POINT 1111HOUT TORSION TORSION UNLY 
-------- ------
-9.493670 51.701370 
3 -·J' 4')3670 -24.7 73460 
5 9.mm ~U73•160 
·j, 036/t) -~i. 7013/0 
SHEAR S1RESSES o:SJJ 
POINT WlT HOUT lDRS; 0:1 TORSION ONLY 
................ ------
.646388 3. 743765 
21 .646388 3. 74376S 
'772605 2. 88oJ202 
3! • 772S•J5 2. 884202 
-1.613375 -1. 658387 
4! -1.613375 -I. 656]87 
< 
-.m6os -'L. UB·\ 'LO'L .J 
51 -. i72605 -2.esm2 
-.6'tS388 -3. 7437G5 
61 -.646388 -3.743765 

















































DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAH!NAT!ON IS 
SFY = -3.5001 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .452~ SHY3 = 
SHY4 = -1.1294 
SHZ2 = .0000 SHL3 = 
BHY = .oooo OHZ = 
BSYI = .0000 BSY3 ; 
BSZ I = -14.3355 8SZ3 = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION KOHENf : 30.0000 LOCATION = 18.0000 
PHI= .!90B3E-Ol PHil= .1293BE-02 P11!2= -.62927E-O·: 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. S1R. A1 2 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT I = 
5.492007 TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
3. 074681 WARP. SHR. STR. t,T 3 = 
-15.041270 WARP. NOR. STR. Ar 3 = 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED SlRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. SlR. AT 2 = 




TOP.. SHR. FLA~GE = 
'1iARP. SHR. SiR. Ai 3 = 









PH !3= -. !4S'26E -·j~ 
6.3!7381 


























HOR"Al STRESSES <Y.Sll 







SHEAR SlRESSES CXS!) 






































TORSION IJNlY COMB!IIED STRESS 





-7. 207~42 7.128235 
1 s. 041270 2'3.376750 
TORSION ONLY [;01-:0 I NED STRESS 
------- -------



































DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EIAHINATION IS 
SFY = -.0002 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY3 = 
SHY4 = -.0001 
SHZ2 = .0000 SHZ3 = 
BHY = .0000 OHZ = 
BSYI = • 0000 BSY3 = 
BSZ I = -18.9877 8SZ3 = 
AXSlR = .0000 
TORSIO~ HOHENT = 30.0000 LOCATION = 18.0000 
PHI= .44149E-01 PHil= .31087£-03 PHI2= -.S9204E-10 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 1 = 
1.319572 fOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
-.160762 WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
-.000014 WARP. NOR. SfR. AT 3 = 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT i = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 1 = 
1.31'J572 fOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
-.16076i WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 










-.123851 liAR?. SHR. SIP.. AT 4 
-.000007 
1.518031 






















NORMAL STRESSES (~Sil 
POIIH W!lHOUl lORSION TORSION Olll y 
-------- ------
-IB. ~amo -. 0000 Jol 
3 -18. '387721) .0(1(1007 
5 IS. ~87720 -. (•(1(10(17 
18.'307720 ,(1(11)01•1 
SHEAR STRESSES mil 
PO HIT WITHOUT IORSJON TORS!Dtl Olll Y 
-------- ------
.000026 















































INPUT DATA PROBLEM_9- Part (b) 
WIDE FLANGE SECTION WBX67 
AREA: 19.7000 THW: . 5700 THF: .9350 
IV: 88.6000 SY: 21.4000 I Z: . 272.0000 SZ: 60.4000 ZD: 8.2800 
J: 5.0500 CW: 1438.4680 iiN!: 16.6945 
SW2: 32.3115 E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
GY2: 14.5348 GY4: 34.8409 QZ2: 7.9748 
LENGTH: 108.0000 







LEFT END FORCES 
I FX: .0000 FY: .0000 FZ: .0000 
MX: 5.4000 HY: .0000 HZ: .0000 
I 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Y-DIR 
I wv: .0000 LAY: .0000 LBY: .0000 
I UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Z-DIR 
WZ: .0000 LAZ: . 0000 LBZ: .0000 I 
UNIFORMLY DITRIBUTED TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
I WX: -.2000 LX: 108.0000 
































DISTANCE fROII LEFT END OF IIEIIBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS . 0000 
SFY = :oooo SrZ = .0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = .000(1 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = .0000 
BSYI = .0000 DSZI = .0000 
AXSTR = .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL MOMENT = -.20000000 ENDING AT 108.00000 FROH LEFT END 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= -.10649E-04 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
-.518918 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
.000000 
-.518913 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 







I NORHAL STRESSES CKSI> 
POINT NilHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY COMBINED STRESS I -------- ------
.000000 5.155473 5.155473 
I 3 .000000 -5.155473 -5.155473 
I 5 .000000 -5.155473 -5.155473 
.000000 5.155473 5.155473 
I SHEAR STRESSES C KS Il 
I POINT WITHOUT TORSI ON TORSION ONLY COMBINED STRESS 
-------- ------
I ; 2L . 000000 -.518918 -.518918 2R .000000 -. 518'31 B ~.518918 
I 4L .000000 .000000 .000000 
4R .000000 .000000 .000000 
I 6L .000000 .518918 .518918 
I 6R .000000 . 5!8'3!8 .5!8918 
POINT LOCATIONS OF COHPUTED STRESSES 
I +Y I 
I l I 
2L I 2R 3 
I xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx X 
X 
I X v A 
X 
I X X +Z<---------4l-X 4R 
X I X X 
X 
I X X 
X 






















DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 32.4000 
SFY = .• 0000 SFZ = . 0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 DHZ = .0000 
BSYI = .0000 BSZ 1 = .0000 
AXSTR = .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOKENT = -.20000000 ENDING AT 108.00000 FROM LEFT END 
PHI= -.33640E-02 PHil= -.IS648E-03 PHI2= -.94979E-06 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. : 
-.999990 
-.150613 
COHBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-. 9'38990 
-.150613 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. SiR. = 
e-sc 





I NORKAL STRESSES (KSI> 
I POINT WITHOUT lORSION TORSION ONLY COMBINED STRESS -------- ------
I .000000 .459831 .459831 3 .000000 -. 45'3831 -.459831 
I 5 • 000000 -.459831 -.459831 
7 .000000 .159831 .459831 
I 
SHEAR STRESSES O:Sil 
I POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY COMBiNED STRESS 
-------- ------
I 2L .000000 -!. 789308 -1.789308 
2R .000000 -!. 78'3308 -I. 78'3308 
I 4l .000000 .998990 .998990 
I 4R .000000 -. '398'390 -. 998'BO 
6l .000000 1.789308 1.789308 
I 6R • 000000 1. 789308 1.789308 




I 2l I 2R 3 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx X 
X 
I X 
I X X 
+Z<---------4L-X 4R 
I X X 
X 
I X X 
X 






















DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF MEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAH!NAT!Otl !S 108.0000 
SFY = .0000 SFZ = .0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 fJMZ = .0000 
BSY1 = .0000 8SZ 1 = .0000 
AXSTR = . 0000 
-
UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOMENT = -.20000000 ENDING AT 108.00000 FROM LEFT END 
PHI= -.12769£-01 PHil= -.81654£-04 PHI2= -.14733£-09 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-, 521281 
'110952 
COHBINEO TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. = 
-.521281 
.110952 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. NOR. STR. = 
TOR, SHR. FLANGE = 

























NORHAL STRESSES CKS!l 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY 
-------- ------






SHEAR STRESSES <KS ll 






4l .000000 .521281 
4R .000000 -.521281 
6L .000000 .744132 
6R .000000 . 7·H132 





















































"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 10 
Beam Selected: C12x30 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
'CHANNELS' 'C12x30' 
8.82 0.51 0.501 
12.0 3.17 0.674 
5.14 2.06 7.63 
162.0 27.0 
0.865 29000.0 11200.0 
108.0 
3 
0.0 32.4 108.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
5.4 0.0 0.0 
'FIX-FRE' 
0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.5 32.4 
-0.2 108.0 

















INPUT DATA PROBLEM 10 - Part (a) 
CHANNEL SECT I QN C12X30 
AREA: 8.8200 THW: ,j!OO 
IY: 5. 1400 SY: 2.0600 
I Z: 162.0000 SZ: 27.0000 
J: .8650 CW: 151.2351 
SW2: li.OQH SW3: 4.9067 
E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
OY2: 7 .18'37 QY3: 8.3'367 
012: !. 5606 OZ3: I. 51~S 
LENGTH: !08.0000 






ZO: 3. t 700 





LEFl END FORCES 
FX: .0000 FY: .0000 FZ: . (1000 
MX: 5.400(1 MY: .0(1(1(1 MZ: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON MEMBER IN Y-DIR 
. 
WY: .0(101) LAY: .0000 LOY: .01)01) 
UNIFORM LDAD ON HEHBER IN Z·DIR 
WZ: .0000 LAZ: • (l(l(l(l LBZ: .0000 
UNIFORMLY DITRIBUTED TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
Wl: .5000 LX: 32.4000 











O!STANCE FROM LEFT END OF HEMOER fO SECTION UNDER EXAHINATION IS .0000 
SFY = .00(1(1 SFI = .0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY3 = ,(l(l(l(l 
SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 SfiZ3 = .00(1(1 
OHY = .0000 BHZ = ,(1(1(10 
BSYJ = .(1000 BSY3 = . 000') 
BSZ! : .0000 BSZ3 = .0000 
AXSTR = • 000(1 
UKIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HDMENT = .50000000 ~NDING Al 32.40000 fqQM LEFl END 
PHI~ .OOOOOE•OO 
lOR. SHR. WEli • 
~IARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. N0:1. STR. AT 1 = 
PHI!= .~OOOOE•OO PHI2= .38240E-04 PHI3= -.35)37E-05 
.000000 TOR. SHR. FLANGE = .(100000 
I. 283857 Wr\RP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = !.04"30% \iARP. SHR. S'R. Af 4 
13.0Jii8,~ Wt\RP. tiCR. SH. !1T 3 = 5.557056 










TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT l = 
.000000 lOR. SHR. FLANGE : 
1.283857 WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
13.018810 WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
C-96 
.000000 




NORHAL STRESSES CXSIJ 





















SlRESSES O.Sl l 
Vfli"IIIT T,,r:"'~P 




































TORSION ONLY COMBiNED STRESS 
----·.- --· ----
!. 233857 uaJm 
!. 2G3857 1.283857 
1.04'M6 1. 049096 












DISTANCE FROM LEFr ENO OF MEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 32.400(1 
SFY = .0000 SF Z = .0000 
SHY2 = .1)1)00 SHY3 = ,(1(1(10 
SHY4 = • 0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 SH23 = • (l00(l 
BMY = .0000 BMZ = .001)0 
BSYI = .0000 DSY3 = .0000 
9SZI = .0000 BSZ3 = .0000 
.. 
AXSTR = .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISlRIBUlED TORSIONAL MOMENT = .50000000 ENDING Al 32.40000 FROH LEFT END 
.P.~I= .64!41E-02 
TOR. SHh' •. ~H = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 1 = 
PH I!= .. I SB35E -03 PHI2= -.74301£-05 
.~04489 TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
-. 12!577 WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = · 
-2.529~90 HARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. HOR. STR. AT 1 = 
• 904489 TDR. SHR. FLANGE = 
-.121577 WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 




-.099346 ~ARP. SHR. SrR. AT 4 
-1.081698 
.888528 




HORHAL STRESSES ((Sil 






SHEAR STRESSES (Y.S1 l 
POINT WITIIOUl lORSION 
-------- ------
2 . 000000 
21 .000000 
3 .000000 
31 . 0(10•)00 
.000000 



















5 6 7 
TORSION OllLY COHDINED STRESS 
-~··-·--· ---~---
-~.~::mo -~.521590 
I. 0816'33 1. 08!6')8 
-1.081638 -1.0815'18 
2. SL'i5')8 2. 52'l:i'JO 
lOP.S!Dtl ONLY COM[I!NED SlRESS 
------- -------
.766~51 .765:151 
-1.01011)4 -1.010! 04 
.70~102 . 78~ 182 
-.987873 -. '30 7873 
-. 855593 -. 8556~3 
.')53295 .~53285 
-.78910~ -.7S~l82 
• '3818 73 • 'j87873 
-. 755951 -. 765~5! 
1.010104 ! . 0 iC: 04 
C-99 
DISTANCE FRO/! lEFr END OF I!EH8ER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINATJON !5 108.0000 
SFY = ·• oooo. SFZ = .0000 
SH'i2 = .0000 Sf!Y3 = . 001)0 
SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 SHZ3 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = .00(10 
BSY! = .0000 [lSY3 = .0000 
BSZ! = .0000 OSZ3 = .0000 
-
AXSTR = • 0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HDMENT = .50000000 ENDING Al 32.40000 ~RDH LEFT END 
PHI= .97777E-02 
lOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. 51fi. ~r 2 : 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT I ~ 
PHil= .90644E-OS PH!2= -.S848BE-IO 
.O~Ii'io lOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
-.006959 WARP. SHR. SfR. Af 3 = 
-,000020 WARP. NOR. STR. ~~ 3 = 
COI!BINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




TOR. SHR. fLArjGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR, AT 3 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
C-100 
.050862 
-.005687 WARP. SHP. SIR. /,1 r, 
.-.000009 
.050862 
-.005687 WARP. SHR. STR. AI 4 
-.000003 
NORHAL SfRESSES <~Sll 
Pom WlliiOUT TORSION TORSI WI Olll y 
............................. 
. 00(1000 -. 000020 
.000000 . 000001 
5 .000000 -. 000009 
.000000 .000020 
SIIEAR STRESSES mil 
PO!HT WITHOUT TORS!O~i 10RSIO~I Dilly 
-------- ------
2 .000000 . 043903 
21 .o,Jooo·o -.omn· 
? 
.000000 .045175 ~ 
3I .000000 -. OSGS4'3 
.000000 f'ld ... "n') 
-. y ,o::u ... 
4 [ . ~~)c,\iuo . DS4~6·J 
5 .000000 -.045175 
:il .01)0000 • \15654'3 
.000000 -.omo3 
6[ .000000 .0Si822 













5 G 7 
CUMOINCU STRESS 





CQH[IJ NH 51 RESS 











~~--1 n i 
INPUT DATA PROBLEM:)O - Part (b) 
CHANNEL SECTION CI2X30 
AREA: 8.8200 THW: .5100 THF: .5010 
IY: 5.1400 SY: 2.0600 SYS: 7.63(10 
I Z: 162.0000 SZ: 27.0000 ZD: 3. 1700 
J: .8650 CW: 151.2351 WN!: II. 7397 ~N3: ~. C·20 l 
SW2: 6.0047 Sl/3: .4". 9067 S\-14: -2.4534 
E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
DY2: 7.1897 DY3: 8. 3967 QY4: 16.8261 
DZ2: I. 5606 OZ3: I. 5166 
LENGTH: 108.0000 





LEFT END FORCES 
FX: .0000 FY: .0000 FZ: • 0000 
HI: 5.4000 HY: .0000 Hl: .0000 
UNIFORH lOAD ON HEHBER IN Y-DIR 
IIY: . 0000 lAY: .0000 LBY: . 000 1) 
UNIFORH LOAD ON HEHBER IN Z-DIR 
liZ: .0000 LAZ: .0000 l BZ: .0!)00 
UNIFORMLY DIIRIBUTED TORSIONAl lOAD iS 
II X: -.2000 LX: 108.0000 
HEHBER END CONDITIONS ARE FIX-FRE 
C-103 
DIS!~~CE FROH LEFT END OF KEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAKIHAT!O~ IS 
.0000 
SFY = .0000 SFZ = • 0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY3 = .0000 
SHY4 = .0000 
SIIZ2 = .0000 SHZ3 = • oooc 
BIIY = .0000 BHZ = .0000 
BSYI = .0000 BSY3 = . 0000 
BSZI = .0000 BSl3 = .0000 
AXSTR = .0000 
UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TDRSlDNAL HOMENi = -.2oonocoo E~DiNS AT I08.0C~O~ ~;~~ ~~~- E~2 
PHI= .OOOOOE+OO 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 1 = 




TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
COIIB!NEO TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT I = 
.000000 TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
-1. 71180~ WARP. SHP.. STR. AT 3 = 





-!.3387'35 ~AR?. s::R. s·2. 1, ~ ~ 
-12.286250 
.~27(55 
HORHAL STRESSES CKSil 






SHEAR SHESSES O:Sil 
POINT WI1HC!Jl ~O~S:8~i 
-------- ------
.00000(1 
ll . 00')(!00 
3 .000000 















TORSIOII ONLY COM&IUED STRESS 
-28.731930 
12.286250 12. 2862:i0 
-::. 2862~(: -12.296250 
28. 73!'330 20.i3J']3:) 
·1.i!!SG3 -1. 711E·)~ 
-!.;! !8(·~ 
-:.mm -!.3107~5 
-!. J'jG 7") :i -1. 3?27'35 
• 587(•~5 
.6870~5 . 6·3 iJ5S 
J.3S8795 
1.3'187'35 
1. 71180~ 1. 7!! 80~ 





















DISTANCE FROH LEfT ENO OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINATION IS 32.4001) 
SFY = .. 0000 SFZ = .OC'JO 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY3 = .0000 
SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 5HZ3 = . 0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = .(1000 
BSY! = .0000 BSY3 = . 0000 
BSZ! = .0000 BSZ3 = .0000 
AXSTR = .0000 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHENT = -.20000000 EN~ING AT 138.00000 FROH LE~l E~D 
PHI= -.24469E-Ol 
TOR. SHR. IIEB = 
IIARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. Al 1 = 
PHI I= -.10860£-02 PHI2= -.2B!OSE-OS 
-6.203338 TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
-.364445 WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
-.956837 WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. SJQ AT 2 = 




TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. ST( AT 3 ~ 




-.297804 WARP. SHR. SIF.. M <! 
. ~.403159 
-6.093867 



















IIORIIAL STRESSES !KSil 
POINT llllHOUT TORSION TORSI Oil ONLY 
....................... ------
.000000 -.356B37 
3 .000000 • 40·31 s·J 
5 .000000 -.409159 
.0()0001) .?5603/ 
SHEAR STRESSES (Y.SI l 















































• 4 o·J m 
-.409159 
.']5683 7 















DISTANCE FROH LEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINATION IS 108.0000 
SFY = .0000 SFZ· = .0000 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY3 = .0000 
SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 SHZ3 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 8HZ = .0000 
BSY1 = .0000 BSY3 = 
"' 
.0000 
BSZI = .0000 
- BSZ3 = .0000 
AXSTR = .0000 
UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHENT = -.20000000 ENDING AT 108.00000 FROM LEFT END 
PHI= -.82194E-O! PHI!= -.41152E-03 PHi2= -.80697E-08 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




COHBINEO TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. IIEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




lOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SfiR. STR. AT 3 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 









WARP. SHR. STR. AT 4 
-. !26812 
-.126812 
HORHAL SrRESS£5 <KS!I 




.00000(1 -. 002747 -.oom7 
3 .000000 . 001175 . 001175 
5 .000000 -.001175 .-.001175 
.000000 ,(:02747 • 002747 
SHEAR STRESSES o:SI I 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TO?.SJON 011L Y COMBINED STRESS 
------- -------
-------- ------
2 .000000 -1.933155 -1. mm 
21 .000000 2.625064 2.625064 
3 .000000 -2.050929 -2. osom 
31 .000000 2.5672'30 i.S672'30 
.000000 2. 223778 2. 223778 
41 .000000 -2.477403 -2. 477 403 
5 .000000 2.oso·m 2.050929 
51 .000000 -2.5672'30 -2.56mo 
6 .000000 !. 993!55 !. 993155 
61 .000000 -2.625064 -2.625064 
POINT lOCAliONS OF COMPUTED SlRESSES 
I +Y I [ 
















ll X mmxm 5 6 Cl09 
I 
"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 11 
Beam Selected: C5x9 














0.0 12.6 42.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 












I Y I 
---------------------------~-------
\.- .. (\ 
INPUT DATA PROBLEM 11 
CHANNEL SECTION C5X9 
AREA: 2.6400 THW: .3250 THF: .3200 
IY: .6320 SY: .450(1 SYS: [.3220 
IZ: 8.9000 SZ: 3.5600 ZD: !. 8850 
J: .!090 CW: 2. '3335 \iN!: 2.6502 WN3: !.3804 
SW2: .4802 SW3: .3499 SW4: -.1750 
E: 29000.0000 G: 11200.0000 
OY2: 1. 0536 OY3: 1. 2898 OY4: 2.1796 
OZ2: .3167 OZ3: .3000 
LENGTH: 42.0000 












I SET OF APPLIED CONCEN1RA1ED LOADS ARE Al 
FX: .0000 fY: .0000 
HX: 40.00(!(! MY: .00(10 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HENBER IN Y-OIR 
NY: .0000 LAY: .0000 
UNIFORM LOAD ON HEHBER IN Z-DIR 
liZ: . 0000 LAZ: . 0000 
UNIFORHLY OlfRIBUfEO TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
WX: .0000 LX: .0000 





12.60 INCHES FROH LEFT END 
FZ: .0000 




lllitdit .................... ____ ····-·-.. -----·--·'"----
DISTANCE FROH lEFT END OF HEHBER TO SECTIO!l UNDER EXAHINATION IS 
... , ... 
SFY = • 0000 SFZ = 
SHY2 = .0000 SHY3 = 
SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = . 0000 SHZ3 = 
BHY = .0000 8J~l : 
BSY! = .0000 BSY3 = 
BSZl ; .0000 8SZ3 = 
AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION HOHENT = 40.0000 LOCATION = 12.6000 
PHI= • OOOOOE+OO PHI 1 = • OO.OOOE+OO PH!2= • 30579E-02 
fOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




COKBlNEO TORSIONAl INDUCED STRESSES 
fOR. SHR. W£8 = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




lOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. SlR. AT 3 • 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
fOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
















WARP. SHR. STR. AT 1 
WARP. SHR. SiR. AT 4 
-7. 34ll70 





NORMAL STRESSES !Y.SIJ 






SHEAR STRESSES o:s IJ 


































5 6 7 




-235. 0 1'3300 -235.019300 












.. · .. :.· . 
. :: :: ··:· ·::.-._'>~::>· i;;.>:~\;·,: :·' . 
: > ~y:\:; .. , .· ,::::: •, ·· .. 
··.:·· .·.-: 
···: . 
. ~. :· ' ... -.. . . 
·, .... 
-. 
. . ... •· 
. DISTANCE FROK LEFT END OF KEKBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 12.6000 
··- ~ ... _, _ _, ~ ................ 
.. .................. , ......... . ... .. ..... 
SFY = • 0000 SFZ : .0000 
: SHY2 : .0000 SHY3 : .0000 
. . :sHY4= .0000 
•.:.- :·SHZ2. = .oooo SHZ3 : .0000 
~' ;' t 
.... 
... 
, ·. :~ ... Bt!Y : .oooo BKZ ~ .0000 
.; · .. ;· •. ,.~ •:I•' 
· .y·, .· BSYl . = .0000 BSY3 : .0000 
·: :··/;· , BSZl : 
.0000 BSZ3 -. .0000 
: .· ~;. ~ .. ·: 
"• 
·' : AXSTR = .0000 
TORSION KOKENT : 40.0000 LOCATION = 12.6000 
PHI= .11685Ef00 ·PHil= .9948BE-02 PHI2= -.!IB97E-02 PHI3= -.32743E-03 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 
, ;WARP. NOR. STR. AT I = 
~· .. , •'• .... . 




COKBJHED TORSIONAl INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 : 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 








WARP. SHR. STR. AT ~ 
WARP. SHR. STil. i\1 4 
-5.1!2107 
-5.!12107 




.. · ... : 
I 
' 
NORHAl STRESSES (KSIJ 




5 • 000000 
.000000 
SHEAR STRESSES (KSIJ 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION 
-------- ....................... 
































5 6 7 
TORSION ONLY COHD!NED STRESS 
-91.437760 -91.437760 
47.6285! 0 47.628510 
-47.628510 -47.628510 
•J!. 437760 9!. 437760 
TORSION ONLY COMBINED STRESS 
49.907050 49.907050 ' 
-2! .406260 -2!.406260 
46.040630 46.040630 
-25.272690 -25.272690 








DISTANCE FROK LEFT END OF KEKBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHINATION IS 42.0000 
SFY = .0000 SFZ : 
SHY2 = .0000 SHYJ : 
SHY4 = .0000 
SHZ2 = .0000 SHZJ = 
J 
BKY = .0000 BMZ : 
.. 
· BSYJ = .0000 BSY3 : 
, . 
· 8SZ1 : .0000 BSZ3 : 
. ·: :_·.:·: .~ ·\\:~:;~~~?:?·. ·.: 
'; AXSTR': .0000 
TORSION KOKENT = 40.0000 LOCATION = 12.6000 
PHI= .19976E+OO PHil= .58739E-03 PHI2= .18900E·OB 
TOR. SHR. IIEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




COKBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. liES = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 : 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 















iiARP. 5~2. SiR. A~ ~ 







, .. ,, 




NORKAL STRESSES CKS!l 






SHEAR STRESSES tKS ll 







































5 6 7 







TORSION ONlY COHBINED STRESS 
I. 738331 1.738331 
-2.472050 
-2.472050 




2. 26%89 2. 269689 
-L a~7s&7 
-l.!l37B57 
2. 372514 2.372514 
-[. 738331 
-1.739331 
2.moso 2. 472050 
C-118 
"TORSION" PROGRAM INPUT FILE 
Problem: 12 
Beam Selected: MC18x42 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
'CHANNELS' 'MC18x42' 
12.6 0.45 0.625 
18.0 3.95 0.877 
14.4 4.69 . i6.42 
554.0 61.6 
1.23 29000.0 11200.0 
192.0 
3 
0.0 96.0 192.0 
0.0 -2.0 0.0 
-38.4 0.0 576.0 
'FIX-FRE' 
2 
96.0 0.0 -2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
192.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
o.o 0.0 0.0 
0.4 96.0 
I y I 
C-119 
INPUT DATA 











CHANNEL SECTION HC18X42 
. AREA: 12.6000 THW: .4500 
IV: 14.4000 SY: 4.6900 
IZ: 554.0000 SZ: 61.6000 
J: 1.2300 CW: 852.2015 
5112: 17.3896 5113: 13.5185 
E: 29000.0000 6: 11200.0000 
DY2: 16.6854 DY3: 20.2256 
DZ2: 2.9510 DZ3: 2.8182 
.. 
LENGTH: 192.0000 















WN1: 21.9871 WN3: 10.3739 














I . · .. 
















2 SET OF APPLIED CONCENTRATED LOADS ARE AT 
FX: .0000 FY: 4.0000 
HX: .0000 IIY: .0000 
UNIFORH LOAD ON HEHBER IN Y-DIR 
IIY: .0000 LAY: .0000 
UNIFORH LOAD ON KEKBER IN Z-DIR 
liZ: .0000 LAZ: .0000 
UNIFORMLY DITRIBUTED TORSIONAL LOAD IS 
II X: .4000 LX: 96.0000 
-~HEHBER END CONDITIONS ARE FIX-FRE li :._.~;.:.:· . 
.. :·::·:·: .. ·:·.' 
If :::: ... :.i:.;_.:_ ';: I',. '• . ' . ,:.·.':; : 
........ : . 









96.00 INCUES FROH LEFT END 
FZ: .0000 
HZ: .0000 




LBl: . 0000 
C-121 




. ....... : 
1 :,:n 
I 
I . I:·. :· 
OISTANCE-FROH lEFT·EHO Of KEHBER TO SECTION UNDER ElAHlNATION IS .0000 
SFY : 2.0000 SFZ : .0000 
SHY2 = -.0964 SHY3 = -.1168 
SHY4 ·= .2985 
SHZ2 : .0000 SHZ3 = .0000 
BHY = .0000 BHZ = -576.0000 
BSYI ~ .0000 BSY3 = • 0000 
BSZI = 9.3506 8SZ3 : 9.3506 
AISTR = .0000 
UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHEIIT = .40000000 ENDING AT 96.00000 FROH LEFT END 
. 
PH!= .OOOOOE+OO PHil= .OOOOOE+OO PHI2= .• 39B02E-04 
TOR. SHR. WEB : 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




COKBIHED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. IIEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




TOR. SHR. FlANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 : 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 









WARP. SHR. STR. AI 4 
-.ms2! 
-. 676821 













NOIKAl STRESSES (lSI> 
POINT NITHOUT TORSION 
-------- ------
9.350650 
3 . 9.350650 
5 -9.350650 
-9.350650 
SHEAR STRESSES !KSI> 

































5 6 7 
----- -----
- ~ 





TORSION ONLY COHDINED STRESS 
1.253714 1.157336 
I. 253714 1.157326 
.974622 .857796 
.974622 • 8577'36 
-.676821 -. 378330 
-.676821 -,378330 
-. 974622 -.8577% 
-.974622 -.8577% 
-I. 253714 -1.157336 
-1.253714 -I. I 57336 
C-123 






















. · ... 
DISTANCE FROM LEFT END OF MEMBER TO SECTION UNDER EXAHliiATION IS 96.0000 
SFY = 2.0000 
SHY2 = -.0964 
SHY4 = .2985 
SHl2 II .0000 
-
BMY = .0000 
BSYt = .0000 
BSZ1 = 12.4675 













UNIFORHLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL HOHENT = .40000000 ENDING AT 96.00000 FROH LEFT END 
PHI= .49015E-01 PHil= .32272E-03 PHI2= -.74574E-05 . PHI3= .17989E-06 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




COMBINED TORSIONAL INDUCED STRESSES 
TOR. SHR. NEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 




TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
WARP. NOR. STR. AT 3 = 
TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 = 





WARP. SHR. STR. AT 4 




I NORKAl STRESSES CKSI> 
POINT WITHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY COMBINED STRESS 
------- -------
I -------- ------12:467530 -4.755027 7.712506 
I 3 12.467530 2.243506 14.711040 
5 -12.467530 -2.243506 -14.711040 
7 -12.467530 4.755027 -7.712506 
SHEAR STRESSES (KS ll 
POINT NllHOUT TORSION TORSION ONLY COMBINED STRESS ------- ___ .. ___ 
-------- ------
2 -.096378 2.113914 2.017536 
21 -.0%378 -2.404217 -2.500594 
3 -.116826 2.146226 2.029400 
3I -.116826 -2.371904 -2.488731 
4 .298491 -1.548167 -1.249675 
4I .298491 1.704887 2.003378 
5 .116826 -2.146226 -2.029400 
SI .116826 2.371904 2.488731 
6 .096378 -2.113914 -2.017536 
6I .096378 2.404217 2.500594 






3 2 1 
mmxxxx 
X I 
I. I I X I 
X I 
I ~ . X I I I 
l +Z<--------4-X---j 
I X II X 
! X 















DISTANCE FROII LEFT E.No· OF HEl!BER TO SECTION UNDER EXAMINATION IS 1g2.0000 
SFY = 4.0000 SFZ = .0000 
SHY2 = -.1928 SHY3 = -.2337 
. SHY4 = .5970 
SHZ2 = .0000 SHZ3 = .0000 
Blff = .oooo BHZ = -1152.0000 
. BSYI :- .0000 BSY3 = .0000 
8Sll = 18.7013 BSZ3 = 18.70!3 
AXSTR = .oooo 
UNlFORKLY DISTRIBUTED TORSIONAL ~OKENT = .40000000 ENDING AT 96.00000 FRDH LEFT END 
PHl= ,623~3E-Oi PHii= .6620SE-04 PHI2= -.2532SE-09 
TOR. SHR. WEB = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 2 : 








TOR. SHR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 
WARP. NOR. SlR. AT 3 = 
TOR. SllR. FLANGE = 
WARP. SHR. STR. AT 3 = 













NORMAL STRESSES CKSII 








SHEAR STRESSES CKSI l 














6 • !92756 
61 
.192756 






















5 6 7 
• • • • .., ....... . , ... .,."~.'"'·'''·""''-•""\•'"'""-'A,..,.,•W~ ..... :.a..-~ •· , 
TORSION llN\.Y Cll11BlNED SIRESS 
-.000161 19.701140 





















.486586 • 720239 
-. 433661 
-.240905 
.493215 • 685971 
C-127. 
APPENDIX 0 
GTSTRUDL INPUT/OUTPUT FILE PRINTOUTS 
Problem No. Beam Selected End Conditions 
=======================:=========================== 
r W14xH'. Fixed-Free 
2 W14xl~ 9 Pinned-Fixed 
3 W12x7 1.· Pinned-Pinned 
4 Wl4x~ . Fixed-Fixed 
5 wsx:s Fixed-Free 
6 W10x4~ Fixed-Free 
7 W6xl5 Fixed-Free 
8 W8x67 Fixed-Free 
9 C10x2C Fixed-Free 
10 C 12x ~ J Fixed-Free 
11 CSx Fixed-free 




"GTSTRUDL" INPUT/OUTPUT FILE PRINTOUT 
Problem: 1 
Beam Selected: W14xl09 
End Condition5: Fixed-Free 
Analyses tat 1 at 3 Location~: 
Locatio~ 0 inches 
Location £: 210 inches 
Location 3: 300 ·inches 
---1,; 
D-2 
?l. 0: Fia~ge Tip 
fl. i: Flanqe/W!b (mec:in 
Pl. 3: Web (a\ ~eulni !.xi:) 
·.. CTICIS/YAI 1.6.120 •• ,,.oprletary 1:0 the Coorgia Tech Rosuarch C:or"porat I on 
R!ST-lCTfD RICHTS LfCfNO 
Use. dupllc•t'on. or 0Hi.c1os~oo~r~t by \Mtt U! CovMrnrw~Unt (~ SUtJJvCt tu 
restrtctlons •~ set forth In subpar«gr•ph tel ttl lIt) of tho Rlont~ 
In Technlca\ D•t• and CoMputer Soft~•~• clause at O~ARS 252.221•701J, 
'f);TS'''CiiMPU't'e·r"'Si:i'l't\;,·a·;:it'''iS'"a·n .. ·unpu·tif1'$'heCi""'~·;;;.·k"'"C'O'i,"i'.i;rnY~·g .. ···y·.;. .. ;u~·.:.-rt;·T;.·~~j·v········ ...... 
secrets •wn•d by the C•orota T•ch R•searcn Corporatton ICTRCI. No acco~s. 
us•. transfer'. dUpliCation or dtsctosure thereof "'•Y bo "'ada oMc:ept undur 
~ 0 1 :a~~s~ : ~ •:•:~t 1 ~:=~~~ ed ~ ... ~!:' :" f;~~:~~=~t h:; I ~::n;:~~:;:~ ~t ,~:~-;, ~h~ _ -----------------------------
standtno recetpt or possesst'on heroof, Docon~~pllatton of tho obJ4JCt codo 
ts strictly proftlbtt~d . 
....................................... : ......... t:..,·o·,:·i;r.-··v-.·c·,:.-"it'tiS·o-.·r·c·;, .. ·t·o;.:p·c,o;.·o·t .. ,·on· ......................... . 
C•orota lnstttuto of Tocnno1oov 
Atlanta. Ceorgla JOJJ2 U.S.~. 
Copyrioht lcl CTRC 
ALL .ICHTS RES!RY(O. 
/SYS SAYE•CTI ST-UDL:CT1STt101 .COI/I~ t•US[RDAT.DS/1' l•CTI ST~UDL:CTJST,10l.CS/MODUMP/JF l•DYTf~~.TMP/TfMPORAAY/I' 4•~T~ ~TRUDL:Hfl 
T.Ds7~00L INCi•11~14/1~ 1•PLOT,IL.DS/W~JT[/HDL[ O•·•- - - - -
1i 't"llul) c ·'w'in· ;· o ~ .,. · · ·• .,.1. • ~ ti"':'·~·;:t"£· •· · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · ··-· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·· ·· ···· · ·· · ·· · · ··· · ·· · · ·· · · · · · ·· ·· ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· ·· ·· · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · •···· 
••• G T S T R U 0 L ••• 
--~:n:~~~=r~aw:Y:~.~0~&~1n:njrrj--------;:ri~r.~~Sni~~:rN~.------~M~O~D~Lri~V~f~L----~C~D~M~'~~iT~ON NO. 
•••• ACTIYt UNITS LtNCTH WEICHT AkCL! T!M~!RATURE TIM( 
-~-~-~-~---~~-~."!.~.~-~ ... :':~ ... ~.~ ........... .I.~-~ .. ~ ......... !'..0 -~-~.C! ....... !':.!': -~ ~ -~-~- ......... ~ .. ~.':'.~. ~-~!'! ~-~ .. ! ....... ~. ~-~ p -~-~ ........................................................................................... ' .. ' ........................................ . 
TY~I s•ACI rA&MI 
MIMIIA INCIDINCIS 




I TliLi I 
LDAOINC I 
MIMIIA LOAD 
I rORC! Y CLOI&L CONe ' •S L 210 14't)4*"t"li""l:ii"A"If""""""""""""""············································································································································································· ···························· ·········································· 
UNJYORM W .2! LA 0 LB 210 
C:ONC SO L 210 
TIMI ,OR eONSIST!NCY CH~CKS '0~ 1 MeMBfRS 0,14 SECONDS 
TIMI ~OR •aHDWJQTH RrDUCTION 0,00 S[CDNDS 
TlMI ~Q CKM~-A'I 1 ~~!M!Nt ST1'· MA~KlC!S 0,0, SttONOS 
'fiMCrtr·n·6·e·rss-·········~···MrM¥h···~:o:.:tis·································o·:·t·;···s·l!ca·•·o·s .................. . 
TIMI TO ASS!MIL! TH! STI''N!SS MATRIX 0.04 SECONDS 
TIMI TO PROC!SS 7 JOINTS 0.01 S!CONOS 
TIMI TO SOLVE WITH I •&RTITIONS 0.03 SECONDS 
TIRI Td 'lbtl!i 2 JOINT DJSJLAC!RENTS o.Oo SECONDS 
TJMI TO ~~OCISS 1 !l!M!NT DISTO-T!ONS 0,01 S!COHOS 
TJNI ~OR STATJCS CHICK 0,01 SfCCNDS 
OUT,UT 8Y MIMI!A 
LIS' S!CTJON STRESSES '0S1TJON ALL ~!MI!R I S!CTtON NS l 0 210 JOO 
•···••·•···················· 
•liiOLTS b' CIT!ST ANALYStS• 
............................ 
~~OILIM • W16Xt01 
ltTIY! UNITS JNtH kiJ Alb DEtf Stt 
INTIRNAL MIMI!A A!SUL~S 
......... ~~.!!~.~-~---~-~-~.:t:.' .. ~.~---~.:.11~~-s ........... : .................................................... . 
MIMI IA 
.................... ~.~-~.~.!.!' c 1 
0.·000 o.ooooooor 0.0000000!•00 o.ooooooor+oo 0.0000000[•00 
---------------T-----~~:-':-i~t>~t>~<i~<-:~"~~0i<1o ~.-o·o • ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~! ~ E • o o • ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t • o o ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~-::-;~;..;~c---7-~ .:..: :'c~Ti: !-~-:-~ : ~! : ~{-~---------
o.ooooooor•oo 0.0000000!•00 O.OOOCOOO(+OC 0.0000000£+00 ·C.Ot!JC~ ·C.OCJJtS• 
o.ooooooor•oo -o.~3•tatc ·o. ,,,,ce7 o.oooooooE•oo ·t.ott3t~ ·L.ott~ 15 
, .... 0.0000000[•00 0.0000000£•0~ O.OOOOOOOf•OO 0.~~00000(•0~ ·~ ,OC9~C~ .t ~t,~tS 
·o·:oC)o·o·o·o·o£··.-·oa .. ··~·o· -!~·,f·~;r~· ·o:OOooooo('•oo··· o··ao-o-ooclc·l•ov· ~~c,ooo~-.6t.•tio·· 0 .. •OCICC'O(f-.c.·o· 
210.000 0.0000000!•00 0 OOOOOOO!•!')C' ("1,001"0!')00f•Oe 0 00000~0£•(1!') 
" ",, ("• ,-."' ~. 'r • -." 
30.OO* I o.O0000000 ee0 0.0000000@ -00 O.0000000@0E 0...0000000*00 0.0000@00@ @ @0 0.0 00000@ *00
2 0.0000000 O 00 0.0000000@ 0 0@0@ 0 .O0@ OOOE@0 O.O0000000@ 00 O.Io0 00OoE.@@ O.@o000000E 00
3 0.0000000I 00 O.0000000@@ O0 O.O000OOOE.O0 0.000 0000-00 O.0@O00000 O0 O.OOO00009tOo
S O.000O000*O0 O..00000000E*O 0.0000000900 O.O000OOOE.OO0 0.00000009-00 0.00000000t.o
S 0.@@@O0C0|*O0 O.8000000I*O0 O.O00OO00EO0 @.O"6oOOEOO @O-OOOOOOI.OO O.OOO.OOOIO07 O.O000000 O0 O.OO000000:t.Oo 0. 0 O..00E*OO O.OOOOOO 0O0000008 O0 "O.OOOooo0e.Oo




... .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . ..  . ..  . .  .  . . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
........................................... . . . .. ... ...... ... ....... ... ... .. ... ..... ... ... .. . . ... .... . .... ... ... .. ... ... ...... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ...... ... .. ... ..
.........................................................................................................................................  ...........
'. '',. 
"GTSTRUDL"INPUT/OUTPUT FILE PRINTOUT 
Problem: 2 
Beam Selected: W14xl59 
End Conditions: Pinned-Fixed 







?K I~ ~ 
I ~ ~ ~~=====~~~~==~3~~=-==~~7~?~====~»~=====~~~~~ ."2 ~ K-IN /IN t\ 1\ 
......__ __ ros''--~1 
,, 







Pt. 0: Fi1r,ge Ti; 
?l. !: rl1nge/~e' (o~Hclicn 
Pt. 3: Web (at ~eulnl hi:) 
RISTRICfiD RIGN1S LIClNO 
Use, dwpl•catlen. or dtsciosure uv the US tovarn111~nt 1:. S.ULIJeC:t ,. 
r'attrlct lens •1 sat for'th I" SUbPAr"agrap" (CJ (I J (It) of th• RightS 
tn T~chnlca) Data and Co111putar sof,vara clause at D,A_S 2,2.221•l01l. 
'fhTs···co-.p,o.:.·r;t;.···so-ri·.;;;t;.·e--·,-.···•·n···wnpu·o-rrs·hai:r····v·o·;.·"····c·o·,;·ra.·rn·t·n·ci····v·a·;ua·tirii''f;:aii'iJ············ 
secrets •~nod by the Caorota Tach -•saarcn Corporatton ICTRC). No aecess. 
uaa. transf•"• aupllcatlon or dlsc1osu,.• tnaroof Nay tJo Ma(le oxcopt u"dor 
~ 0 l:c:ns~ ~ ~·:·:~' ~~=~~!:d,:.,.:::c ,:" c:~:.;~~h:~'~;:n:~~,.~~::~~t ~:;:,·~.~~=~--------------------------------------------------------------
stancuno ,.acatpt or possess ton no,.oof. DocoMpt 1at ton of tho ortJoct cn<h• 
IS Strictly pro"lbtt.•d. 
· · ..... · ·· · ................ ·· ....... · ............ 'e·o·;.·gT ;a·· v e·c·,; .. ·a • s u • ·;. ·c·,:,· ··co;: ·p ·a·,:·.:.:t ··,·on······ 
C•OP'Qla ln'St 'tute Of ToChi'OlOOY 
At \ante, CeO"O'• JOJlZ u.:;.A. 
Copyr1gt\\ (c) C1fi 
ALL AltHTS RfSfRVfO. 
/SYS SAV!•CT1 STRUDL :C:TISTt 101, COli/ I' 1•USEROAT. o:;Jl,. '1•CTI :;TRt.:OL :CT::;Tt 101 ,OS/t400UMP/!" 3•0Y"!'E~P T'-'P/Tf""POA.l.nY/ :r -' •C"!' I_!:.AI.:~;. ·H[l 
T.OS7PDOL INC'i•tl314/l' 1•,1..0TP'JL.OS/WRtT!/HOL£ O•·•- ... -
~'l·o·iiH''··wih'Ht., ... ,.>l'li.t~ii·;l·J·xt'b ............................. ··· .-................................................................................................. ········· 
••• C T I T - U 0 l ••• 
~IL!ASE DATI V!~SIDN 
btttMII!A Iii 1 '161~Ak 
•••• &CTIYI JNJTS l!NCTH 
.• •• ~.~.~ ... ~~-~-~~-~.~ •.• :.~ ... • [ t N CH 
I 'A • 'I' 
'J'd'J .•. ,. .. ~t·•·o;nr· ........ 














M!MII• r•OP!.TifS TAIL£ 'ST!!L7£' 
I TAILI 'STI!L1a' 'W14K1SI' 
LOAOINC I 
kt>i•·e-~··i:ol·o· .......................................... · ·· .. 
I '0-Cl Y CLOIAL CONC ~ .. 12 L 101 
MIMI!III LOAD 
.':5 LA 0 Lit t)~ 
TINI P'O• CONSIST!NCY CH!tKS ~0~ I MfMBEAS 0, 1] S~CONOS 
TJMI ,0. IANOWJOTH ~EDUCTION 0.00 ~[CDNOS 
TIM! TO C!N!.~T! 1 fLfMINT STI~. MAT~ICfS 0.04 S!CONDS 
YTiot'"Yb .. ,.o·o·e·lrs , ......... f .. Mt "i'f •· 'T~li b·s ....... · ·"o·: ·,·:"·sf co" o·s ................... .. 
TIMI TO ASS!MILl THE ST1''~ESS ~~TRIX O.Ol SfCONDS 
TIM! TO ,.OC!SS 2 JOINTS 0.0, SECONDS 
~::: ~g ::~e:ss''" ' Jo~:;T~1~~~!~e~!~M~t~R~tr:------~~~:~~~o~·~~~~g·~o~~r.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
,.,.., TO ,.OC!SS 1 !L!M!~T DISTORTIONS 0.01 SlCONOS 
TIMI 'Dill STATICS CHICK 0,01 SE.CONOS 
OUT,UT IY MIMI(" 
LIST S!CTION STRES$tS P0~1T10N ALL MfMD!R 1 S!CTION NS 3 ~ lOa Cll 
•K!SOCTS 0' CAftST ANICYS!S• 
IETIO! UNIT! JNtw Kl' AAO Ott' ~tC 
......... ~~-~-~.r.~ ... ~.~c.' r .. o.~. s r~.r.~.~ .............. . 
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Analyses taken at 4 Locations: 
Location 1 : 0 inches 
Location 2: 36 inches 
Location 3: 2 5.2 · i n c he s 
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"GTSTRUDL" INPUT/OUTPUT FILE PRINTOUT 
Problem: 4 
Beam Selected: Wl4x90 
End Condition~: Fixed-Fixed 
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"GTSTRUDL" INPUT/OUTPUT FILE PRINTOUT 
Problem: 5 
Beam Selected: W8xl5 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
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·········riiV.ll"li"4T"'ioltMI"t·•···,;rs-u·L'I·!······························································································································· 
MEMII- SECTION ST-!SS 
OISTANCI 
,.AOM STA.T 
I· .... • ........................... • .... • .. • .. 
-.XIAL V SHeAR. % SIII!AR. 
STAI!SS ··········································•·/ 
V II!NOJNC l B~NOINC COMDIN[O NO.MAL 
........................................................................................................................................................ 
.............. u ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
LOAOINC 
· · · .... · r .... · ............. o·:o csc;:o·o·c,-o r • oo: ..... ·o ·:o o·o·o:6·o·o f' •o ·o ....... o·:o cro·c,-o·o· o ~·.-o·6 ....... o·:oo<H)C»o· or • o·o .......... , 1 ·: ·~·; · r~· , ... · · · · .. ·· ~· ~ : "i' r i ·:· ,. · · · · · .. · ...... · .. · 
·····tr:oocr············· '"'i 
' 
0.0000000(+00 •1.0C4113 •0.1144441 0.0000000£+00 11.1'11J' t:'."7t:Jii 
0.0000000!•00 0.0000000[+00 0,0000000£+00 
0.0000000!+00 O.OOOOOOOf'+OO o.ooooooor•oo 
o.ooOoooot•oo • 1 • o &..c a I J ·0.1144441 
0.0000000!•00 0.0000000!+00 o.ooooooo!•oo 
O.OOOOOOOE+OO ·2.811tSO 0.0000000(+00 
··o·:o·o·c,-c;ooor•·o·o·· .. · .. o·:o·o·6·c;o·oot·~·o·o ....... o·:c·o·o·c,-o·oot·•·t>c/ 
0 0000000!+00 ·0."7CSJG!2 ·0 S701t1J 
0.0000000£•00 ~ 0000000£+00 0.0000000[+00 
o.ooooooo!•oo 1::.'7tl:Jt lL"7ttJt 
:~;:~: ~~~r-------~:~:~:~:~'~'r, 'r,;~~r---------------0,0000000!+00 o.oooooool•oo 
0,0000000[+00 _,,_,,,Jt -1~.":':t't 
O.OOOOOOOE+oo 0 0000000!•00 ~.0~00000!•00 
o. ooooooof ·o·eo ........ c ... z·~·a·t·c·J·· ......... , : ·:·i·!;· ,. ~· .. 
" 7 e.~ t:! o.ooooooor•oo t.2,!~t~ 
O.OOOOOOCIE+OO ':!~!;J 
·: ~ r, r 1 
• •• '. r ~ ----------
-----·---
•••••• I 0.00000001•00 o.oooooooe•oo 0.0000000!+00 o.oooooooc•oo •0,121SS:tll•OS •O.I:IISS,II•OI , 0.00000001:•00 •0.32411SI21: .. 01 •0. 24US&, E ·0~ 0.0000000!+00 •0.12115311.•05 •O.I21Uli!•OS r'" , 0.0000000!•00 0,00000001!•00 0,00000001+00 0.00000001:•00 •0. 121SS31!•0S •0, 121SSl11!•0S 
• 0,00000001'•00 0.0000000!•00 o.oooooooe•oo 0,0000000!"•00 0.121SS:JI!•05 o.t2•S~ltr·o~ $ o.ooooooor•oo ·0.324115121•0, •0.241SSIII•01 0.00000001!+00 0, 1215Sllf•O!i 0.121SSllf.•OS 
• 0,00000001•00 0.00000001!+00 o.oOOOOOOf•OO o.ooooooor•oo 0.171SS:JII!'·OS O.I21SSlii>OS 
' 
.O.OOOOOOOf•oO ·O.a5tCii2£·oi O.oOouOOOt•OO o.OOOOOOOt•oO O.ooOoOoOt•oO o.oOOOoOot•oo 
PIN ISH 
·. 
·• · .. ·· ... 
~~ ·• ::·.- . : 
.... 
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Analyse:; taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1: 0 inches 
Location 2: 96 inches 
Location 3: 192 fnches 
zK ~v 
~k======~~~==~~~~t, -.._..l)Y,~ --» ----')~) ) ) • 4 K·IN /iN 
...._ _____________ qG'' _,. I 
la2'' ~----------------------------- I -----------~~ 
rt. 0: 






Web (al Hedral hil) 
Use. iw~iiiailen. or discies~r• Cy the Di tovern•ont •s subJect to 
r•strtctiOftS as set forth'" sub•ar•or:aph IC) (1) Ill) of tho Atghts 
In TeCftnloa1 Data and Ca•puter Software clause at D~A-S 2S2~22,·101l. 
'tn·r•···coiip·u·i·•·;.···so··•·w·•·r·•···•·s···•·n···u;;pv·.:;rrstteCi·····w·o·;.·" ..... c·o·n·t·•·\·;;·,·n·o .... ·v·.ii'lU;i'ttro···;:-;.·•a·o·· ....................................................................................................................... .. 
secrets evnoct by tft• Caorola leer. ttoso•r.cft torporat •on ICTACJ. No accos$, 
use. transfer. Gup1tcation or diAclosure tnoroof ~•v ue Nade ewcept und•~ 
a 11c•ns• a r••••nt •••eutod by CTAC •~ It~ autho~tzeo ropresont~tivos •nd 
no r 0 1.. t 11 o or tnt or est tnereto •s c:onvaywd or or•nto no~uH'I notvttn· 
standing receipt or possessl,on ttoreof. DecoNplt•tlon ot the obJ•ct eodc 
ts s1r•ctly proftiDit,d . 
.................................. .... ... ~ ....... , .• ·o·r·(;~·;;·· lf·ec·n .. ·•·os~a;:·c·n .. ·c·o;:p:,;·,:·,;.·.r·,· o;; ......... · · ...... · ................ · 
t;aoro\• 1ns1 ttute ot Technology 
A"" lent•, C:oGt'fll• :S0~32 U.$.A. 
OPyr"t(lht 
ALL R1C:HTS RfS(RY£0. 
/SYS SAY!·~·I ST~U~~ CTJSTSIOI .COB/I' ltUS!ROAl.OS/1~ 2•CTI_~TRUOL:CTIST,IOI .OS/NOOUMP/If_J•OVTE~P.TMP/TfMPQRARY/1f_4•CT!_ST~UDL:HfL 
T.OSi~OOL INCi• I Ill•/ I' ,tPLOT'IL.OSJWRJTf/HDLf os·4 
~'f···u-.;c·;w"il>x.-,······n·•eo-:;;;-n···········································-·························· ························································· 
••• C 1 S 1 R U 0 L ••• 
-!LI&SE OAT[ Y!RSION MOD LfY[L COMPL[TION NO. 
bi!tiRitl 1111 'IOIVAX 2a 1 
•••• •CTIVf UNITS L!NCTH W!JC~T ANCLE TeMP[AATUR[ Tl~( 
.~.~.~-~ ... ~~~-~.t-:1.~! ... !.~ ... ~.~ ............ 1 .. '!.~.~ ......... ~-~.'?.~.~ ....... !!.A D.!.~.~- ........ -~-~-~.~-~-~~-~.~.'!' ....... s. ~ ~ .~ -~-~ .............................................................. . 
TY,I $HoCI ,AAMI 
MIMIIA INCIDINCIS 




TJMI ~OR CONSIST!NCY CHEC~S PDR I M!MB!RS 0. 1~ SECONDS 
TIMI ,OR IANDWIDTH •EDUCTION ~ ~o SECONDS 
TINI TO CIN!RAT! I ELEMENT STI'. MATRICES 0.0~ S!CONO~ 
'fTo;r···.,ij··~···6·e·t"s~·········,···Mt ... ·~····-rdti.lis ·········· ···· ···············a·: ·;·,-··s t c·o •o .-······················:······· ························· ········· 
TJMI TD ASSIMILE THI STI,,N!SS MAT~IX 0.05 S!CONOS 
TJM( TO 'lllOCISS 2 .JOINTS 0.01 S!:CONDS. 
f:M: ;: ::~t:si 1 'H 2 Joi:;'bT~~j!t!MtNt~ ~::~ ~:~~~~~sr-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
tiMt TO ~lllOCfSS 1 !L!MfNT OJSTO~TIONS u,ot SECONDS 
TJMI ,OA STATICS CHECK 0.02 SECONDS 
OUT,UT 8Y MIMII~ 
LIST SICTJON STR!SStS POSITION All M!MBEA I S!CTIO" N$ J 0 IC 1!1 
·••·••···•··•····•·········· 
•liiDCfi Of LATIST ANICYStl• 
............................. 
,~OIL!M • WIOJC4t 
JETJVt UNilS INCh kiP KAt 
IHTIANA~ M(MI!A RESULTS 
......... "'.f.'!~-~-~ ... s.r_c_!.l .. o.~ ... s.!. ~ f.S. .~ ........................................................................................................................... . 









o.ooooooo!•oo o.ooooooor•oo o.ooooooot•~o . 1~.~'''~ ·10.~~~•s 
0,2t1:11SS 0.1"72tJO• O.OOOOOOOE•OO .. !0.1414!; •10.54tCS 
O.o0o0oo0E•oo ~.OOOOOOOE•oo o.ooooooot•oo . to.Scg{\ • !~.C•t•t 
O,OOOOOOOE+OO 0.0000000[•00 0,0000000[+00 IO.~Ctl5 10.~4145 
0.21%115C 0. 112tJOt 0.0000000£•00 10.54,4S 10.Sitc~ 
0,0000000£+0C O.OOOOOOO!•oo O.OOOOOOOE•OO IO.SitCS 10.5«t•S 
o·. C. J"9!·;:c .,.. .. . ....... o·: OCfcfo·o·~·o~·.-cro·· ..... ci .. oo·o·o o·o·o E ~ o·o ..... ·o· ·: o o o·o oo Ot ;,:o·o· ... ·v ._. 0 0 o o·o·o·o t··. c c/· 
O.OOOOOOOif•OO o.'J'a'", O.OOOOOOOE•OO O.OOOOOOOf•OO 0 OOOOOOOE•OO 0.0000000(•00 
112.000 O.OOOOOOOf•OO O.OOOOOOOf•OO 0.0000t.OOE•OO o.oooooooE•oo 0 .,OOOC\00[•.,0 C'.0000000£•1)0 
o.ooooooor•oo o. sa" J' 1 1 O.J4~I,Ot 0 .0000000(•00 OOOO'JOOf•OO 0 .oooo~oot•ot~ 
o.ooooooolf•oo O.OOOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOOE•OO 0 .OOOOOOOf•OO .OOOOOOOE•OO o.ooooooof•O') 
O.OOOOOOOf•OO O.OOOOOOOl•OO O.OOOOOOOf•OO O.OOOOOOOP•OO 0.0000000[•00 0.0000000(•00 
o. oo-ooooOi • oc, 0, !,Ti]9 I I o. l• ~Tcoo• o. ooooooof"';""''o--o~00061. ov CJ. oooc.c..o-Of70-v 
O.OOOOOOOf•OO o.ooooooof•oo 0 .ooooooor•oo O,OOOOOOOf+OO o.ooooooor•oo Q,OOOOOOO!•OO 
o.ooooooot•oo l.l1t,., o.ooooooor•oo o.ooooooor•oo O,OOOOOOOf•OO 0.0000000!•00 
1TirT~'Jj""··································"··························· .. ·········································································-······································· ................................................................................... . 
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Fixed-Free 
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_ ....... , ..... .,. •·•· ••v .... rrvpr1•1:ary 1:0 t'nu Cuorgl• T•ch Rosoarch Corpor•tlon 
N!STRlCT!D RICHlj l!C!HD 
Oso. d"p\tc•t•on. or '-'tSc:iosuru Ly tn• OS Covurnrnunt ~~ ~UlJJUCl t.o 
restr•ctlons •s set fortft In subpar•graph ICI (II 1111 or'""' MIOht~ 
tn Tecftntcal Data and Computer Software c1auso •t DFAMS 252.27,·701J. 
V'I\TS'''COMP'.:at···;.···soT;·.;.···;.·;;···;·s· ... -;.i""Unpu"t.~Tt'S'hUd'"'·w·o·;.·k····c·o·n'f;.··,·n·tn·g .. ···.;..·.ii'ii.A'&i'UTCi''f~·;;ci'ti'"' ....................................... . 
secrets owned bV en• Coorol• Tee~ A•s•arcn CorporMt I on (CTRCI. No acc:oss, 
use. 'r•n•t•r. dup\\ca\\on or dt~closur• thoroof N•Y bO mad~ ~wcopt untlor 
~o ':1:::7 :f~\:~:~t ~~~=:~!:dt~:,.~::c .~r c~~~o=~J~:;'~;:n~=~r~!::~~t~:::,:~~~?~-------------------------------------------------------------
stencHng f"eCelpt or possos,lon horuof. Ot~co"'pi lnt I on ot tho objoct code 
1'5 strtct 1y prohlbttud.. • 
· ........ ···· .. · ............. ··· · ............ - .. '·a·o·r· o· r _. .. "' ·v,-;::r; .. ;;· o s e ·a. ·r ·c· tl" t"'O;: ·p ·o·,:: ;; ;: ., c:n .. · · .. · · · .... · · · .. · · .. · .. · · · · .. · · .. · · .. · .. · · 
Georot• lnr.tttuto of 1ochno1oov 
At tantll. Coorgta JOJJ.2 u.S.A. 
opyrl(1ht 
All RICHTS R!SrAVI!D. 
/SY~ SAV!•CTI S1._.U0l:C11Slt101.C08/I' \1\JS!kOA't.OS/1' 'l•CT1 STRUDl:t'Tl5'T!l10l.!)!./PIODUMP/1r l•OYT!,...P.TMP/TI!MPOJtAJtV/!'-"'CTl ~TJtUO!.:HE:l 
T.DSiPOOl INCkt11lt•/lr ,,PLOT,Il.DS/WRIT!/HOLf O•·•- - -s'i'R'iio'l····. wi'wTs··.····, rl·w·r·o 'fiif r·• .......................................... - ............................................................................................ .. 
••• C 1 S T R U D L ••• 
-!L!AS! DATE Y!R$1DN MOO LEVfl COMPl!T10N NO. --~ant~e~t~MCTa7r~,~~,~,ns~,--------,~~~Mo~IV~A~,--------~~~~~----~~2&Jl 
•••• ACTIYt UNITS l!NCTH W[JCHT A~Cl£ lEMPeRATUR£ TtMr 
.~.~.~-~ ... ~ ~- ~ ~~-~-~ ... !. ~ ... ~ -~ ........... .r. !~ -~ -~- ........ ~ .~ -~ .~.'? ....... ~ .": -~.!. ~-~ ......... -~ -~-~-~ ~- ~ ~ -~ ·'· .'! ....... ~ f s -~ -'~ -~....................... .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .......................... . 
LOADINC I 
MeMIIR LOAD 
1 MDM!Nl X ClDIAL CONC 40 t. ll.C • 
s't'l'n'li~s~·····;••~vs·i·~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
TIM! ,OR CONStST!NCY CHICKS ,OR I M!MO!RS o. I& S!CDNDS 
TIM! ~0· IANOWIDTH R!OUCTION 0,00 SECOND: tt:: ~: :~:~i!S! I IR:~:;:NrbsTI,, MAT~1C!S ~:i~ ~~~--------------------~--------------------------------------------------------
TIME TO ASS!MIL! THf STI,,H!SS MATRIX 0,0? S!CONDS 
TIM! TO 'ltOC!SS l JOINTS 0,01 SfCONDS 
TIME TO SOLY! WITH I PARTITIONS O,OJ S!CONOS . 
.,.,.,.t .. ·r o .. , ·~n.-e·n s· .......... 2' .. :Jil.i H.,. .. or s • ·.: -..u·;.;tilY :s .... · .......... c;·; .,,. ;· .. s c c·o ·,ros· .................... ·· · .. · ................... ·· ·· ·· ........ · · · .. · ..... · ·· · ..... · ·· · .. · .. · ... · ...... · · · · ··· · 
TIM! TO PltOC!SS I El!M£NT OISTOAT1DNS 0,01 SECONDS . 
TIM( 'OR STATICS CHECK 0,01 SECONDS 
OUTPUT IV M!MifR 
llSl SttllON STAtiStS POS1110H ALL MtMilA 1 sECtiON h~ 3 o l~.t 42 
Jl!ltOBL!M • WIX1S 
·········Ji~YY'H'"iilirvs··· .. ,·;,·e·•··K·t·~· .. ··~lio·· .. ·a'f't·;···s~~············· .................................................................................................................................. . 








..... J .. 
/ ................................................... ~····••••• $TR[~$ ................................................................. / 
A )I I A I. ., t H tAR : s H tAR ... 8 t 14 0 1 N c. : 0 t ·~ b 1 II t c 0 ~ !i : 14 E t: ~£. ~ 
o.ooooooor•oo o.ooooooof•oo o.ooooooot•oo G ooooooo£•oo o.oooooo~!·oo c oooooooe•oo 
o.ooooooo!•OO o.oooooooE•OO o.oooooooE•oo o.ooooooo!•Oo o.ooooooOf•oo o ocooooor•oo 
""0 ·: oO o"o"(:lo"OE ·;o·o" 0: oO 0 o"Cioo E ... o"o ...... o .. .'O o·o·o·o·ocn:: .. 0 "6" ·o·: o·o·o·o"o"o 0 E :.·o·o.. "o :0 0 o"o 0 0 c £ ... 0 0. ·o O~··oo'ool:. ·..: o:o,;;· 
0,0000000[400 0.0000000!+00 0,0000000!•00 0.0000000[•00 0.0000000[+00 OO?OOOOf+OC 
0,0000000!•00 0 OOOOOOOE•OO 0.0000000[+00 O.OOOOOOOE•OO 0,0000000[•00 O.OOOOOOOr•O~ 










o.ooooooo£•oo o.oocoooor•oo o.ooooooot•C~o c ooooooor·~o 
0 OOOOOOOE+OO O,OOOOOOOf+OO O.OOCOOO~!•O~ ~ ~OO~OOOf•~o 
o'."ooo·c.to·oo;;r..:·o·o·· C.llC.o.oo·not.•oc" '"c · ... ,or;ot'<.".'l··c·c·· < ·oc<.><'ooot• .. •c·· 
o ooooooo[•oo o oooooocr•oo o ocooo~O!•oc o o~oo~ooE•00 
o.o~ooooO'•OO o ooo~ooo(•oo o.o~oo~oor·o~ e ooo~~oo~·o~ 
5 0 000000~,+0~ 0 0000000£+00 0 OOOO~OOf•On ~.000000 'f•~O ('. ~I'J0('(10C"!:. (It:• 
<. -., t:-. ~.-.... ; ... : ·r· .. -,":, 
C"."'00f1?r:'l<:."!•C'C ~-----0---o-o"""f..,-.;-o-o-6 (7o·c.-··..:.-o·o-o-~ o·<.lc..IC··u·c... --u--o o000(1-0"t -;,-r;~;---,_,~<.-,!.;.J-, .......... , • -, .. ·.·1-;-,-------

































0,00000001+00 0.00000001•00 O.OOOOOOOf•oo o.ooooooor•oo 
O,OOOOOOOf+OO 0.00000001•00 O.OOOOOOOf•OO 0.0000000(+00 
0. 00000001'.+00 0.00000001•00 0,00000001+00 o.ooooooot:•oo 
o.ooooooor+oo 0,0000000(•00 o.oooooooe:•oo o.ooooooor.•oo 






"GTSTRUDL" INPUT/OUTPUT FILE PRINTOUT 
I -.. 
Prob1em: 8 
I Beam Selected: W8x67 End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
r .. Analyses taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1: 0 inches I Location 2: 32.4 inches 
' Location 3: 108 inches 
1 .. 
I i I I :;_ » » >;> ~ • :) K-INffN -~ « ~ 
-
. 2 '(-]tJ /J,v 
I .. 32.q 11 
!08 11 
I ..... .... ,_, ···-········ 
I 0 1 ::r - -
I 
I 3 p t ' c: Flange Tip 
--
1--
p t' 1: Flcnqe/Web tonneciion 




















~r~•• '·•·•a• •• Preprleterv te •~• ; 
RISTRICTED RIGHTS LEG&NO 
Use, iu~iio•ilen, or disclosure 6~ iha us Govern~eni 's subJect to 
restrletl•ns •• set fertft In subparagraph It) Ill !Ill of the •lohtf 
tn Tee~ntaa1 Data an~ CoMputer Softvare clause at O'A•s 212.227•7013. 
Yii·t·s···o;;;;ul·;;;.···se·,·a·w·a;.·e·-r• .. ·e·n .. ·unp~bTrSrhea·····.;i;;;.·:,;.····c·o·n·ra·rn·;;;g·····v·•yu•·.:;r;.···i·rau·.;····························································································································· 
•••~•ts own•d bv tfto Goorata Tach kosoarcft corporatton (ClRCl. No acco~s. 
uao, transt•r. dupllcatton or disclosure thereof ••v ba •ado oxcapt u"dor 
a 1toanao a roo•ont owacutod b CTAC or tts authorized roprosontattvos •na 
nor 0 t, • or nteros s convev• or or•nt•d noretn notwtth· 
st•ndtng r•oetpt or possession hereof. Doco~pl1atlon of tna obJect coae 
Is st~lctly pronlblted. 
· .................................................. l:.e·ct;.·g\·•··y·ec·.;· .. ~tesea·r·.;·h··t'orp·o·,:·;.·tuton·········································· ...................................................................................................................... . 
Coorol• !n~tltute of Technology 
Atl•nta, Ceorot• 30J32 U.:.A. 
opyr 0 
AL~ .ICHTS -ESERYEO. 
/SYS SAYI•CT! STAUOL:CTlSTit01.C01/tr 1•US!RDAT.OS/tr 2•C~l STRUDl:CT1STt101 .DS/HODUMP/11 ~•DVTeMP.TMP/TfMPORA~Y/lT &•CTI :TRUDL:HCl 
T.os7rooL INCA•IIlt•ll' 7•rLOT,IL.Ds/W-ITE/HOLE o•·•- - - - -
¥'f*'iilil."''''w'ili"&'r'····r~·t·n·b·~·yli't't''···········································-················ ................................................................................... :····································· .. ········································ 
••• G T S T A U D L ••• 
---i:n:n~~:n:~:r:iTk=O~A;~i=~~~~r-------~:;~~:n~n~n:~;r-------~M~O~O~lrtE~Y~f~l----~C~O~M-P~~:T!DH NO. 
•••• ACTIYI UNITS • L!NCTH WEI~HT ANClf TEMPERATURE TIME 
!.~.~-~ ... ~~!!~~.!.'?.:-.!.~ .. ~.~~-···· .. ····'.?!.~.t:t .......... ~~-~-~-~ ....... ~~-~.L~.~ .......... ~.~.t:f.!':.~.~!~.~-~-T ....... ~.~-~-C?.'.'·~---··· ................................................................................................................................. . 
TYrl srACE P.AMI 
MIMIIA INCID!NCIS 
' •a• ••' "e'O"i(i'l'liN'tl''-·"'"··· ......................................................................................................................................... ··········· ...... ······ ................... ········· ......................................... ··········. ····· ... . 
LDADINI: t 
MIMI&R LOAD 
t MDMINT X GLOIAl UNI,ORM W .l LA 0 Ll l2 .• 
. Ml';i't't'JI"I:lll.'O'"'""''····················· .. ···•······ ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
t MOMI•T X GLDaAL UMI'O-M W •.2 LA 32.• Ll 101 
STIPPNESS ANALYSIS ;::: ~== ~:=:~~~;=c~tgU~; 7 :A'DA I MEMII-S ~:A! ~~N~Dn~~----------------------------------------------------------------------------
TlMI 10 CIMIRATI 1 ~L!MENT STt,. MATRJC!S O.OS SECONDS 
TIM! TD '~OC!SS 2 M!MI!R LDADS 0.01 SECONDS 
TIMI TO ASIIMILE THe STI''NESS MAT-IX O.OS SECONDS . 
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"GTSTRUDL" INPUT/OUTPUT FILE PRINTOUT 
Problem: 9 
Beam Selected: Cl0x20 
End Conditions: Fixed-Free 
Analyses taken at 3 Locations: 
Location 1: 0 inches 
Location 2: 18 inches 
Location 3: 60 i n·c he s 
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H. 0: Flange Tip 
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